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OUR ·NATIVE FLORA.
The :flora of our State is rich both in useful and ornamental
trees, and in shrubs and plants that are well adapted for rendering
our homes and grounds attractive and pleasant. At the present
day, as in the ·past, one great source of wealth in our State is its
immense forests of pine, hemlock and spruce; while the value of
other kinds of timber is rising as the demand for it increases in
c.onsequence of its uses in the arts. The maple and beech are being
sought for the manufacture df furniture, ash for cars and agricul·
tural implements, oak and hackmatack for ships, birch for S:Q001S,
shoe pegs and other products, poplar for wood, and alder'for chat·
coal. So 'far as the smaller shrubs and ornamental plants and
climbers are concerned, we have large numbers now growing wild
and unobserved in their native habitats, which would succeed well
if removed to our cultivated grounds, and which possess charac•
teristics entitling them to conspicuous places about our dwellings
and in .our gardens. But as a general thing, our people lack in•
.formation in regard to the habits, uses and history of our native
plants : not but what they are possessed of good intelligence, but
knowledge upon this subject ·is gen~rally confined to books, to
which they do not have access; and hence they are ignorant con·
cerning the trees and plants and shrubs which beautify our forests
wd farms, and afford the means of wealth to so many of our citizens,
The opportunity given, however, for becoming acquainted; both
scientifically and practically, with our native flora-and hundreds
will take advantage of it, and study the subject in both these
relations, who· would never think of pursuing botany as a
specialty, by the aid of more elaborate and expensive works.
As an evidence of this eagerness on the part of our agriculturists,
especially our young and reading farmers, to become acquainted
with the natural history of our State, it may be remarked. that the
paper on the "Weeds of Maine," published in the Report of the
State Board of Agriculture for 1869, excited general interest
throughout the State ; and among all the calls. for back volnmes
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of our reports, more are received for that year than all others,
mention being made that it is wanted. for the article in question.
·Besides, numerous letters have been received testifying to its
scie~tific interest and practical value ; and many have been led to
pursue the study of botany still farther, by having their interest
in the subject excited through the 'perusal of'this little treatise.
In the hope of contributing to a knowledge of the natural history
of the State, the following paper on the "Ornamental and Useful
Plants of Maine," is submitted to the public. The subject treated
· is one eminently apposite to :the work which the Board of Agriculture has been carrying out; and the execution of it has been
placed in the competent hands of the author of the." Weeds of
Maine," to which reference has been made. Mr. Scribner is a
•young and enthusiastic botanist, who is already well known to the
people of the State by his various contributions to a knowledge
of our local flora, through the public press •. He is a graduate of
the State College at Orono, has travelled extensively through
Maine, havirig twice ascended Mt. Katahdin, and by practical
observii,tion and thorough study is fully qualified to treat the sub-.
ject he has in hand, the first part of which is now submitted to the
public. It has been found necessary, on account of the length of
this paper, to divide it; the second part of which will be issued at
a subsequent time. A copy-right of the treatise has been secured
to the author.
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ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL PLANTS
OF MAINE.
BY F. LAMSON SCRIBNER, B. S,

"A Prophet is not without honor save in his own country;"
true is this saying when rendered-A plant is not wanting admiration save in its. native land. Very many of our wild flowers are
among the choicest plants of English and European gardens.
There exists among us what seems a studied neglect of the many
rare and curious plants which brighten the depths of the silent
wood with their beautiful blooms, or adorn the margins of our
wild water-courses with their graceful forms and perfumed flowers.·
Our ignorance and neglect ·of the floral wealth which abounds in
our field and forest lands is the marvei of foreigners, and justly
have they rebuked us by exclaiming: "And so in a country of
Azaleas, Kalmias, Rhododendrons, Cypripediums and Magnolias
-the lovliest flowers, shrubs and trees which the temperate clime
a:ffords,-you never put them in your garpens, but send every year
over tiie waters for thousands of dollars' worth of English Larches
and Dutch Hyacinths!" We find an account of an American,
who, desiring .to beautify his grounds, consults his catalogues for
some ornamental shrubs. In the lists of some French florist he
finds a plant having the desired number of adjectives applied to
it, and makes bis order. The plants arrive, and when in bloom
there is not in all his collection anything more beautiful than are
these, exciting the admiration and delight of all who see them.
Now the shrubs this .man imported at no small cost, grew wild in
a neighboring field, and might have been had for the transplanting;
for they were none other than a species of Laurel or Kalmia.
· . What excuse is there-for such ignorance existing amongst us?
There are many wild flowers desirable in every respect for garden
. culture, which to many lovers of plants are quite unknown. Let
not our nathre plants be left to bloom and fade in all their beauty,
"and waste their fragrance on the desert air;" but let us '' consider the lilies of the field/' and bring under our foster~ng care
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these wildlings of the fields and wooded dells. We know not
what loveliness may be developed .from plants of but passing
beauty, for by culture are the works of n'ature often greatly improved. Nature creates, but man adorns. Their culture will afford
a pleasure innocent and refined, cheaply purchased and within the
reach of all. To patriotic Jiearts there is a finer pleasure in growing our native productions than in the culture of perhaps more
gaudy exotics. Ought we not to be proud of a land so rich in
native trees of every description of beauty-the graceful Elm, the
stately Beech, the noble Oak and the majestic Pine ? To us no
foreign flower is more dear than the modest Sweet White Violet,
none of rnore resplendent beauty than the Scarlet Lobelia, and
none of purer loveliness than the White Pond Lily. What distant
lands yield more beautiful shrubs than our Laurels or native Rhododendrons-and where shall we look for finer or more useful
trees than. those the Pine Tree State· afford ? The value of our
timber lands cannot be over-estimated, and the preser,vation of our
forest trees is a subject of vital and national importance. Every
year our forests are being sadly diminished, and the· size and
quality of our cut timbet is greatly deteriorating.
In view of this, the writer has been led to compile the following
pages upon the "Ornamental and Useful Plants" of the State,
giving to the trees especial prominence. It is hoped that by this
account of our native plants a knowledge of them will be extended and their v:tlues better appreciated. No claim is'laid to
originality-that were almost impossible for the subject is one
which has been exhaustively treated by many writers. With few
exceptions the writer is familiar with every plant here mentioned
as it grows in its native haunts. Like friends are they to him and
he takes great pleasure in praising them, or speaking of their virtues. Many of these wild flowers he has either growm himself,
or _seen under cultivation. Other cultural notes when given, are
taken from the most trustworthy authorities. Observations upon
the families and genera have been compiled from sources of. unquestioned accuracy, and no pains have beeri spared in collecting
facts of interest concerning the species, from reliable writings at
command. ]!'or convenience, and that an idea of the natural classification of plants may be imparted, the arrangement of orders
adopted by Dr. Asa Gray, has been followed. Technical terms
have been studiously avoided, as they tend only to confuse those
unacq_uainted with them. It has been the constant endeavor to
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present in as popular a manner as possible a plain and easy
account of the more desirable .of our native plants, Certain
species have been included which some would have omitted:others may have been omitted which some would have included.
In a case like this it has been no easy matter to make a line of
distinction where one must be more .or less guided by his own
knowledge and predilections.
'fo Mr. S. L. Boardman the writer is under great obligations for
the free use of his· most excellent library, and for much valuable
assistance. To Mr. J. ·S. Hobbs, State Librarian, he is also indebted for. the kindly loan of works from the State Library. The
works chiefly consulted are the following: Gray's Manual of
Botany of the Northern United States, Flora Oestrica, Darlington's ·weeds and Useful Plants, Systematic Botany of Le Maout
and Decaisne, Evelyn's Sylva, Emerson's Trees and Shrubs of
Massachusetts, etc. When other .writers have been consulted,
due credit has beeri given.
AuGusTA 1

September, 1874 .

.

. ...

PART I.

POLYPETATOUS EXOGENS.
BlJT'm'EBClJP. F AMUL Y-ORDER, RANUNCULACE1E.
Herbs, or in Clematis, woody climbers. The parts of the flower
all distinct and unconnected.
A large family, numbering about a thousand species, very many
of which are cultivated for ornament. The plants of the entire
order have a watery, acrid juice, which in some species-Monk'shood-is extremely poisonous. In drying the acrid properties are
destroyed. Among the exotics, well known in gardens, are species
of Clematis, Anemone, Columbine, Larkspur, PC!3ony, dbo.
VIRGIN'S BOWER, 0LEMAT1S,

(Ancient Greek name.)

.i.. genus of highly ornamental climbers, which of late have received much attention by the Floriots, and. very many beautiful
varieties have been produced by hybridizing. 0. 'patens, from
Japan, has blue or purple flowers, five to seven inches across.
There are native with us two species.
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American Atragene, O. verticillaris, D.O. (Figured in this work). Root perennial. Stem 5 to 10 feet long, half woody, slender • .Leaves composed of three ovate
leaflets. Flowers solitary, about 3 inches across, bluish pmple, May.

This vine stands first among our 01:narriental plants, as it does in
the natural classification of species. It occurs from Canada to
Virginia, but is, however, very scarce. It is found at Orono,
growing in profusion on rocky banks, climbing, by means of its
long leaf-stocks, over bushes and small trees, to the height of 9 or
10 feet .. When in full bloom, about the last of May, its appearanc~ is truly beautiful, the graoeful, slender ste~s, dlothed with
light green foliage, and ornamented with large rose purple flowers,
gracefully pending from the surrounding shrubbery. Each flower
is succeeded by a tuft of silvery plumose, or feathery fruj,t. The
Atragene resembles in. general appearance the more common
Virgin's Bower, though i.t is by no means so' rampant a grower.
It is hardy, easy to' grow and manage, free from disease and the
attacks of insects, but quite. difficult to obtain, unless one happens
to know its native localities. We do not know that it can be procured from any American nurserymen. Several European cultivators have ·it in their collections. · The early blooms and ease
with which it is cultivated, make it especially desirable. Besides
the locality mentioned above the Atragene is also found in Orland,
White Clematis, Virgin's Bower, O. Virginiana, L. Root perennial. Stem
8 to 25 feet long, shrubby. Leaves composed of three ovate leaflets, which have their
margins cut or lobed. Flowers dioocious or polygamous, arranged in a panicle, numerous, dull white. Fruit with a long plumose tail. Plant climbing by means of twisting
·
leaf-stalks. July, August.

This climber is found throughout the border States from Canada
to Georgia, and west to the Mississippi river, befog very abundant
in certain districts. It delights in a moist, rich soil, and is usually
fo'und growing over thickets along the borders of streams. It will
grow very well on dry uplands if the soil be good.
The nearly white :flowers are arranged in large clusters, and,
owing to their abundance, are showy and attractive; they are
sweet scented and multitudes of insects constantly hover about
them. The flowers soon fall off, and in the female plants, are succeeded by conspicuous, silken, feathery tufts of fruit, which remain on the vine after the leaves· have fallen in autumn, and give
the plants a striking and pleasing appear0,nce. The stems thus
adorned make beautiful trimmings for sitting-room or parlor, and
are much sought for this purpose. Like the last species, this vin·e
is a leaf-climber.
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Dr. W. J. Beal, in the .American Naturalist, speaking of the
climbing of the Clematis, says, that
addition to this mode of
holding fast, the leaf stalks are sensitive to the touch, slowly
bending into the form of hooks, and if successful in catching a
stick, they clasp it firmly and soon become greatly enlarged and.
strengthened by an extra growth of woody fibre. If t.hey come
in contact with no object, after a short time they resume their
original position, which is ever afterwards retained.
The Virgin's Bower is easily transplanted either in the fall or
spring, doing well even after vigorous growth has commenced.
Female plants should be selected.

in·

LIVERLEAF, HEPATIOA., IJUlenius. (A Greek word, meaning oftl,e liver, from
a fancied resemblance of' the leaves to that organ.)

Immediately below the flower are three small leaflets, forming
an involuore, which, from its appearance and position might be ·
mistaken for a Oalyx;. Oorolla none.
·
Three•lobed Hepatica, Liverwort, Liver-leaf, H. triloba, Oliaix, •
Roots perennial fibrous. Stem not apparent ( aeaulescent). Leaves on long petioles.
broadly heart-shapecl in outline, with three obtuse lobes-whence the specific name,
J!'lowm·s blue, purple, rose or white, formed of the petal like sepals.· April, May.

, Earliest among our native spring flowers is the Hepatica. With
what eagerness do we search for the blooms of this little plant
upon the sunny slopes of wooded hills where the snow disappears
soonest, and with what a thrill of delight does the first sight of
· its delicately tinted blue or rose-purple flowers fill us ! In its
bright blooms w~ behold the awakening· of a new life, which the
warming sun ·has brought forth from the e31rth1 lon_g buried under
the cold snows of winter. The older leaves are in themselves
pretty objects, efther being of a fine green color or beautifully
varigated with deep, rich purple.
The 'Liver-leaf is much improved by garden cultme, often producing a' profusion of elegant double flowers.' It has quite a
medicinal reputation among the "herb doctors ;" an infusion of
the leaves forms an astringent drink given in cases of lung disease.
,Another species of the Hepatica with acµte leaf lobes may be
found upon northern hill~slopes, especially in the western part of
· the State.
WIND-FLOWER, ANEMONE, (A name given by the Ancients, either because
the plants grow: in windy localities, or because they were suppos(ld to bloom only in
the windy seasons).

11
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Wood Anemone, Wind-flower,· A, nemorosa,"L. (Figured in this work) .
.Root-stalk slender, creeping. Stem slender, smooth, without branches, 4 to 10 inches
high, bearing near the summit_ 3 tri-foliate leaves, which forin an involucre to the
single, white or rose colored flower terminating the stem. May.
" All wan and shivering in the leafless glade,
The sad -Anemone reclined her head;
Grief on her cheek had paled the roseate hue,
And her sweet eyelids dropp'd with pearly dew."-(Darwin).

The little Wood Anemone'i~ a delicat~ and graceful plant, growing in rich clayey loa.m along the borders of thickets and in open
woods. The bright white or rose-.tinted flowers, and the elegant
tri-foliate involucre render our plant attractive in the extreme, so
that it take~ rank among the handsomest of spring flowers. The
slightest breath of ·wind sets the wliole plant in lively, graceful
motion. The plant is easily grow11 in gardens, and though bea~tiful under cultivation, we are better pleased with it in its native
hau_nts.
MEADOW RUE,. TIIALICTRUM. (Origin of the name obscure.)

The Tall .Meadow Rue; common in we.t me_adows and along
streams, though a very pretty plant, takes rank among our weeds,
R'ue Anemone, ·r.·Anemonoides, Mx.

The Rue Anemone is a neat little woodland species, in habit
much resell\bling the '\Vood Anemone, with which it is usually
associated, though a far less common plant in Maine .. The flowers
are white or pink, about the size of those .of the vVood Anemone,
opening at nearly the same t1me, early spring. The leaves are
smaller; and more delicate than those of the last l).amed plant.
The roots are formed of a cluster of small tubers. The Early
Meadow Rue, T. dioicum, L. is a much larger plant, of very. gracefuli appearance. It is quite common in rich, rocky woods and
r~vines. .Blooms in May.
BUTTERCUPS, RANUNCULUS, (A Latin word for a little frog, the plants
usually growing where these animals most abound.)

Tlrese plants, owing to their active rubefacient and caustic
properties have some medicinal value. In Eui'ope, Alpine hunters frequently chew the leaves of R. alpestris, to keep off giddiand to strengthen them. •
.
.
·
ness
j
.
•
The Common Buttercups, R. acris, enliyen1:1 our fields a.nd
meadows with its rich yellow flowers. It is, however, generally
considered a nuisance by good farmers, · as it forms a very poor
fodder. When green it is very acrid and bitter, so that cattle
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will not eat it. A variety of this plant with full double flowers,
is cultivated in gardens.
•,

MARSH MARIGOLD, CALTJIA, (A Greek word meaning a goblet, from the
• cup-like form of the flowers).

Parts of the calyx ( s[Jpals) 5 to 9, colored and petal-like. Corolla
none.
Marsh Caltha, Marsh Marigold, Cowslip, 0. palustr:is, L,
Roots perennial. Stem 5 to 10 inphes high, hollow, succulent, s&ooth, Leaves large,
round, heart-shaped, or kidney-shaped, often. broader than long. Flowers bright golden·
yellow, an inch or more in diameter, Common in ·wet meadows. May.

The Marsh Marigold when ri:esh, possesses very astringent
properties, which, however, are destroyed . in cooking, and the
plant is largely gathered f9r " greens" in localities where ~t
abounds. There is a double-flowered variety in cultivation.
GOLDTHREAD, CoPTIS, Salisb. (Name from a Greek word meaning to oliop
or out, alluding to the cut or divided leaves.)

This genus includes plants found in Europe, Asia, and North
America, having white flowers, and singular, narrow or clubshaped petals, which are hollow at the apex.
Three•leaved Coptis, Goldthread, Mouth-root, O. trifolia, SaZisb.

I.
i

The specific name refers to the three parted or trifoliate leaves.
The. Ooptis is well known by its long, bright yellow and threadlike roots, which are highly prized for their medicinal virtues.
The Shakers .supply· the t~ade by gathering the r(?ots and leaves,
and pressing them into small, square packages. The taste of the
roots is bitter, and preparations from them, acting as a tonic, are
used in convalescence and in dyspepsia.' · The name Mouth-root,
is d.erived from the reputed powers of the root in curing canker or
. sore mouth. The plant i,s · common in bog lands, and along the
mossy horde.rs of woods, rich in vegetable m·ould, extending from
Labrador to Pennsylvania. Th~ white flowers, and glossy, deep
green leaves, render this little plant very attractive, and those
who especially like to see our wild flowe~·s growing under their
care have cultivated it .in gardens with success.
COLUlUBINE, AQUILEGIA, L. (N!!,me.from Latin, aquila,.au eagle, the spurs
of the petals having a fancied resemblance to the talons of that btrd).

Perennial plants with graceful, twice or thrice divided leaves,.
and showy flowers. A Rocky Mountain species, A. ccerulea, is
perhaps unrivalled in gr,ace and beauty by any others of the
genus. In 'Wyoming there is found a remarkable dwarf species.
It· is a stemless plant, bearing a single blue flower on a scape one
to three inches in height;
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more beautiful th.an the commonly cultivated A. vulga'i'is, together
with its fine foliage, than whi,ch no cultivated' species is more
graceful, render this a plant especially de~irable for garden orna.:
ment. Transferred to the garden it soon makes itself at home,
and is much improved, both in leaf and flower by the c'\J,ange ..
BANEBERRY, ACT,EA. (Name from the Greek, me~ning Elder, so called on
account of a resembl~nce .between the le~ves of these plants.)

Herbaceous plants, with perennial spindle-shaped roots, smoot~,
erect stems, and compound-leaves. Flowers white, in a singl~
roundish or elongated cluster.
In rich deciduous woods ,one often meets this plant, beautiful
!o:!ef~:r:.::s~oli:~o:;do~!\!:t!;:o:!e;~:~::~eo~a~:a:~n:h~::
attractive, when in fruit, than the Baneberry. The kind h~ving
white berries blooms a week or two later ( early in June) than the
red berried sort, from which it is considered distinct. 'l'he berries.
though so beautiful, have a bad character, being highly poisonous.
BUG:BANEr 01MI0IFUGA, L. (Name from two Latin words, meaning to drive
away bugs; some· species having been employed as a bugbane.)

Herbs, much resembling the Baneberry in growth and habit.
Black Snakeroot, Cohosh, Rich•Weed. O. racemosa, EU. (The specific
name has reference to the arrangement of the flowers.~
Root-stock thick and knotted, externally bh1ck, with a white interior, having a sharp
bitter taste and slight odor. St1m 3 to 8 feet high. 'Leaves compound. Flowers white,
very. numerou~, ar'l'a11ged- in a wand-like raceme. ·

This plant is not common in Maine, but is abundant in the Western N. E. States. It is valued chiefly for its medical virtues. . In
· action it is anti-spasmodic and naryotic. · It is sometimes employed in cases of chronic rheumatism. "An infusion of the
bruised root is generally regarded as a sort of panacea for stockespecially for sick cows."

· BARBERRY FAMII.Y-ORDER, BERBERIDACE1E.
Herbs, or climbing or erect shrubs,· with. alternate leaves and
chiefly yellow flowers.
Not a large family, but one of extended distribution, being found
~hroughout the northern temperl,l,te regions, and in South America.
Properties astringent. Milic acid_ is found in the fruit and leaves
of most of the species. Some beautiful varieties are found in
cultivation.

.··1·.·.·.
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BAEBERRY, BERBERIS, L, (Name supposed to be derived from Berberys, the
Arabic name for the fruit.)

_$hrubby plants, many of which are highly ornamental, as B.
Darwinii and Japonioa, much grown in European gardens. The
bark of the stem, and the wood and bark of the roots afford a
yellow dye.
'

Berben-y, Bai·berry, Pipperidge Bush. B. m,lgaris, L. (Common Berberis.)
Figured in Darlington's Weeds and Useful Plants, p. 37. Audubon's Birds, II, plate· ·
188•. London's Ency. 0£ Plants, fig. 4922.
·
Stem shrubby, 4 to 10 feet high, producing m~ny suckers. Leaves scattered .on the
£reih shoots of the season, mostly reduced to sharp triple or branched spines, froi'n
which the ne_xt season proceed rosettes or fasicles of ovate-oblong, bristly-toothed
leaves.,-( Ch'ay). Flowers yellow, profuse, in slendei• drooping 1:acemes, havi_ng a dis·
agreeable odor. Fruit of oblong-ov!J,l berries, :ripe in October, wheu they are of a
showy orange-red or scarlet color, very sour. Barren pastures and by the wayside,
chiefly in the southwestern part. of the State. June.
· ·

Though a native of the Eastern Continent, the. B~rberry is thor~
oughly at home in many parts of New England. In tli'.e middle
and southern part of this State it is often seen in stony pastures
and along by-ways, far removed from cultivation.
There is not among the shrubs of Maine a species more useful,
and w'e would almost add, ornamental, than the Barberry. The
slender stems, clothed.in light gr!l,y bark, many branched and
gracefully arched above, give the plant a most pleasing outiine.
In early summer the drooping branches are ~raced with pendant.
racemes of golden flowers, finely displayed by the cheerful green,
tint of the clustered foliage. Nor does the beauty of the Barberry·
cease with its blooms, for in autumn our shrub is ornamented withscadet, coral-like berries, imparting to it l\ most showy appear·
ance .. These berries often rem,11in on the plant during thfl winter.
Before the leaves fall in autumn, the'y change tq an orange scarlet.
color, greatly increasing the charms of the plant. If the many
suckers be removed from around the main stem, and the side buds.
be pinched off, the Barberry will assume the form of a small but.
beautiful tree, a,nd if well cared for will grow to the height of ten
or twelve feet. This shrub possesses almost· every quality desir-able in a hedge plant. Besides· its hi.ghly ornamental character,.
it is a thick, and when young, a rapid grower, sending up a host.
of shoot_s thickly covered with sharp thorns. It is. hardy, very,
long lived, easily .transplanted, or grown from cuttings or seeqs,
and will bear all necessary pruning.
'
. It does seem strange that so many people will take such pains.
to send out of the State t9 nurserymen, and pay high pripes for
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shrubs whose .appearance will by no means compare in elegance
and beauty with th{s and many other of our native species, so
easily obtained, growing close about us, yet wholly unknown .
. There is a prejudice in Europe, and entertained by some in this,
country, against growing the~ Barberry, as it is thought to produce mildew or blight in grain grown in its vicinity. If there is
any damage done at all to .surrounding crops it must be by the
free growing roots which may impoverish the soil. Upon examining the leaves of the Barberry in midsummer, one will generally
find upon the under surface many little golden yellow patches
formed by a very pretty fungus called cluster-cups, so named oh
account of its appearance under the microscope, which is that of
an assemblage of minute cups. Botanists call this fungus .lf!Jcidium berberdis, but it is considered by authorities to be an entirely
distinct plant from that which infests grain under the name of
blight. ·It is certainly very different in appearance.
In the Barberry we have exhibited a remarkable instance of
vegetable.irritability and movement, ·which almost leads one to
believe that some plants at least possess a nervous force, similar,·
if not identical with that mor~ evidently displayed by animals.
· This power of movement lies in th.e stamens of the flower, which
when touched near the base on the inside with the point of a pin
make a sudden movement forward towards the ·pistil, generally
. discharging some pollen upon the stigma in the process. After a
few moments the stamens. gradually assume their erect position.
This action is best observed in warm, dry weather, for the stamens
seem to have _lost th~Jr power of mov~ment after a rain.
The berries of the Barberry are extremely sour; proper.ly pre. pared, however, they. form. a delicious and wholesome jelly, and
when candied with sugar· make excellent preserves. A cooling
and refreshing drink in fevers is made by steeping the bruised
berries, or by mixing the jelly in water. When green the berries
are sometimes pickled in vinegar and used as capers. "In some
, countries in the north of Europe the berries are used instead of
· lemon in flavoring punch." The leaves are quite acid,' and have
been used for salad. Medicinally the Barberry acts as a tonic and
: purgative. In some of its parts it is powerfully astringent, and a
deco.ction of the bark has a reputation for strengthening the gums.
The bark abounds in tannin, and in common with the wood, and
the bark of the long, irregular roots, contains a yellow colori.ng
principle. These parts are often used~ especially in Europe, to tan
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and co_lor leather; Dr. Emmerson says, that in Massachusetts the
Barberry is.employed to give leather a yellow color. The wood
·of this shrub is hard, brittle, fine-grained, and of a beautiful yellow
color. On account of this last, unusual property, it is sometimes
employed in fancy wood-work.
When grown especially for its berries, the Barberry; should be
cultivated in a deep and well manured soil, and all the suckers
should be removed. There are several varieties, having different·
colored berries.

w A..TER-LIIA y

F AN.l!LY-ORDER, NYMPH1EAOE1E.

Aquatic herbs,, mostly with floating heart-s~aped or peltate
leaves, arising from a large prostrate rootstock or rhizoma. This .
family is widely distributed, having representa:tives in all the continents, both north and south. · It includes the beautiful ·Tliotoria
regia-a native of tropical South America-remarkab.le for its
. gigantic size. The round leaves are from three to five feet in
diameter, having an upturned edge or rim, two to six inches high.
, T_he magnificent flowers-more than,thirty inches in circumference
-are at first white but rapidly change through pale pink to bright
red. The fruit is about the size of an apple, and the seeds which
are rich in starch, are roasted by the natives who consider them
excellent food. Our common water shield Brasenia peltatasingular in having its leaf and flower stems,. and the under surface
of the leaves coated with a clear, jelly-like substance-possesses
mild .astringent properties.
WHITE POND LILY, NYMPHAilA. (Dedicated by the Greeks to the WaterNymphs.)
.,

Our plants of this genus have. large, prostrate rootstocks, often
seve~al inches in diameter. The rounded leaves float' upon the
surface of the water. The large and beautiful .flowers have a.
multitude of pure white or rose-tinted petals, which are displayed
during the middle portion of the day, except when cloudy, during
the summer.months.
Water•Lily,. White Pond Lily, .N. orlorata, Ait.

Mrs:Hemans ha,i thus beautifully described this plant:
" Know that the Lilies have spread their beUJ
O'er all the pools in our forest dells;
Stilly and lightly their vases rest
On the quivering sleep of the water's breast,
Catching the sunshine through leaves that throw
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To their scented bosoms an emerald glow;
And a star from the depth of each pearly cup,
A golden star unto heaven looks up,
As if seeking its kindred where bright they lie,
Set in the blue· of the summer sky."

Upon bright summer mornings, what can .afford more pleasure
than :to stroll away from. the .haunts of men and seek some hill- .
embosomed lake, where upon the rippling surface. of the .waters
gently rests this most beautiful emblem of silence-the White
Pond Lily, fittingly dedicated to the Goddess of the waters?
Where grows there a sweeter bloom of purer loveliness ?
"For beautifnl thou art,
Thou sculpture-like and stately River Queen!
Cr.owning the depths with the light serene
Of a pure heart,"
·

vVe often· see large extents of Lake surface whitened by the
:flowers of the P0I;1d Lily mixed with the rich yellow blooms of the
. N.uphar, and the splendid blue :flowers of the Pontederia. The
peculiar charms of this aquatic make it especially desirable for
cultivation where one has upon his premises a proper body of
water. The plant· bears transplanting well, and is often much
improved in the siz·e of its flowers by the change. It requires a
rich, muddy bottom. When the .iarge rootstocks are. obtained,
which may require consid.erable labor; they· can be sunk in the
place desired by attaching stones to them. This plant was included in the " 1/loral' clock" of Linn re us, as the flowers have
nearly fixed times for expanding and. closing. A brown colored
dye is obtained from the rhizoma. 'Its properties are styptic and
tonic.
,
~ YELLOW POND·L;ILY, NuPHAR, (Fro~ its Arabic name, Neufar..)

Aquatic plants, with showy petal-like sepals, and numerous
stamen-like· petals.
··
Yellow Pond 'Lily, Spatterdock, Cow Lily, Frog Lily, N. ailvena, Aiton.

A very common and well known plant, delighting in the muddy
shores of lakes and in sluggish streams. ·By no means so beautiful as the, last, yet the rather large globular flowers of this species
are very curious and quite attractive, making it worthy of· attention. If the large "rhizoma be cnt with a steel knife it quickly
turns µlack, In domestic practice it is sometimes used as a tonic,
and in a bruised form the rootstock is applied as a poultice.
'
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PITOHER-PLA.NT F AllfILY-.
SARRAGENIACE.2E.
· A little family of wholly Ame;ican plants, growing in' .turfy,
spongy bogs, and remarkable for· the peculiar formation of their
leaf-stalks or petiole, which are hollow and pitcher or urn-shaped ..
ORDER,

SIDE-SADDLE•FLOWER, SARRAOENIA, Tourn.

(Named in honor of Dr.

Sa1·razen, of Quebec.)

A genus of six species, five ·of which belong to the Southe~n
States.
·
Si<le•Saddle·Flower, Pitcher Plant, Huntsman's Cup, Adam's Drink•
j.qg Cup, S. pui7Jurea,,L.
Root perennial fibrous. Leaves r(tdical, .evergreen, composed of a hollow pitcher-formed
petiole, the blade of the ieaf forms a heart-shaped, erect hooil above the pitcher.
· Flo.wers Iarge, deep purple, nodding, born singly on tall scapes; Peat bogs. June. '

There are few plant!;! more singular or interesting than this denizen of our northern bogs. It also posses~es much beauty. The
pitcher-shaped leaves grow in a rosulate cluster arou,nd the root,
and are made showy by their bright purple veins. The whole leaf
when much in the sun, often becomes.deeply colored. • The inside
J)f the "hood," or true blade of the leaf, is covered with stiff hairs
pointing· downwar9s .. The leaves, which ar~ generally partially
filled with water, are perfect insect traps, for small insects seem
to be attracted to them, and when orice within the pitcher the stiff
hairs of the hood prevent their escape, so that vast numbers find
· within a wat~_ry grave.. Beside dead insects, the water of the
pitchers 6ften contains living larvre. Owing to tb.eir singular
shape the leaves form elegant designs for vases and like articles of
ornament. The flowers are quite showy, and when fully expanded
are pretty .if not elegant objects. Some parts of the flower are
hardly less peculiar than the leaves. In color they are deep reddish-brown or purpJe, with a greenish-yellow centre.
We have several times seen it stated that the Pitcher plant is an
efficient remedy for small pox. These statements have no foundation in. fact, as has beeJJ. proved by direct experiment.
Owing to its -unique and, attractive appearance this plant is
desirable for cultivation. Though common, it often forms a subject
. of wonder. and admiration, to those even who do not live in cities. ·
If one 1has not a suitable spot out of doors fo'r growing this plant,
. ·it will do very well ·in pots if a sufficient quantity of bog ~rarth is
taken up with the roots and they be well supplied with w,ater.
We have seen this plant growing finely in a fern case, and sendin,g
up flower bu'ds in the month of March.
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POPPY F A.191II..Y-0RDER, PAPAVERACE.AiJ.
Herbs with a milky or color.ed juice; either narcotic or acrid.
From the milky juice of Papaver somniferum two well known and
valuable drugs, morphine and opium, are obtained.
BLOODROOT, SANGUINAEIA, Dill. (Name from Latin, Sanguis, blood, alluding
to the color of the juice.)

There is but one species, a native of. North America.
Canadian S,, Bloodroot, Puccoon, S. Oanailensis, L.
Root-stock 2 or 3 inches long and about one-half inch in diameter, Leaves at time
of flow!3ring small, finally they are 4 to 5 inches wide and nearly as long. Flowers an
inch to an inch and a half in diameter, composed of 8 to 12 pure white petals, and two
sepals which soon fall off. Rich, wooded ravines, common. April, May.

· The 'elegant, pure white blooms make this a prettier plant for
garden culture than many a foreign species upon which much
care is bestowed. It grows readily upon transplanting, and when
made into a bed, the ·early flowers of snowy whiteneiis, present a
most pleasing spect'acle. In spring the delicate buds are tenderly··
enfolded in the young leav~s. Besides its beauty, the Bloodroot
has a well established medicinal value, having active emetic and
narcotic properties: It has been used in cases of rheumatism and
in inflammation of the lungs. In some parts of the conhtry the
leaves are given to horses to promote the· shedding of the hair,
and the roots are given to destroy bots.

F-UM:JTORY FAMJ:LY-ORDER, FUMA!UACE.AiJ.
Herbaceous· plants, with alternate, cut leaves arid irregular terminal flowers. Fumaria officinalis or Common Fumitory is a very
delicate and pretty little plant, but it has become so common about
some gardens that it ranks as a weed.
DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES, DIOENTRA, Boi•k, (Name from the Greek,
meaning two-spurred, referring to the shape of the corolla.)

D. speotabilis, or Bleeding Heart, is a very elegant and well
known garden plant.
·
Both the Dutchman's Breeches, D.. Ououllaria, .and the Squirrel
Corn, D. Oanadensis, are sometimes found in this State growing
in the rich leaf mold of deciduous woods. The former is a very
delicate little plant arising from a granular scaly bulb, having very
singular white flowers, tipped with yellow. · The latter species
· has, instead of a scaly bulb, scattered grain-like yellow tubes
resembling in appearance grains of Indian corn. This plant is
very ornamental, having the same habits ·and general apJ?,earance
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rather showy, being beautifully variegated with shades of yellow
and pink. They resemble the flow.ers of the dioentra, excepting
that they have but .one spur. ·
. "Among the many wild flqwers that we have introduced into
the garden :qone have given us more pleasure than this. It is a
biennial, which ripens its seeds and drops them early, and the
young plants from them acquire sufficient size the same season
to flower· the· next.' 1- (Ametican Agriculturist./ The Corydalis
grows iri: rocky places, especially about newly cleared lands .
. The climbing Fumitory, Acl,lumia, is said to be a native of this
State. It is a be~utiful climbing plant, with most delicate foliage
and drooping purplish flowers. It is often .seen in the g:udens.
. -~1··.

MUS'l'A.RD FA1'IILY-:-0RnER, CRUCIFER.M.
· A clearly defined family, of about 1,200 species, possessing' well
known acrid or pungent properties. The calyx and corolla are
each composed of fouv parts, arranged crosswise, whence.· the
name of the.order, Oruciferw. To the market-gardener this family
is one of the most important, for to it belong the numerous varieties of turi;iip, radish, cress, cabbage, &c. We· have several introduced species which rank as weeds, and are described in the
Agricultural .Report for 1869. There. is also quite a list of ornamental phynts belonging to this order, aff the TEN-WEEK STOCK,
WALL FLOWER, HoNESTY and CANDYTUFT. The native species either
'for use or ornament are few.
-~'

Winter Cress

j

"(f·

'

or Scurvy Grass, .Barbarea vulqaris.

This is frequently met in low grounds, and is sometimes. used
as a salad. The flowers are bright yellow, leaves ftnd plant deep
green.
Pepper•root,-Dentaria dipliiZla, and a species of Rock Cress,-Arabis Drummondii.

The ab.ove are perhaps ou.r prettiest native species .. 1'he first
is not uncommon in rich woods al)d moist meadows: It has quite
large white flowers, in a terminal raceme, opening in May. The
pungent, aromatic root-stock is frnm 5 to 10 inches l<;n~g, and beset
with teeth. The f!econd is a rare piant, with very pretty rose- ..
colo.red flowers, quite conspicuous. The plant is a biennial, with
an erect, wand-like stem, one or two feet high. 'The writer has
observed this plant in the vicinity of OroQ.o, and it is 1:1aid to occu,r
near LewistoI1.
·

~
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Dalcile Americana is a peculiav fleshy species with purple flowers, growing along the sea-shor!).
·

VIOLET F AlY.IILY-ORiilrn, VIOLACE.ATI.

f

'f
'

A family of wide' 'distribution, known'to us by the many beautiful culti~at~d and wild species of the genus Violets, or Viola in
the language of the old Romans.
The Violets are easily recognized, and so well ·known that special
descriptions are deemed unnecessary. All the species are atttacti ve and ornaµiental. Especially prized is the Sweet White Violet,
that opens its delicate and sweetly scented flowers so eai'ly in the
spring. We have another white flowere<f species with narrow
lanceolate leaves, which is quite common along the borders of
ponds and moist river banks.
Common in :moist deciduous
woods, we·find the Early Yellow or Bound-leaved Violet, and
"When beechen buds begin to· swell,
'And woods the Bluebird's warble,,know·,
The Yellow Violet's modest bell
Peeps from the last year's leaves j,elow.;,

One is filled with delight when first he sees the bright and beautiful purple-veined petals of this "wee" flower, just springing
into the lig·ht, and cheerfully reflecting to the warming sun its
golden rays;
" Of all her train the hands of Spring
First plant thee in the watery mold,
And I have seen thee blossoming
Beside the enow-bank's edges cold."

\

I

We have another yellow flowered sp.ecies; called the Downy
Yellow Violet. The whole plant, which is from 6 to 12 inches
high, is covered wi.th a soft pubescence. ·with us it blooms about
. the last of May. The most conspicuous of our Violets are thot1e
with v'ioiet blooms··
" Gleaming like amethyst in the dewY moss."

There is the small Selleirlc's Violet, with its heart-shaped leaves,
lying flat on the ground, and beal'dless petals. Then there is the
· arrow-leaved speeies common in sandy fields and on dry hill-sides.
:More prevalent still is the common Blue Violet, V. cuo·ullata. It
grows everywhere in moist, low grounds, and is the talles,t among
the species. with blue flowers. Mpst beautiful of our natives is
the Bird-foot Violet, which is found, though rarely, in sandy fields
,and pastures. Its numerous .leaves are all neatly, divided into
three or five narrow lobes, and above them is displayed in rich
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profusion the iarge ( one inch across), lilac-pu~ple or blue flowers.
There is an occasional variety with the two upper petals deep
'\"iolet in color and of a soft velvety texture, like th_e Pansy. · Of
all the thirteen species occurring in Maine this is the most desir@,ble for cultivation. Almost any of them, ;however, are an improvement on many garden plants from the Florists •

.noc u:.-RosE F A;u ILv ..:...:oRnER,

01sTACE.All.

A small family of low herbs or shrubs with regular flowers and
alternate leaves, chiefly natives of the south of Europe. Ladanum,
a, balsamic resin used in perfumery, is the product of a species of
Oisti.
ROcn:-ROSE, HELIANTHE111u111, Tourn. (Name from Greek words meaning sun
andflower, the blossoms op~ning only in sunshine.)

Low, somewhat shrubby plants with yellow flowers. There are
about thirty known species,· a number of which are highly orna~
mental; are much cultivated in rock-work for which their habits
especially adapt them.«
Canada Sun Rose, Common Frost Plant, H. Oanadense, Moo. (Figured ii;t
:Sweet's Cif.tacere, plate 21).
· '
Root-perennial. Stem erect, downy, 8 to 12 inches high, Leaves nearly an inch long
· and 1-4 as wide, whitish beneath. Flowers of two sorts-theprimai'1J, which are ter•
nninal and have a showy yellow corolla about an inch wide, and the secondary flowers,
which are without petals and form inconspicuous clusters in the axils of the -leaves •

. This rather ornamental plant is found in this State, (Orono)~
though probably not frequent, growing in dry sandy 6r gravelly
places. It receives the name frost weed,,from the peculiar circ'umstance that late in the fall crystals of ice shoot from the cracked
bark at the r~ot.
The genus HunosONlA, (named in honor of Wm. Hudson), pre~
sents two very pretty heath-like shrubs, not unfrequent on sandy·
seashores. The Downy Hudsonia, H. 'tomentosa, is beautifully
figured in Torrey's Botany of New York, Vol. I, plate 9. It is
much branched, assumes a pleasing shape, grows to the heig~ht of
from 3 to 6 inches, and has very small, white-downy leaves closely
embracing the stem. The whole plant has a singular grayish
appearance. In June it. is truly a pretty object, for then it is
made showy by being· completely covered with small b.ut bright
golden-yellow blooms.
.
.
Hudsoni.a eriooides is a more delicate and has a greener and more
h·eath-like aspect than the last. The flowers and habits of the
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. plant are much the same. · Both these species are found at Hunnewell's Point, in the southern part of Phipsburg.

SUNDEW FAMILY-ORDER, DR0SERAdE1E.
. . Bog plants w·ith perfect, regular flowers, and with leaves covered
":ith scattered hairs, which exude at thei~ tips minute globules of
a viscid, sticky fluid. The species, which are perhaps more curious than ornamental or useful, are widely distributed, being
especially frequent in South Africa and Australia. The Venus
Fly-trap-Dioncea-found near Wilmington, North Carolina, · is
remarkable for the irritability of its leaves, which, when touched,
_close suddenly and with sufficient force . to capture small insects.
Our species possess this irritability though in a much less degree.
SUNDEW, DROSERA, L. (Name from a Gree){ word meaning dewy:.-the clear
sparkling .drops, exuded by the hairs, give the plant a dewy appeatance.)
" Queen of the marsh, imperial Drosera trends
Rush fingered banks and moss embroid~red bedst

Our more common species has greenish or bright red leaves,
lying close upon the ground, and forming a perfect rosette, from
I
the centre of which .arises the delicate little flower-scape, uncoiling as it grows)ike the mainspriqg of a watch.
"R.edundant folds of glossy silk surround
. Her slender. waist a!!d trail upon the ground,"

,

'rhe Drcisera blooms in the warmest summer months--the flowers.
opening one.by one as the uncoiling goes on--displaying their
pure white petals only during the hours when the sun shines most.
brightly. The Drosera is well worth a place among our winter·
house-plants or in the fernery; not only on account of its colored .
leaves "glittering with many •a crystal gem," but also for its.
peculiar habits, as it is a veritable little "fly-trap." .The shining·
drops~most conspicuous in 'the hottest sunshine-appearing so,
cool and inviting, cause the death of many a heedless fly· who,
seeks to refresh himself upon them. When once the insect m~etsc
the sticky fluid tipping each of the hairs, he id made a fast pFisoner
and his struggles for freedom only te11d the more firmly to secure
him. If the hairs which lie beyond those directly in contact with.
the insect be patiently· watched, they will be seen to incline or
slowly bend inward towards the cause of disturbance, and if the
,distance be not ~oo great, will come into cor1tact with it.. By some
it is affirmed that the object of the Sundew in thus capturing

12
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insects, is to secm:e nourishment for itself by imbibing the juices
of the insect.
In transplanting the Sundew sufficient earth should be taken·
with the roots to fill the pot in which it is to be placed. For a
house plant there are few things more unique odnteresting. It
'requires to be watered freely and placed well in the sun,
There is another species, Dosera longifolia, more especially co·nfined to bogs, which has the arpeara°'ce of D. rotund~f~lia, but the
leaves are narrower and more loosely arranged.about the stern.

ST . .JOHN'~•WORT F1'ol't.lJ:LY01tnm1t, HYPERICACE.AiJ.
A family of widely distributed species, having the opposite,
entire and· simple leaves minutely punctate with translucent, and
commo~ly so~e blackish .dots. The flowers are· usually yellow,
and the numerous stamens are- arranged in several-three or fiveclusters.
St, l'OHN'S•WORT, HYPERICUM, L. (01'igin of name unknown,)

Common plants of little or no agricultural· value, with showy
yellow flowers, blooming in summer.
.
The Common St. Johns-wort, H. perforatum, is an introduced
species, and with us has the ch~racter of :l' weed. "This plant
called St. John's-wort, because it was supposed in olden times
tb have the power of keeping off evil spirits, which· were supposed
to be particularly busy on St. John's night." There .:tre· other.
powers which superstition seems to have given this plant, for we
:hear that formerly in England,

is

"'The young maiden stole through the cottage· door,
And blushed, as she saw the plant of power;
Thou silver glow-worm, Oh! lend me thy .light;
I must gathiiir the mystic St.John's-wort to-night;
The wonderful herb, wliose leaf will decide
If the coming year shall make me a bride.''

A valuable crimson or red dye is said to be afforded 'by t11e juice
-of the tops and flowers of this plan't.
There are five rrative species. El.. corymbosum and H. etlipticum,
growing in damp s·oil are the largest and most s'howy; the three
·other sorts are l'l:lss conspicuous, though perhaps prettier plants..
The ;Marsh St. J o'hn 's-wod, .Eiodes Vir'ginica, found· in wet bogs
lias pnrple-veined foaves ·an·d flesh-colored .:flowers arranged in
,efose chrst'e'l's ne·ar tlie su:mtnit of the s.tetu~
·
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PINK FA1f.IL, T--:ORnER, c.AJ~YoPnYLLACE.AJ1.
Herbaceou·s or rarely.shrubby plants with opposite, entire leaves
and regular :flowers. The stem and branches are generally SW<Jllen
1tt tl).e nodes; 1;1,pd, sq)lletimeE; jo,ii;tte,d. Th.ere are m1:1:ny hµndr,ed
varieties grown by the florist, they are among the mps.t fragrant ,
a,nd beautiful of cultivated plants. Our native species have little
value either for ornament or use. Formerly some of the Oaryo,phyUaceq3 were employed for their refresh.ing .and demulc.ent properties, but now' they are out of use. A peculiar syrup is prepared .
from the sweet scented pe~als of Dianthus Oaryophyllus. Under
the name 9f Clove-Giliflower, '.this plant is mentioned in the songs
_of Chaucer:
'" The1' Sprihgen lierbs, great and small,
The Lic9ris IJ,)lCl the Stetewa,11,
And many a Clove-Giliflore to put in ale
Wlietlie_r it be moist or stale;''

Common Soap•w'ort, Saponaria o.(ftcinalis.
" That fluffy flower of dainty pink,
01;1,l!ed 'Bouncing Bet,' * *"

,Sho~l.d be mentioned here. It h:;is a swo.otlf, joi.nted ,stem about
,9ne foot higll, and opposite, lanceolate lea,ves 'on,e to three inches
long. The flowers are showy pink or fight ros·e-colored· and commonly dbuble. This plant possesses highly deHiulcent properties,
and the gummy, soft· resinous matters contained in the leaves and
roots f9rm a froth or lather whetL swashed ·about in water. Water
thus treated affords a wash which $'ives much relief and often
entire):}". c11r,es the,Wis;ters produce4 by "Mercury," o,r ,Poison lvy.
The Soap-wort is an introduced plant.
"A w,H.d and eve_r 1·oving flower,
Which hardy .flghtEf conditions som·,
:W,i~h stragg·li»g growth an9- ,reolf:]ess pow.er;
Still bloo)Aing early, blooming late,
village road and farm-yai·d gate.

By

•

-

•

•

*

,,If its ra,nk gro"'.th _it would condense, ·
.And stay with_in tlie garden fence,
,Some undeveloped excellence,
Within its pet_als might be set;
And in new grace, :we might forget
Its slighting nickname, 'Bouncing Bet.' "-E: :M. FORl>,
·CAMPION, S1LENE, L. (Name from the Greek, meaning saliva, because in
,many species,there ,j~ it,;viscid,excretion.} ·

This viscid matter is so stic&y in some of ,the species as fo hold
srrtall insects'; 'hence the English name (Jatohfly. Several' speoies
are cultivated for ornament.
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1'Ioss. Campion, S. acaulis, L. Stem dwarf, tufted and moss-like, 1 to 2 inches
high, Leaves very numerous and narrow, one-half an inch long. · Flowei•s purple.

A very pretty little moss-like plant, growing on the summits of
high mountains .
. SANDWORT, ARENArtIA, L. (Name from the Latin, meaning sand, as most of
the species grow where it is sandy.)
·
.

The Sandworts are chiefly low tufted herbs, with sma}l white
flowers.
Mountain Sandwort, A. Grwnlandica, Spreng.
growing in dense tufts, two to four inches high.

Stems very slender, erect,

'Fhe flowers are white and quite large and showy for so small a
plant.
This interesting and attractive little Sandwort grows in .great
profusion up.on Mt. Katahdin, and also upon high, rocky ri;er
banks near the coast, especially at Bath.
SAND SPURRY, SPURGULARIA, Pers. (Name. from the likeness of the plants
to those of the genus Spergula.)

Low spreading herbs mostly g·rowing near the seashore, blooming all·summer.

.

Red Sand· Spnny, S. rubm. Stem prostrate, forming tufts. Leaves small and
very nanow. Flowers small, numerous, of a pink-red color, opening apout noo~ during bright sunshine.

This is a very i:ileasing little species common by gravelly roadsides and along sandy paths. It occurs in great abundance at
Orono,. Augusta, etc.

PURSLA.NE FAMILY-ORDER, PORTULACACE.lE.
Herbaceous, succulent plants, with· entire leaves and regular
flowers, which expand only in sunshine. The species· are widely
distributed, delighting in the driest places. · The properties of the
order are. not very marked~ Common Purslane, or as some old
people say, "Pusley," Portulaca oleraoea, one of.our commonest
and' most troublesome weeds,}s sometimes eaten as sal'ad. It is
reported to be sedative, refreshing and antiscorbutic.
SPRING BEAUTY,
botanists, JJr. Clayton).

OLAYTONIA,

(Named in honor of one of our. earliest

~pring blooming, fleshy plants, arising from a small tuber.·
Common Spring Beauty, (J, Virginica, L. Hoot a deep, perennial tuber. Stem
slender, unbranched, bearing two opposite, lanceolate leaves, 3 to 6 inches long.
Flowers in a lo,ose raceme,' rose-colored with deeper veins. Moist open wood~ and
banks. May.
·
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mon than the last. It has been found both in -Buoksport \Jii1d Ban- ·
gor. When transferred to the @atden it should, if possible, ha:ve
a shady plaoe. The roots of both spec'ies should. have an exka
covering during the winter.

lUALLow~FANIILY-OR~ER, MALVAOE1E. ~
A large fam'ily, numbering about one thousand species, found in
nearly all parts of ,the world; except in the very coldest. They are
either herbs, shrubs or sometimes trees, with alternate leaves and
· regular, mostly showy flowers. The numerous stamens are monadelphous or united into a tube, and ar~ als~ connected with the base
of tlJe petals. Nearly all the species contain a mucilaginous principle. Many are grown in gardens for ornament. Species of Gossypium, cultivated largely in the Southern States, have their seed
'aoats clothed with long and numerous haii·swhich furriish the cotton
of commerce. Some of the largest trees in the world are members of
this order, such as the celebrated Boabab trees
tropical Afrioa,
having trunks that sometimes measur~ one'hundred f~et in circum-.
fereuce.
The leaves and flowers qf the ·common Mallow (Malva rotundifolia) and 'the High Mallow (M'. sylvestris), ai;id the root and flowers of the Common Marsh Mallow ( Althcea rosea) are employed to
allay irritation and to alleviate inflammatory soreness.

of

Swamp Rose Mallow, Hibi'scus Moscheutos, L.,

Is found in brackish marshes along our seacoast. It is a tall,
sj:towy plant with a simple, e~ect and downy stem five to six feet
high. The flowers are very large-five to six inches in diameter•
of a light rose-color with a purple or crimson centre.
.

LINDEN <F A_ffll][LY-ORDER, TILIACE1E.
A family of nearly forty genera, and .three hundred and fifty
species, most abundant within the tropics. It contains many use~
ful and ornamental plants. The jute of commerce-a common
substitute for hemp, wl:\;ich it somewhat resembles-is produced
by the' Indian Oorchorus capsularis ; ,many thousand tons of this
material are imported into Elilgland annually. The i~ner bark ofnearly all the species is fibrous and tough, like that of. Malvaceous
plants, and is employed.in the manufacture of cordage; from some·
of the species. paper is made. The properties of the order. are very_
mild, a mutiilagihous; wholesome .juice pervading all the species.
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In some .the fruit is palatable.
the single genus-
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These plants are known to us by

LINDEN, TILIA, L. (The ancient Latin name).

Trees with pale yellow, fragant, h~ney-beari[!g flowers; ·a firm.
but v-ery soft and light wood, and a tough fibrous bark. To the
lower half of tlie, stalk bearing the flowers, "their is united a peculiar, whitish, ribbon-like bract, which aids in extending the distri·
bution of the seeds.
All writers upon trees have praised the beauties and dwelt upon
the. values of the Linden or Lime-tree of Europe, T. Europwa.
The virt'ues ·of the bark and wood as ~ell as the flowers are celebrated in the writings of the ancient poets.
".The stately Lime, smooth, gentle, straight and fair,
-With which no othe1• Dryad can compare,;_
With verdant locks and fragrant blossoms deckt,
Does a large; even, oclorate shade proj~ct."-CouLllII.

The· inner bark of the Lime tree was much used by the ancients
to write upon. A book, formed of this material, containing so~e
of the writings of Cicero,was purchased in l 6fl2; by Louis XIV,
for eight thousand doll!lrs:
In the writings of Ovid is the story of Baucis, the wife of
Philemon, who asked the gods the simple favor that she might. die
the same day as her husband. Her request was granted by chang,ing her into a Lime tree and her husband to an Oak; since then the
Lime ·has ever been considered an emblem of conjugal affection.
Theophrastus says that the sweet leaves were used as food for
· cattle/; and Pliny alludes .to the uses of the wood, and the value
of the tree for shade. The farmers of Sweden and Norway even
now gather the leaves in large guantities to feed to their cattle.
It was the custom of the Swiss and Flemings to plant a Li~den
on the field .won in battle. 'The longevity of the European tree is
often much shortened by the. ravages of insects ;. there are trees,
·however, known to be over two huitdred years old, and some that are
thought to 'have been growing for more than six centuries. The
average height of the foreign species is from thirty to fifty feet,
with a diameter of eighteen inches to· two feet. There are example.s,
· however, of much larger growth; that one mentioned as growing at
Knowle, near Kent, England, seems especially noticeable. This
curious and immense t~ee shades nearly a quai·te1"'of an acre of
ground. It is especially pe'cu\iar in_ the manner :of its growth; for
the wide extended branches drooped at their extremjties till they ,
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finally rested upon the ground, where they took root and· sent up
a circle of'young trees, ·which in their turn spread wide their
branches, that_ drooped after the manner o_f the parent tree, and
eventually rooting threw up another circle of young Lindens.
Under favorable circumstances the head of the Linden has reached
the diameter of one hundred and twenty feet, an altitude of one
btrndred feet, and a circumference of twenty-four feet about the
trunk. Another specimen mentioned by,Evelyn, was ·forty-eight
fee,t in circumference at one foot from the ground, and more than
ninety feet high.
A cubic foot of dry Linden wood will weigh thirty-five pounds.
It is ~o~t and fine-lfrained and of g·reat value to the carver.
"Smooth Linden best obeys
The carver's chisel; best his curious work
Displays in nicest touches.''

In St. :f'.aul's Cathedral there are some exquisite carvings in thi@
wood, made in the ti.me of Charles II., by the celebrated Gibbons.
'fhough more than two centuries old, these· carvings are still sharp
and beautiful. 'l'he wood is much used by toy-makers and turners.
The sap contains sugar like that _of the maple, but it is not so sweet~
It Teadily ferments, and yields an agreeable vinous liquor. The
astringent mucilage containedh the inner bark of certain European·
varieties, is employed by the Germans as a vulnerary.
The Linden grows very abundantly in Russia, where vast quantities of the bark is used in making the so-called Russian mats, .much
used by gardeners to wrap up roots and plants. Besides the uses.
already mentioned, the bark is made into ropes, fishing nets, and
coarse clothing.
The flowers of the Linden are remarkable for their rich anal
delightful ,fragrance, being not unlike that of mignonettes.
- - · "Sometimes
A scent of violets and _blossoming Limes;
Loiterecl around· us; their honey cells
Made delicate from all whit.e flower bells.''-(Keats.)

The flowers of the Linden are rich in sweets·, and when in bloom
are eagerly sought by bees. In Scotland the honey made from
these flowers, sells for more than double the price of any other
kind. It is..certainly of very superior quality, and "has been
used extensively in medicine, and for,liquors." The odor of the
Lime-tree was believed by the early English to purify the air and
act as a cure for epilepsy. Although the Europ(,)an tree bas been
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margin, and a heart-shaped, une.qually lobed base-the largest lobe nearest the branch'.
Flowers of a light honey-yellow color, in clnstei·s of from 6 to 25 on a branched stalk,
which is curiously appendaged with a ribbon-like, membranous bract, rising from the
upper axil of the leaf. Fruit i hard, 1•oundish and gray nut, about the size of a pea,
containing one seea.
'
Rich woodlands from Canada to Georgia. Flowers late in June and ·early in July,
Fruit Oo~ober.

This very val~able tree is known throughout New England by
the name ·of Basswood. It is sometimes callect white-wood, but·
this name properly belongs to the Tulip tree, abundant in t~ie
Middle and West~rn States. The .Basswood is common in our
woodlands, though it is l;>y no mef.lns so frequent as most pf ou~
valuable trees i the trunk is often clear of bi·anches for thirty or
forty feet and of a very uniform diameter. The uses of the tree are
almost identical with those of the European species, which have
been noted. To the carriage and sleigh maker this wood is almost
indispensable. It receives paint quite as well as pine, and, when
the latter wood is scarce it is substituted for it in finishing the
ihiteriot of houses. ·when exposed to dampness or the weather
iit rapidly decays, but if kept drs: it is vei·y durable. Charcoal
made from Basswood is of a superior quality, and quite as valuable foi· the manufacture o.f gunpowder as that made from the
willow. 'fhe wood is little liable to warp and is used in ~aking
sounding-boards for musical in.struments. It is also.well ada'pted
to the carvers use, and iii fot·mer times the figure-heads of the
boats on our wElstern rivers were made of it. The bark has the
· toughn,ess and other qualities of the European .tree, and there is·
1110· reason why we cannot make it as useful to us.
Indeed, it
lhas been affirmed that it would be profitable to raise this' tree for
the bark alone. The following method of preparing the bark is
taken from the American Agriculturist for June, 1863:
"Young and. vigorous trees should be cut down during the
present month (,Tune) and the bark stripped off. This is to be put ·
in a stream or pond of water until the inner bark is readily. separ~
able in layers, which will be in two or three weeks; when_ the bark
parts readily it is to be taken from the water, carefully separated,
a layer at a time, and t~en ·washed to free. it from mucilage, and
dried. There will be founJ a considerable difference in the strips.
The finest should be selected for tying buds and other delicate
work, and the strongest and thickest left for coarse purposes:
'Mats woven from 'GheRe coarser strips, or a thatch made of it forms
an excellent covering for young and tender plants.'. The flowers
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contain a volatile oil; together with sugar, a mucilaginous gum
and tannin. They are sometimes steeped in water, forming a tea'
-valued for colds and hoarseness. There is much nutriment contained in the buds and young twigs. 'In severe winters Vfheh
fodder is scarce, it is common.for the farmers of British American
provinces, as W!)ll as those of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, to drive their cattle into the woods in the. morning and fell
a Basswood or other tree ·on which they eagerly browse during the
day.' " -(Browne).
The market value of good Basswood timber. in the log is' from
$10 to $14 per M; when sawn into boards it is valued at from $15
to $35 per M, according to its qtfality.
·
'l'he leaves of the Linden are peculiarly characteristic and have
a luxuriant and healthy appearance. In neatness and symetry of
form, and in .the density of its shade 'this tree is unsurpassed by
· any of the deciduous leaved sorts. It belongs to the class of
round-headed trees, ans!, owing to its stately h~bits is especially
fitted to line avenues and straight walks. The dust of cities, so
detrimental to most trees,' affects this but little, so that it is wen
adapted to ·border streets. Not\ only is this tree very beautiful,
but it ,has· also to recommend it, a rapid growth and perfumed
flowers.
"The Lime a dewy eve
Diffusing odors.''

The [towers of the Linden are so arranged that if we wish to
· behold the amazing wealth of bloom which in July adorns these
trees, we must g;o und.er them and look up. We view a glorious
spectacle-" a very heave~ of fragrant honey cups.".
'.'The fragrance of the Linden blossom symbolize the crown and
glory of summer in its most charming days of roses and haymaking, and we would not exchange the associations that cluster
around it for all the 'odors of Araby the blest.' ,; •
The Linden may be readily grown from seed or by layers. The
former method is considered the better, as the young trees grow
more rapidly and assume better proportions. Some dry, pleasant .
day in October the seeds may be gathered by beating them o:ff the
tree with a pole; they should be allowed· several days to become
thorouglily dry, and then be planted somewhat after the following
plan, given by Hunter in bis notes to Evelyn's Forest Trees:" Procure a spot of rich garden · gr.ound, and having the mould .
made fine by digging and raking, let it be raked out of the beds
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about one inch deep. These beds may be four feet wide and the
alleys a foot and a half. After the mould is raked out the earth
should be gently tapped down with the back of the spade, to
make it level ; then the seeds should be sown,· at about an inch
asunder all over the bed, gently prei;sing them down, and covering them about an inch deep. In the spring of the. year the young
plants will make their appearance, when they should be constantly
kept clear from weeds, and gently watered in very dry weather.
In this seminary .they may stand for two years, when they will be
fit to plant in the nursery; at which time they should be carefully
taken up, their roots shortened, and the young side branches, if
they have shot. out any, taken off. They must be .planted in the
nursery ground in rows, two feet and a half asu,nder, and one foot
and a half distant in the rows. Then they may stand till they are
of proper size to be planted ·out for good."
·
The y~mng shoots . which spring up when an old tree is felled,·
make the best of layers. According to Du !Jamel: ,'' Among theiie
, they throw a quantity of soil which they allow to remain two 01'
three years, after which they find the shoots well rooted, and -of a
sufficient height an~ strength to be p,lanted at once where they are
finally to remain."
'l'here are several varieties of the· Linden cultivated, one of
which has leaves nearly a foot long. ,Although this tree will grow
and flourish in almost any kind of soil it does best in a deep, rich
loam. The following data from the report of the Illinois Horticultural Society, indicate the growth of the Linden for the first
fifteen years :
At the age of 5 years 6 inches in circ1\mference and 10 feet high.
" . 10 " 18
"
"
20
"
"
15 " · 40
"
"
38'
"
One sometimes meets old trees that have a diameter of four or five
feet near the ground.
Some. English authorities mention as many as eighteen species
of Lepidopterous ·insects alone, which feed, ih their caterpillar
state, upon this tree. According to ~ackard a species· of saw-fly
lSee " Guide t@ the Study of Insects," :page 222) Sclandria tilice,
feeds on the leaves of the Linden, and Harris, in his "Injurious
Insects" mentions the following as boring the wood or eiJ,ting the .
leaves: Saperda vestita, Ohrysomela . scalaris, Vanessa lnterrogationis, Apatela Americana, and Hybernia Tiliaria.
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FI~Ax FAMILY-ORDER, LIN:ACE1E ..
Herbaceous or rarely shrubby plants, with .sessile leaves and
regular flowers. Many species are· grown for.ornament on account
of their showy and various colored blooms. The plants of the
order are remarkable for the great strength of the inner fibre of
the bark.
,
Common Flax'-Linum ussitatissimum-one of the most useful
plants to man, .and cuhivated from remote antiquity. It is not a
native here, but has become spontaneous about fields where it has
once been grown. Linen is a well known product of this plant;
and from a pound of the fibrous inner bark a thread 36,000 yards
long has been spun. From the seed is made linseed oil used by
painters ; the nutritious oil-cake ; a most valuable emollient poultice ; and "one of the best mucilaginous drinks for coughs and
dy:sentaric affections."
'

.

GERANIUM FAMILY-ORDER, GERANIACE1E.
A family of herbs or under-shrubs, rarely trees~ with regular or
irregular, mostly showy flowers. The species number about 750;
they are very generally distributed, but most abundant in Africa.
A large number are grown in gardens, either for their beautiful
flowers, or variegated and oftimes sweet-scented foliage. The
, herbage of some h.as a strong, disagreeable odor. The buds· and
young.fruit of the well known garden Nasturtium-Troproolwm
majus-a piant for South America, are frequently pickled and used
as a substitute for capers.
·
Eight species grow wild in Maine, some of them quite ornamental.
GERANIUM or CRANESBILL, GERANlUM, (Name from the Greek Geranos,
a ~rane; the long-beaked fruit.bears some resemblance to the bill of that bird.)

\

Stems forked, often with swollen joints; pedunoies bearing one
to three regul:tr, red or purple ~owers.
Spotted Geranium, Cranesbill, G. maculatum'.
Root. perennial. Stem erect, 12 to 18 inches high, hairy. Leaves 2 to 3 inclies long,
with about five wedge-shaped divisions, marked with whitish spots as they grow old.
Flowers light rose plll'ple, about an inch across. Open woods and along fences. May
.to July.

. This is quite a showy plant, and where it grows abundantly it
·may possibly be clas.sed among· the weeds. Its character is re·
deemed by the valuable medicinal properties possessed by the
,;. '
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roots, and on ll,Ccount of these every one should be able to recog·
nize the plant wheQ. seen. '' The thjck, fleshy root, or ra,th~r
rhizoma, which should be collected, in autumn, is powerfully astringent, without bitterness or unpleasant taste, and is useful in
diarr)l~a and .other .diseases where a medicine of this kind is
required; Boiled in water, and mixe·d with sugar and milk, it is .
.easily administered to children."-( Darlington.)
.
Herb Robert-G. Robertianum-,is another native species, also
possessing astringent properties. It is a diffusely branched"'
~pre.ading plant, having very strong sc.ented and finely cut leaves,
a~d smJn, pink or red purple.flowers:
·
·
.B4,J,SAM, IMPMIENS, (Name 1:eferring tci' the peculiar elasticity of the seed
,capsules, Wµich', When ·ID!l,ture, fly open at the sligtest touph, Widely scattering the
seeds.)
•
·
With fierce distractee;l .eye Impatiens stands,
Swells her pale cheeks and .brandishes· her hangs,
With rage and hate the astonished groves·alarms,

And hurls her infantsfrom her fmntic arms.-(Darwin.)

The flowers are of two sorts-the irregular and showy ones,
having the cal:Yi colored like the corolla, and the very small ones
whfoh, do not expand, but are fertilized in the bud. " 'Dh.ey are
forced off by the growirag pod and carried upwards.on its apex."
The East fodian Impatiens Balsam.ea is everywliere .eultiv1,1ted in
gardens for its high,colored, often variegated and .double flowers.
J'etvel•tveed, Celandine, I.julva. (Figured on opposite page.)

'!.'his is a very common plant in swamps, and in moist, waste
places about dwellings, where it p'roperly ranks. as a weed. .Jt
bas .a smooth, shining, juicy stem., two to four feet high, and alterna,te, somewhat tawny leaves. T.he curious orange-colored and
spotted flowers are most gracefully panicled at the ends of the
•branches, and are truly el~gant. Were it not for the somewhat
' weedy look wl:iich the plant has it wo,uld be consider.ed highly
ornamental.. The juice of the stem possesses i:,mollient properties;
it has a supposed or real power to cure warts on both man and
horses, .and .it atfor.ds great re.liefto s.om,e in cases of poisoning by •
".l\Let,C\l,rN" (Rhus); Tlw ,m,atu.:re (}apsuLes .o.r ,seed ~v.ess,131S are a
.source 0f muohc amusement to oh:Hd,ren, as they burst ,w,ith, co.nsiderable force when touched with the thumb and finger, whence the
names Touch-me-not and' Snap-weed; sometimes applied. to it.

\.
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This is a most elegant little plant, common in mossy woodlands;
the beautiful and delicate flowers, an inch across; are ·finely
penciled with purple veins. · The herbage makes a good· salad,
and an infusion of the leaves is used as a substitut~ for Lemonade.,
From the juice Oxalic Acid is prepared. This acid, also made by.
treating sugar with nitric acid, is a most deadly poison. The
antidotes, which it may not be out of place to mentioµ here, are
chalk, whiting, or magnesia mixed with water. This should be
administered as quickly as possible.
There is another species sometimes found ia our woods, with .
pretty violet-colored flowers. The most common sort is the Yellow
Wood Sorrel, growing everywhere in fielrls and pastures. Both
the leaves and flowers are much smaller than in the above mentioned species, and it differs also in having a branching stem, from
three inches to a foot high.

RUE FAMJ]Ii¥-0RDER, RUTAOE,E.
Trees or shi·ubs, with pellucid dott~d leaves and flowers, which
often contain pungent and strongly scented bitter juices. Most
of the species are _tropical. To this order belongs the citrus or
Orange tree.
PRICKLY ASH, XANTHOXYLUM, L. (Name from t~o G1•eek words, xantkos,
yellow, and xulon, wood). 1
·

. A genus of about fifty species, most abundant in tropical
America, nearly all possessing valued medicinal properties. The
bitter aromatic capsules of the Samariau Elm (Ptelea) are used as
a substitute for hops in brewing.
American Xanthox.ylum, Northern Prickly Ash, Yellow Wood, Toothache Tree. X. Americanum, Mill. (Figured in Bigelow's Medical Botany, Vol.
III, pl, 59 ;' Arboretum Britannicnm, Vol. I, fig. 158; Darlington's 'Needs and Useful
Plants, page 75).
· Root yellow. Stem shrubby, 4 to 8 feet high, much branched, armed with stout
prickles. Leaves like those of the ash tree, made. up of from 3 to 13 leaflets, 1 to 2
inches long. Flowers greenish-yellow, arranged in close axillary clust~rs, appearing
.before the leaves early in May.

This shrub grows along river banks, and is a.aid to occur in this
State. It makes a small, well looking, round-headed tree .when
· growing alone and properly trimmed. The aromatic and pungent
principle of the order is atrongly present in the leaves and bark,
and these are m.uch employed in medicine. The bark is sometimes
·chewed to caus1ra flow of saliva and to alleviate the sufferings of
toothache,
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" That unpitying pain
Which plucks the nerves,· close sealing _with a frown
Ev'n beauty's lips, which the bold Ayrshire bard
·Wished in his patriot vengeance to entail
On Caledonia's foes, yielding its rage
To the rough genius of that lofty tree,
·whose yellow arinou1• bears in countless studs
The horrid thorn."

The Indians appear to have known the values of this pla~t, for
"they extracted from its berries the salivating power of mercury,
and made· use of decoctions of the plant as st,rong perspiratives.''
( Lawson). "An infusion is used in domestic medicine in the.treat~
ment of rheu".latism and in colic."--( Weeds a,nd Useful Plants.)
From some West Indian species a ·yellow dy.e is obtained, and
their leaves are employed· .as a vulnera1:y. The berries of certain
species are used to poison fish. The plant descrilied above is
the only species found in Maine.
1

S1JlffAOB FAl\l.BIJlLY-ORDER, ANAOARDIACEJE.
'l'rees or shrubs, with small flowers and alternate, chiefly compound leaves. The juice is milky or resinous, often acrid and
poisonous, and of much commercial value. The exhalations merely
from certain species are poisonous to some people, causing blisters
and severe irritation of the skin. The Pistachio and Oashew nuts
are edible, and the fruit of. the Mango-Mangifera Indioa-is most.
delicious. There are· about forty-~ight genera, mostly tropical.
Rhiis is the on'Iy North American genus.
SUMACH, RRuS, L, (Name the same as employecl by' the ancient Greeks and;
Romans),
.

This genus numbers about one hundred species-according tosome eighty, and to others one hundred and fi(ty-very widely
distributed, being found in Europe, Ohina, Japan, and at the Oapij·
of Good Hope, as well as in this country. 'I.'he highly pri'ze&
Japan and the ·celebrated Oopal varnishes are made fro in the juices.
of Jl,. vernioilera and R. oopallina, respectively. The bark abounds.
in tannin., and the_bark and wood yields a ;fellow coloring matter.
The Smoke-Tree often seen in gardens, is a well known and highly
ol'namehtal shrub of this genus.
Stag's Horn or Velvet S_umach, E. typhina., L. (Figured in Arboretum Britta.nicum, II, fig. 224).
,
Roots wide-spteading and throwing up suckers. Stem 4 to 25 :feet high 1 irregularly
bl'anched; wood soft, brittle, of a deep greeriish-yellow color4 Juice abundant, thick,.
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milky. Leaves composed of from 8 to 20 pairs of leaflets, shining green above, changing 1n antumn to purplish or orange-red. Flowers small, yellowish-green, arranged
in a·dense termina1panicle 5 to 19·inches long. Fruit a small drupe or berry, clothed
with crimson hairs. Woodlands, dry hillsides and field-borders, June.

This is our best 'known and most valued species. The wood
· when smoothed has a .satin-like lustre, and owing to its unusual
color .and fine grain may well be u·sed in ornamental work. The
bark con.tains a· large amount of tannin, and like some European
species has been· employed in tanning ceitaid kinds of leather.
~
The specific name, typhina,'is fr~m the G'reek word typhos, signifying stupor or senselessness, and. is applied to this plant on
account of the antifebrile properties of the roots. The milky·and
adhesive juice becomes black on exposure to the air, and "the
branch~s boiled with the berries afford black, ink-like tincture."
• Th~ acid berries are by some.employed to sharpen vinegar, whence
the name vinegar-tree, sometimes applied to this shrub.
Commonly. this plant appears as a straggling, ill-shapen shrub,
possessing little beauty, and, on account of its throwing .up numerous suckers, is classed _by thrifty farmers among the troublesome weeds. It is certainly trou.blesome when growing. in the
garden or on land that is tilled, but when grown alone upon the
lawn, or in some unused corner, it becomes· highly ornamental.
The branches have a most irregular growth; their extremities. are
not small and twig-like as in most aborescent plants, but large and
. stiff, and densely clothed with abundant brownish hairs, giving
them the appe::1rance of Stag's· horns, whence our common name.·
When grown by itself this plant assume,s a tree-like form with a
rounded outline. lts attractions are its multitude of graceful and
,shining leaves, changing to bright hues in autumn, and its con:spicuous scarlet fruit, which remains on the plant throughout the
,winter. His easily grown from cuttings of the root or from seed.
Though the diameter of the Sumach is generally from three to
. four inches, there are occasional specimens of larger size; one in'
1particular, growing near Augusta, is twenty-seven inches in cir,cumference at .six inches from the ground. It has a large round
<head, and whet~er in :flower or fruit is a very attractive object.
There are five species of Sumach <Jr Rhus native to this State.
The Dwarf Sumach, R. oopallina, has much the habit of the above
described species, but is a small shrub and is distinguished by
having its leaf-sj;alk winged or margined. The Smooth. Sumach,
R. glabra, is also a low shrub growing on dry hillsi.des and along .
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river banks. The young s4.oots are very smooth, by which character it may at once be known. The two remaining species, though
ornamental in appearance, are the most to be dreaded of all our
native plants, as they are extremely poisonous to the majority of
persons. The more common sort, the well known "Mercury" or
Poison Ivy, R. toxiaodendron; is a proper vine, climbing over: rocks ·
and about stumps, and often ascending the trunks of trees to· a
considerable heig~t. It clings to its support by means of little·
rootlets which it emits along its stem, after the manner of the
English Ivy .. The powerful properties of this plant, so painful in
their effects upon some people, are perfeqtly harmless to others.
This difference may be owing to some constitutional diversity, or
perhaps to the state or condition of the body when exposed to the
action of the plant. There are those who have considered themselves wholly free from the usual effects of the Poison Ivy, and
who have handled it ~any times with impunity, yet have been
severely poisoned at last under some peculiar circumstances.
Some are so susceptable to the properties of this plant that they
art'! poisoned, especially if perspiring, by merely coming into its
. vicinity. Thus the air about the plant seems to be poisonous;
more particula~ly is this the case with the Poison Sumach, R. venenata. Emerson call"! this the most beautiful plant ~f the swamps;
and· it is indeed a fine appearing shrub, .especially in autumn, when
the al ways beautiful foliage is most brilliantly colored; but its
villainous character, .for it is even more poisonous thau the
Poisonivy, must forever banish it from all good society. Even
the charcoal of this speci~s is said to poison some people. As
with the Poison Ivy, there are those who can handle the plant or
chew the ·leaves· without injury. Dog-wood and Poison-.wood are
nam!ls by which this plant is known in certain localities.
Below are mentioned some of the remedies· employed to relieve
the irritation and blisters caused by th~ above named plants :
Acetate of Lead and corrosive sublimate, (Dr. Bigelow); sweet
spirits of nitre; a decoction made from the roots of Indian Poke,
(Prof. Hopkins); a wash made from Soapwort, (see,page 179). It is
common to bathe the parts affected in hot water and then apply a
very strong, warm brine. Some cover the irritated parts w\th a
coating· of soft soa.p, which is aliowed · to dry in, this is very ~ure
to kill the effects of the poison but is rather a sev~re remedy.
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"VINE F A..MILY-ORDER, VIT ACE.An.

,

Our plants are woody vines, climbing by means of'tendrils, with
small greenish flowers arranged in clusters, opposite the leaves.
The order numbers about 250 species, mostly inter-tropical. A
species of Oissus furnishes a blue coloring .matter us~d in dyeing
cotton fabrics, but the chief value of this family is in the fruit
produced by certain species of
·

The GRAPJ!l

'ancient,Romans.)

VINE, VrT1S,
'

Tourn.

(Name the same as employed.by the

Two foreign species are cultivated for their beautifully colored
foliage. From some varieties vast quantities of wine are made ;
o"tliers i,ire grown for their well known and luscious fruit. The fruit
of the wild growing sorts, of which there are three in Maine, is.
little esteemed. According to Sir James Hall, as quoted by Emerson, the leaves of the grape vine, dried iri the shade form an excellent substitute for tea.
From our N ortheru Fox:· Grape·- V. Labrusoa-not unfrequent
in low thickets, have been derived most. of our table and wine
producing varieties; The well known Isabella grape, and the
Datawba, better known farther south, are said to· be seedlings
from this speoies. It is distinguished by having the young shoots
and. leaf and .flower-stalks covered with a tawny down: The dark
purple fruit, forming compact clusters, is a little more tha1i. half .an
inch in diameter, and filled with a tough m~sky:flavored pulp.
The flowers appear in June, fruit ripens in September.
The Summer Grape- V. cestivalis-grows in similar locations as
the above ; it has smooth leaves, and small,· nearly black berries,
which ripen in. October.
. The Winter or Frost Grape is the only other :ii.ativ~ species. it
is not so rampant a grower as the above-named, and is. recognized.
.
by its very short jointed stem, thin leaves, and very acrid,, small
and almost black berries, ripening after the frosts. Besides for
their fruit, these vines, ·especially the first, are highly ornamental
for the trellis or arbor.

.

Tlte CREEPER, AMPELOPS1S, Michaux. (Name from two Greek words, meaning like the vine.)

A small genus, considered by some as not distinct from Vi'tis.
The Virginia·Creeper, A. quinquefolia, Mm. (:Figured in Abbott's Insects of'
Georgia, I, plate 30,)
Root fibrous, extending near the surface of the ground. Stem, climbing extensively,
suppo1·ted by ¥Jeans of tendrils, Leaves ample, composed of five obovate, long-pointed
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leaflets. Flowei•s small, inconspicuous, green tinged with red, Fruit da1·k blue, or
quite black at maturity.- Rocky banks and hill-sides, JuZy.

This is the most valuable of all our native vines, both on account
. of. its .vigorous, hardy grµwth, and abundant rich green foliage,
which in autumn assumes most brilliant scarlet and purple hues.
No climber is so extensively grown and none more deservedly.
As the roots are all near the surface of the ground, large viue.s
can easily be trausplanted without injury, so that a trellis or arbor
can be covered, or an unsightly object concealed in a season,
Owing to its peculiar method of clim~ing, this vine is especialiy
well adapted to grow over the outer walls of buildings, as it needs
little or no artificial sup.port. The tips of the tendrils. are expanded
into flattened discs, which adhere to the walls most tenaciously.
A disfigured tree is often transformed into a beautiful and picturesque object by being adorned with this rich growing v_ine.
· "Often in October, it may be seen mingling its scarlet and orange
leaves, thirty or forty feet from the ground, with the green leaves
of the still unchanged tree upon which it has climbed."

BUCli:THOBN FA.19.l[[ll~Y'-OimER, RHAMNAOE1E.
A small family of shrubs or low trees, with slightly bitter and
astringellt properties. We have two sp!;lcies, the Alder-leaved
Bu~kthorn and the
•New Jersey Tea-Ceanothus .Amerioanus-whioh in early times
was much used as a substitute for the imported teas. "-The
flowers of the Ceanothus are white, in full and elegant clusters, ·
without any formality of shape, having a downy ap-pearance,
always attr~cting· attention, not so much by their beauty as by
their delicacy ltnd pr:ofµsion."-( Wilson Flagg.) This plant grows
in dry woodlands, blooming in July.
· ·

S'J'A I? li'•TRE.E F AMIL 1:'-0RDER, OELESTRAOE1E.

A small family of· about two hu~dred sprJcies, growing chiefly__
in the temperate regions, and possessing more or less acrid and
astringent properties. A yellow dye is rµade fro111 al'.j. Indi!!,n
. species of Spindle-tree " with which the Hindoos rµake the saqred
·
' mark on the forehead."
,STAFF•TREE, CELASTRUS, L, (An ancient Greek name.)
·Plants with polygamo-dicecious flower~ arranged in race1ne-lik~ clusters at th.e ends
of the branches,
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every branch. The Bitter~sweet can be t1·ansplanted without
~uc~ difficulty. ,To attain perfection it requires a deep rich soil
.and plenty of sun. Like the Morning-Glory, this plant climbs by
twining, and so tightly does it coil thrtt it checks 'the growth and
finally kills, "strangles," the small trees about which it grows;
it should, therefore, be provided' with some ar.t.ificial support.
There is not a more pleasing vine, nor one better adapted from
the nature of its habit('! to train arourid pillars supporting porticos
. or verandas.
Besides transplating, the Bitter-sweet readily
grows from layers or seeds.

S0APBJE1RBY F.il.JUil.i"Y-ORDER, SAPINDACEJE.
By some authorities the Maples constitute a family by themselves; but Dr. Gray, whose arrangement is here followed, classes
them as a sub-order in the Soapl5erry Family. The magnificent
and well known Horse Chestnut tree-.ll!Jsculus-grown both for
ornament and shade, is not a native, so that no extende'd account
of it will be given here. 1'he Three-leaved Bladder-nut, Staphylea
trifolia, is said to grow in this State. It is "an irregular, handsome, tall shrub or small tree, with spreading branches, growing
on the borders of damp woods."-'-(Emerson),
MAPLE, ACER, Toitrnefort. (Name from the Celtic aa, hard, probably referring
.to the hardness of the wood of some species). ·

·,l'rees or so~etimes shrubs with deciduous, opposite, and lobed
leaves. The flowers are polygamo-dioocious, small, and either
greenish tinged with yellow, as in the .Sugar Maple, or bright l'ed
or scarlet, as in the common Red Maple. 'l'he seed is furnished
with a broad wing or key which aids in its distribution. Astringent
properties abound in the bark, which also affords reddish and
yellow colqring priq.ciples.
The species are all beautiful in appearance, and some of them
rank among the most valued forest trees. The fine and beautifully ,
grained wood is not excelle/i by any of our hard-wood trees, and
those species most prized for their timber also furnish a sap rich
in sugar, which yields to many a large income.
•'
Pliny hi his elaborate account ·of these plants mentions ten
different kinds, and frequent allusio? is made to them by the older
poets. Excepting the citron, no wood was more. highly prized by
the ancients than the maple. Tables made from curiou~ grained
specimens were sold for fabulous prices, one is mentioned as selling
/

.,
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· for its weight in gold, and thrones made of this wood were deemed
fit seats· for the Gods: A pll:lasant a0count is given by one writer
of this extravagij,n<ie of the old Romans for fine tables. " One of
the hobbies in which the ancient, luxurious Romans i!)dulged ( as
the old-china mania was not then invented) was the acquisition,
·at !:)normous prices, of .tables ·made from. very rare and curious
specimens of maple-wood. Their wives also- happened to have
another costly taste, for dresses, jewelry, and the like vanities,
which their lords, oblivious qJ their own rather expensive little
fancies, considered were needless extravagances, and sometimes
ventured to.hint as much; when the ladies, roused by this injustice, would in their turn roint to the sumptuous Maple table, with
an allusio·n to its ruinous price; and this was called 'turning the
tables' op. their husbands; hence the phrase used to this day for
a similar kind of retort."
Although comparatively free from insects, the Maple is subject
to the attacks of borers which someti!Iles entirely destroy the
Sugar Maple, the . most valued species ... The beautiful Clytus,
Olytus speoiosus, is the most injurious. The perfect insect is fro_m
nine to eleven-tenths of an inch in length and three or four-tenths
inches in width; its color is black, variously marked with yellow
spots and lines.' The beetle lays its eggs in July and August and
the lar"l;ffi bore in all directions through the tree.-( Packard.)
There is a large Sa~v-Fly which also bores into the .Maple. Ohrys~bothris Harrisii, a small beetle of a brilliant blue green color,
does much injury to the Red Maple, by boring into the smaller limbs.
'l'wo , or three species of the Maple are grown from layers or
cuttfogs, but our. sorts are generally and best propagated by seed.
The seeds may be planted in the fal,l, or perhaps better-on account
of mice-in the spring; they should be lightly covered with earth,
. and the surface of the ground may be protected with' a layer of
leaves or straw. rrhe White and Red Maple mature their seeds
early in the summer, and they should. be gathered then, but those
o(the other' species, may be left till Octobe;. The seed, if not
• planted.till spring,, should be placed in box of !3lightly moistened
sand and kept in a place sufficiently cool to p11eve~t germination.
A deep .rich soil is best suited to the growth of these trees, though
they will do well in almost any situation where it is not too wet.
There are about forty.species of '.Maple known, of which fiveincluding the most valuable-are native to this State. No.ne of
the species occupy exclusively any extended tract of land, but are

a
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more or less mixed with trees of other Sr>,ecies, af,I the birch,
beech, &c.
Pennsylvania l'l.faple, Striped Maple, Dog•wood,.Moose-wood, Snake•
·

tree, Acer. Pennsylvanicum, L.

A tall, neat looking shrub or small tree, with smooth bark,
beautifully striped longitudinally with light and dark shades of
green, and large, handsome leaves. The flowers .appear early in
June, and owing to their slender and gTaceful habit add much to
the beauty of the tree during their season.
commonly seen
growing in the woods with larg·er trees the Striped Maple only
appears as a slender tree or shrub, varying in height from .eight to
twenty-five feet; when growing in open ground, however, it
assumes beautiful tree-like proportions. Brown, in his excellent
w6rk on the "Trees of America/' mentions a specimen of this
. maple growing in Germany, that in.1835 was between thirty and
forty feet high and eighteen inches in diameter. There is growing.
in Manchester in this State, another large specimep, that, at si:ii:
inches from the ground, is three feet eight inches in circ·umference·,
It .begins to ramify at about four feet from the ground, and its
general appearance is that of a low (15 ft.), much. branched,
rourid-headed tree. The wood is light, fine-grained and very
white-the inner wood sometimes being a flesh tint .when dry.
It is sometimes substituted for Holly by oabinet makers in inlaying mahogany.~(Brown.) According to Emerson, the leaves a~e
successfully appli.ed to inflamed wounds and bruises. The. chief
value of this tree, however,. consists in its highly ornamental
character, on account of which it well d.eserves a place in··every
collection. The seed ripens in September, when it may be gath•
ered and preserved till spdng, as recommended above. If the
seed be preserved dry it is apt to loose its germinating power.
'l'he · Striped Maple has been successfully grafted upon l::i,rger
species of the genus; its size has been increased in this way three
or four times.-(Miohg,ux.)

As

Spiked Maple, Mountain .Maple, Acer spicaturn, Lamark.

Like the last, this is a slepder, sh~ub-like species ; it differs, .
however, in.having a more branched and ::i,iry appear::i,noe, and it
often grows in ~lumps along the rich borders of strea:ms. The
bark of the young shoots is of a light purple color, while tha~
upon the older growth and trunk is Hght ll,shen gray. The I.eaves
are generally 'smaller, narrower, and m9re closely toothed than

l
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those of the Striped Maple. The small yellowish-green and delicate flowers are arranged in ereot racemes, four to six inches long.
The seeds have sinall, slightly <liverging keys or wings. This tree
is common throughout the S,tate. "It assumes towards autumn
various shades of red, and as sometimes seen, eighteen nr twenty·
feet high, hanging over the sides of a road through woods, with
its clusters of fruit beneath the leaves, turning yellowish when the
leaf-stalks are scarlet, it has considerable beauty."-(Emerson)
This species may also be grafted upon s01ne larger, sort, thereby
much increasing its size. The Mountain Maple seems to be of
little use except for ornament. It is well adapted for growing on
low, moist lands.
·
Sugar Illa;ple, Rock · Maple, Acer sacc!iarinum, L.

A ha~dsorne deciduous tree, often assuming majestic proportions.
Roots Lt,·g~, extending near the surface of the ground and finally penetrating cl eep
into the soil. Stem varying from 50 to 80 or even 100 feet high, with a diameter near
the ground of from three to four feet. Leaves smooth, three to six inches long, nearly
as wiqe as long, 3 to 5 lobed, the sinuses obtuse. Flowers appearing with the leaves,
yellowish green, on d1•ooping, hair-like pedicles. Petals none •. Fruit with large,
slightly diverging wfogs, one seed of the pair always abortive. Rich woodlands, May.
Fmit fost of October.

This is the most valuable of all our deciduous 'trees, being hardly
less ornamental than the Red Maple and far superior to that tree
iin its economic uses. 'l'he wood is hard, fine grained, receives a'
beautiful satin-like polish, and is durable when not exposed to ,the
changes of the weather. It drys slowly, large' timber requiring
i;!everal years to s.eason. It has the fault of "checking" badly ff
measures are not taken to prevent it. A cubic foot of the dry
wood weighs about forty-six pounds: It is used for a vast variety·
of purpos,es where hardness and strength are required. It is
largely employed in naval architecture, and is much valued for
the keels of vess~ls, as the structure of its fibre renders it little
lik~ly to split, and it is very !~sting when constantly under water.
Som.e specimens of Rock Maple present a peculiar structure of
grain which places it among the most ornamental woods. One
well known and beat1tiful form is thi? so-called Bird's-eye Maple.
It is much used by cabinet-makers and car-builders in the form of veneer. Another Jess c:lommon form is the Curl!:ld Maple, in which
. the fibre takes a waving or zigzag direction. When planed this
variety presents alternate bands of light and dark reflection's, very
pleasing in appearance. Old trees, especially thos~ growing on wet

,
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la.nds, frequently have wen-like excresences called "Variegated
Maple-knobs," upon their trunks. Most beautiful objects are
made from these by skilfull workmen. It was probably from the.se
"wens" that the costly m[lple tables of the ancients were constructed ..
. The wood of the Rock }f[lple dH'fers from that of the. Red or
White Maple in being heavier, much harder and darker colored:
There is also a chemical test, given by Michaux, which may always
serve to distinguish these woods. If a few drops of su.lphate of
iron be poured upon the wood of the Rock Maple it turns greenish,
while the. woods of the Red or Silver Maples simif arly treated turn
to a deep blue. For fuel we have no wood superior to the Rock
Maple-the Hickory growing only in limited quantities in the extreme western part of the State. It makes a valuable charcoal,
and the as,h is_very rich in alkali.
Besides the. great value of its timber, this tree yields a large
revenue in the syrup and sugar obtained from its sap. The estimated amount of maple sugar made in the United States in 1860,
was 38,863,568 pounds-the State of New York producing the
largest qirnntity. The amount of·syrup for .the same year was
aggregated at 1,944,299 gallons. Both the syrup and sugar are
,more esteemed than that produced by the cane, and alway~command high prices . and ready sales. In his . Report ·upon the
"W,. oody Plants of Massachusetts," Emerson says, th,(}t in that
State "between five and· six hundred thousand pound~ of sugar
are annually made from the juice of the Rock Maple, valued (in
1846) at about eight cents a pound." The manufactUl'e of Maple
sugar forms quite an important industry in Maine, especiaHy in
Oxford and Aroostook counties. The annual yield of sap per tree
depends upon so many circumstances, such as the length and
favorableneHs of the season, the location of the tree and 'the number of bpenings made in it, that no special average can be given;
it probably varies from eight to twenty-four gallons. A tree will
sometimes yield three or four gallons in a single day, and Emerson
s'peaks of one that upon a single instance produced a barrel of sap
in twenty-four hours. The lo'1ation of the tree greatly affects the
richness of the sap; that from one standing in open ground being
much sweeter. Four. gallons of sap will produce upon the average
one pound of sugar. In maple orchards, from two to four pounds
of sugar per tree is all that can be safely depended on. Frequently
a well located tree will produqe nine pounds, and instances are
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cited where twenty and even thirty-three pounds of sugar have
been made from a single tree in one season. Under certain conditions of weather, the Rock Maple has been kn.own to yield sap
late in·the fall. Tapping these trees for the sap, after they have
arrived at the age 6f thirty yel),rs, do~s not appear to affect· them
injuriously in any w:ay. .
Excepting perhaps the Red Maple, the Rock Maple stands·
second only to the Elm· as an orname~tal tree. It is a fair grower,
adaptin'g itself to a.lmost any kind of soil; its dt3nse .and rich green
foliage affords a shade only surpai;ised by the Linden, and its varying,· though somewhat massive ·form, is always pleasing. In the
fall the ltiaves of this and the Red Maple assume most brilliant
colorings, so that in no country is there seen such a gorgeo~s dis.:.
play of scarlet, crimson and ·gold as is presented by our autumnal
forests.·
"Tints that the Maple woods disclose,
Like opening bud or fading rose,
Or various as those hues that dye
The clouds that deck the sunset sky,"

Black Maple, A, s. var. ni(frum,

· Is a common v;niety ofthe Rock Maple. It may be recognized
·by its larger size and darker colored foliage. The leaves are'less
indented than those of the species, and a.re slightly downy. · The
Black Maple is deemed a more ornainent'al tree than the Rock
Maple, and is thought to yield a finer quality of s~gar,
Maple lumber in the form of inch boards is valued at from. $20
to $25 per M, in the Augusta m.adrnt:.
,

•

.

. Sil".er Maple, River Maple, White Maple, Acer ilasycarpum, l!Jlirh.

A handsome deciduous tree, with wide extending and drooping·
branches.
·
Stem thirty to 60 or .90 feet high, and two, 1·arely 8 or 9 feet, in diameter; branches
ascendmg, at length recurved, after the manner of the elm. Leaves of large size, 3 to .
6 inc);tes long, deeply five-lobed, silvery white, anil when young downy· beneath,
Flowers greenish, appearing before the leav~s, without petals. FNit woolly when
. young, smooth at maturity, 2 to 3 inches long including the broad · diverging wings.
·
,
Alluvial river banks, April, May. Fn1it June.

This tree is fot1nd from Maine to Georgia, but is most abundant
in.the Middle and Western States, where it is much grown.as an
ornamental tree. The fine, drooping habit of the branches, the
play of the silvery-white and green surfaces of the !,eaves as they
are moved by the wind, and especially its rapid growth Fender the
Silver Maple most valuable for. ornamental purposes. In fifteen
years it
attain, under favorable circumstances, a height of

will
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thirty feet, with a diameter near the ground of one foot. The
autumn foliage is not especially attractive, the leaves changing to
a yellow hue.
Michaux in speaking of this tree says, that it grows most luxu-riant along the banks of the Ohio. "The bl'illiant white of the
leaves beneath forms a striking contrast with the ~right green
above, and the altetna.te reflexions of the two surfaces in the
water, heightening the beauty of this wonderful moving mirror,
aids in forming an enchanting picture, which, during my long
excursions in a canoe in these regions of solitude and silence, I
contemplated with unwearied admiration."
The Silver Maple is much cultivated in Europe, having been introdu'ced into England in 1725, by Sir Charles Wagner .. In this
State it is not a common tree, and therefore is but little known.
The w'riter has observed it growing along the Stillwater river near
Orono, and above along t,he banks of the "East Branch." It is
occasionally seen in cultfrated grounds, having been transplanted
.
from the banks of some stream or river.
Though the most graceful of all the maples, ·it possesses but
little economic value. The dry ·~ood is lighter than any of the·
other species, weighing only about 38 pounds per cubic foot,
which is one half the weight of the green woo<;l. .It is -son: finegrained, veiy white when newly out, brittle, and of but little
durability. It makes a poor substitute for holly in in-laying black
walnut and mahogany, and it is sometimes turned into bowls
when more desirable woods are wanting. This wood makes a
godd fuel, ;:tnd for this purpose 'tlie Silve~ Maple gives a qukker. ·
return than any other tree. The inner bark forms· a black dye·
with the salts of iron. The sap is about one-half as rich in sugar
as that of the Rock Th;Iaple.
"The seeds ripen in two or three weeks after the leaves ·are
fully developed, and must be gathered and sown soon afte·r. ·They
are usually planted i.n drills about one inch deep. If the ,ground
is dry it should be rolled after sowing. The plants will appear in
. from six to ten days. If very hot, dry weather ooom·s soon after
sowing, th\:l young plants are apt to be scorched· by the sun as
they emerge from the soil. The whole sowing is sometimes lost
from this cause. This may be prevented by shading the rows with .
. branches of trees, or lightly covering them with straw or hay till
the danger is past."-(Bryant.)

I
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Red Maple, swamp Maple,
orum, L,

Gray Maple, - White Maple,

Acer ru-

A medium sized, highly ornameptal, deciduous tree, with bright
red or yellow flowers, which appear before the leaves.
Ste~ 40 to 50, sometim'es 70 or 80 feet high, with a diameter 0£ I to 2, rarely 4 to 5,
£eet. Leaves divided into three more 01• less deeply cut and il'regulai'ly toothed lobes;
they vary mnch in size and outline, usually light colored bei:eath. Flowers aPpeal'ing
before the leaves, arranged in.numerous close clusters, the perfect and female flowers
bright red, the male floweI·s have a yellowish tinge. Fruit, including the wing, one
inch long, r,ipe early in summer. vVoocllands, especially in swamps, common, April.

Wilson Flagg, in his delightful work, '' The Woods and By- Ways
of New England," thus eulogizes this tree·: "Not dainty of its
soil, but thriving equally well upon bog or upon a fertile. river
bank, by the side of a stream or upon a dry eminence; coming
forth in spring, like morning in the east, arrayed in crimson and
purple; bearing itself not proudly but gracefully, in modest green,
among the more stately trees oJ summer; and, ere it bids adieu to
the season, stepping forth in robes of gold, vermillion, critnson,
and variegated scarlet, stands the queen of the American forest,
.the pride of all eyes, and the delig·ht of every picturesque observer
of nature-the Red Maple. * * * It stand\J among-the occupants
of th~ forest like Venus among the planets, the bt'ightest in the
m1dst of brightness, and the most beautiful in a cnnstellation of
beauty."
Although not so extensively cultivated as the Silver or the Rock
Maples,. this tree can but be deemed ,more highly ornamental than
either, for .throughout the season it .is a constant. object of beauty,
· The bright flowers appearing before the leaves, are among the first
of Flora's vernal tributes; the fruit continues for some time most
attractive, as. it retains the red colorings of the blooms; like all
the maples, the su_mmer foliage is most pleasing, and the bE)autiful.
tints of the autumnal leaves is not e·qualled by any of ou~ forest
trees. In speaking of the colorings of the Red Maple leaves,
Emerson says: "That the surf'ac~ ie liable to be variegated with
lines of scarlet, or to become entirely·scarlet, or crimson, or orange ·
at every season of the year. This occasionally happens to all the·
leaves on a tree, even in the middle of sutnmer, forming a gorgeous
contrast with the green of the rest of tqe forest. · The differences
in the leaves are accompanied by corresponding differences in the.
branches and general appearance of the tree; and the cotnmon ·
opinion is,. that there. are several distinct varieties of this tree.

,.
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The leaves begin to change in August and are usually gone by the
first of November. * * * It is not an uncommon thing .to see a
../
single tree in a forest of maples turning to crimson or scarlet in
July or August, while all the other trees remain green. A single
·b.rilliantly colored branch shows itself in a verdant tree ; or a few
scattered leaves exhibit the tints of October, while all the rest of
the tree and wood have the soft greens of June. The sting of an
insect, the gnawing of a worm at the pith, or the presence of ·
minute parasitic plants, often gives the premature ·colors of
autumn to one or a few leaves." It is evident to any one who has
observed the colorings of autumnal foliage, that the action of frost
has little or nothing to do with it-a fact which the weight of
scientific authority also bears o.;t.
The appearance of the Red Mapfe i& lighter a.nd more airy than
that of the Rock Maple, and the leaves are not s.o deeply colored
· with green. The spray is finer·· than that of either the .Rock or
Silver maples, and though not so gni.ceful .as the latter tree, it is
more beautiful, as ·the bark of the recent shoots is of a fine red
color. The under surface of the leaves is pale, sometimes quite
as white as those of the Silver Maple, and their play of colors
when agitated. by the wind is no less pleasing than that exhibited
by the last named tree.
·
The Red Maple has a wide geogi·aphical range, extenqing from
· Canada through the Atlantic Slates to li,lorida, and west to Oregon.
It is most abundant in south New England and the Middle States,·
attaining its maximum size i~ the "Maple Swamps" of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Though delighting in moist and swampy.
grounds, where alone it forms extensive forests, it is not an unfrequent 'tree upon dry hill-sides an.d in. open pasture lands. John
Tradescan.t introduced the Red Maple into Europe in 1646, where
it has since been much cultivated, but not so extensively as the
Silver Maple. Under favorable circumstances the Red Maple will
attain the height of twenty-five or thirty feet in fifteen years and
from the seed. It grows but little in height after fifty or sixty years.
The wood of this tree is far less valuable than that of the Rock
Maple. It is white, slightly tinted with flesh color, of· little
strength; and when exposed: ve.ry perishable. '.l'he dry wood
weighs about forty:four pounds· pet· cubic foot, which, like th~
S.ilv.er Maple, is about one-half the weight of the green wood.
The wood is soft, (varying much in hardness, ho~ever, according
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to the location of the tree), fine-grained and lustrous when
smoothly planed. It is a very superior wood for turning, and is
used for a great number. of purposes, such as the making of common bedsieads, bureaus, chairs, and other articles of cheap furnituue, also .for broom handles, shoe lasts and ox:-yokes. ·The boar(\.s
make excellent floors. In old trees the grain of the wood often
takes sfo1gular and unusual directions; giving rise to the " Curled
Maple," the "Mountain Maple," the "Blistered Maple," etc.
" Landscape and Mountain Maple are varieties in color caused by
the irregular change from sap-wood to heart-wood. These .are
much used for the foot and head-hoards of bedsteads, and for pannels of doors to wardrobes, &c."-(Emerson.) The "Curled
Maple" is caused by the fibres taking an undulating direction.
This variety occurs only in .old trees, and seldom extends far into
the trunk of the tree. When smoothly planed, 3:nd rubbed with·
sulphuric acid and linseed oil, it presents a most beautiful appearance, hardly excelled by any other native or foreign wood. The
surface presents a varying succession of light and dark shades of
brown, the bands bol'dered with lustrous lines of golden yellow,
which are narrow or wide, light or dark, as the plain of the wood
is vari~d. Blistered Maple is an uncommon form, having a remote
resemblance to the. Bird's-eye of the Rock M.a.ple. The Curled
Maple is extremely tough, and is much used for the stocks of rifles
and fowling-pieces.
· The Red Maple is much used for fuel; when dry it gives a ready
fire, but it is .only two-thirds as valuable for this pt1rpose as the
wood of the Rock Maple. The sap is of little value as it is but
one half as rich in saccharine matter as that of Rock 'Maple.· "The
bark when used with ari aluminous basis produces a lasting cinna·
mon color, on wool and cotton ; and with sulphate or .acetate ·of ·
iron communicates a more intense and perfect black than even
galls or any other vegetable substance known to m·e."-,-( Bancroft.)
Darlington says, in his "Weeds and Useful Plants," that the bark
yields' a dark purplish-blue dye and makes a pretty good blufshblack ink.
There are several cultivated varieties ;r the Red Maple, some
of them with foliage beautifully variegated with white and yellow.
The seeds ripen with those of the ·silver Maple, and for propagation should be similarly treated, -
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A small order, chiefly herbace.ous plants, with simple,, entire
leaves, and'irregular flowers. "The plants yield a bitter principle
with some acrid extr.active matter. Polygala s.enega (Seneca Snalrnroot) is the most important ·medicinal plant of the family. ,Other
species are employed medicinally in Brazil; Peru, N apaul, &c.;
where like our own, they are reputed antirlotes to the bites of
venemous reptiles."-{ Gray.)' 'fhe ladies of Peru are said to use
the bark of the root of Monninapolystaohya in smoothing their'
hair. $everal species are employed in lung trouples.
MILKWORT' POLYG'ALA. (Name· from two ·Gi-eek win'cls. meanirig'
as the plants are srtpposed to increase this sec1•etion.)

muck milk; ·.

There are five species found in Maine, all· small_ bitter herbs,
with very irregular and pleasing flowers.
Fd1iged · Polygala:, Polygal<ipdu'cifolia, L. ·

A small hel'baceous plant, ·with showy purple,, rarely pure white'/
delicate flowers, expanding in June.
·• ·
This is our m_ost common species; growing" abundantly in'#oods,
especially where there is a mixture of Hemlock and' Spruce. It
has an exceedingly attractive, odd-shaped flower; and· as'it grdws'
in masses over rich knolls; it p'resents a m9st ple·asing'.appearance;
The fruiting.flowers are quite iuconspicubus, andf are borne at the
surface of the· ground; orjust·belowit. Odcasidually'dne·meets'a'
whple mass of these plants with pure white flowers.
·
]'olygala sanguinea is a cofumon species in moist fields .near the
coast; it has small purple flowers, disposed in a head; si~ilar in
appearance to the clover. ·
Folygala polygama is another pretty :fl~wered species, growing
in fields and pastures. The flowers are p.urple, in a loose. termina(
raceme.

P.IJl:lSE Pklff'.f:,f..,,Vc..:.:01mR1t;, LEGUMINOS..i:E,
Herbs, slihi!Js, or trees,, with alternate, usuallJ7 C0mpound leaves;
arld'pdpilionaoeous cii: regul~r 'flowers:
The Pulse family h~s represehtktives in nearly' a:Ii' parts.of tfiii'
known world. It numbers more than six thousand' five"Hbhdfe'll
species; of which about fout hundred are n1ativM,of the United
States-ana te:fritdties. Besides' taking' rink' among' t&e largest,
14
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this is one of the. most impo1:tant order. of plants, whether we
regard the beauty or the economic value of its species. ·No family
furnishes so many species employed in the Arts and in Me.dicine
· as this. The farmer depends largely upon it for fodder for his
cattle, as well as for food fol: him·self; and to the :florist it supplies
many qhoice and valued plants.
It may be of interest to mention a few of tlie best known foreign
· products of the family. A species of Acacia, growing in Northeastern Africa ~nd Arabia, yields Gum-Arabic ; from species of'
Cassia is obtained the Senna of commerce ( Log-wood, used in
dyeing red and black, is from a tree native of Central America
and the West Indies; th!:l much pdzed Rose-wood is supplied by
species ·of Dalbergia, natives of Brazil, India and Africa; the Peanut, extensively cultivated in the Southern States, is a natiye of
South America; Indigo/era tinctoria, or Indigo Plant, yields the
well known blue coloring matter of the same name; the Qhina
Aloe-wood burns with a fragrant :flarrie; Brazil-wood is much used·
in coloring and tan~ing leather.
Of this truly Royal Family of plants Maine hati thirty-one native
and fifteen introduced species. It is not proposed to give space
in this paper to any but. native plants; however, in the case of
this order, where the species introduced are of so much 'importance, and constitute so large a proportion of the whole, it is
thought best to make a brief synopsis Jr the most valued.
·wood-waxen or Dye1·'s Green Weed, (Jenista tinotoria.

A low, shrubby plant, with lanceolate, simple leaves and bright
yellow flowers, appearing early in summer. It is a native of
Europe, but ha1,1 become abundant in many parts of Massachuse.tts, growing uppn dry hill-sides · It has some m~dicinal proper.ties; but is ?hiefly val'ued for dyeing wool yellow. There are four
introduced species of Clover-Trifolium.
Stone Clover or Rabbit-foot, T. arvense.

_A low, much branched plant, clothed with silky down, the small,
flesh-colored corolla is nearly concealed by the plumose silky calyx.
This plant has no agricultural value; it is sometimes sought for
·
bouquets, as the grayish heads are quite prettJ.
Red Clover, T. pr.atense.

Is one of the most valuable forage plants. It is a native of
Europe, and was grown in this country prior to the Revolution.
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Yellow Clover, T. a(Jrarium,· and Low Hop Clover,'T,_p1•ocumbens.

Are yellow-flowered species, not uncommon in sandy fields and
by the wayside. They have no· agricultural value, but are .pleasing in flower.
Lucerne ~r Medick, Meilica(!o bativ·a.

Is a native of Spain.. It has been introduced into this country
and is cultivated, especially South, for green fodder.
Locust-Tree, Robinia Pseudacacia.

· Is much grown in this State as an ornamental tree.

"The ti1~ber is one of the most valuable,' whether for strength or durability;
in the former quality j t ranks bU:t little below the Oak, while its
resistance to decay, even wheri exposed to the most destructive
influences, exceeds that of, the wood of any other of our forest.
trees.".
The Rose Acacia, R. hispiila.

Is a graceful and beautiful flowering species, grown fororna~ ..
ment.
Wistaria, W,f1'utescens,

Is a highly ornamelital woody vine with beautiful blue-purple·
flowers.
IJ:orse Bean, Faba vul(!aris.

From the shores of the Caspian ~e~, is sometimes cultivated for:
the table.
C.ommon Pea, Pisum.csativum.

Is a well known garden vegetable.
.known.

Its native country.is· un.,

Vetch, Vicia sati'l!a.

Also known as Tare, is valued in Europe as a fodder for cattle •.
With.us it seems to rank among the weeds.
The genus Phaseolus, yields the many varieties· of Beans. The·.
valued sorts are from tlie East.
.
Honey Locust or Three-thorned Acacia, Gleilitsclua triacantl,os. ··
Is a tall, slender tree, with light airy foliage and long compound.
thorns. It is grown in this,State for ornam@t.
Few of the native species have as yet any special values. The ·
most impo~tant is perliaps the
WJ/.ite or Sweet Clover, T1ifolium repens,

A plant too well known to reqnire any description. It is highly
prized as a forage plant, especially for pastures·. The flowers. are,··
very sweet, aµd afford a rich harvest of honey.fo~.-bees:,-
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The \Vild.,Lupine; L.upinus perennii!.

Ras showy purple flowers,, late. in spring,, and, is, of value for its
beauty.
Astragalus, A, alpinus.

Is a beautiful, herbaceous plant, with a diffusely branching stem
and violet fl9wers. It is found along river banks, though, rarely,.
Between Hallowell and Augusta it g].'ows in· profusion., .forming, I!,,
most pleasing spectacle. '.l'his is a most desirable plant for garden
culture, and may ·be grown from the seed; after the. manner of
other species. of, the. genus procured frpm the florists. A dry,,,
somewhat. sandy spil is best ,suited to it,
Some of the species o,f Desmodium, or T.ick,treefoil 1 are. very,
pr!Jtty and .well deserve. a place. in the garden. The flower~ ~re
purplish, arranged in panicles or racemes, and appear late in sum,mer. The pods are jointed, and adhere to the clothing and the fur-.
and wool of animals. There is. one cultivated, species, D. gyi:ans,
from .the East Indies.
Vicia Garoliniana and V. a;acca are native species. of.the Vetch
or Tare. Both are pretty,. slen.der, climbing plants; the former
has pale flowers, tipped with biue, opening in May; the second
and more common species has deep blue fl0wers, ,in a der\se raceme,.
appearing_ in July: They delight. in. sandy,, gravelly soil al.ong
river banks, etc.
GROUND-NUT, APios. (Name fri)in a Greek word, /Ileaning_pear,referring.~o,
the pe~r-shaped tubers of the roots.)

Ground-nut, Wild Bean, A. tuberosa, Mmnok.

An elegant twinin·g herb, with beautiful deep green, compound
leaves, and .handsome reddish or brownish -purple f!b\vers; arranged
du dense clusters. This is a, very ornamental· p_lant and surely
-deserves to be grOWI), in the garden. lt grows naturally in rather
,moist soil ih the vicinity• of ponds and' lakes; the twining stems
.climbing over bushes to the height of four t<; six feet. Even dried,
specimens of this, plant, are beautiful;' and\ always call forth· .exclamations- of delight. when, seen. The roots are remarkable in
being furnished with la1,ge, edible, pear-shaped· tu hers, These·,
tubers are fleshy; nutritious; and would perhaps be·cultivated had
we not.the potato. The flowers a,ppear fo, August;
HO(} P.EA•NUT, AMPHWARP1EA, l!JUi (Name,ffomtwo Greek.words'meaniri•g
both anclj1•uit, there,being two0.kinds ,of. f1;uit'.Pods.),
Hog;.Pea.. nl,lt.,,Ji~a Vi11e,,A_, mono.voa1 .N1,tt,

A delicate an4,most.gra<;efol twining P,lant, growingpvor bushes,.
in moist thickets. _Leaves compound, of three ovate, thin leaflets,
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one to three inohes long. The upper ;flowers are ,open 'from July
to September; they are of a delicate :purple color arranged in noddi11g :racemes. If this plan-t can be made to grow in some shady
place about the house,or y1wd, it would be well worth_ while to
·
cultivate it, as its appearance is most attractive.
~@§IE

FANJI&.W-ORDFJR, ROSACElE .

. 'The plants compriseil 'in this order .are either herbs, shrubs, or
trees, with alternate, stipulate leaves, and regular flowers, 'having
. the free petals inserted on the calyx.
The order ·Rosacea:i is ano~her large and widely distributed
group of plants. . Hardly less valuable than the Pulse family in
economic species, 'it ranks among the first in medicinal products,
and stands unrivalled 'in the multitude of 1ts ornamental species.
In this family are classed the Cherry, the Plum, the Peach, the,
Apricot, the Almond, the Strawberry, the Apple, the Blackberry,
· the Raspperry, the Pear, the Quince, &c., &c. Among those
grown for ornament are species of Spira:ia, Rose, Crnta:igus or
'Thorn, and Coloneaster.
~
Of the one thousand species 'inc'luded in the order; about fortysix are native to Maine.
CHERRY, PRUNUS 1 L. (The Latin name for the Plum.)

Trnes or shrubs, with simple deciduous leaves, white flowers,
and a fleshy stone-fruit {drupe), mostly edible .
According to Gray, this genus. includes the Almond, Peach,
Apricot, Plum and Cherry. From the cultivated .Plum-tree, P.
domestica, have· b.een derived nearly all the varieties of Plums,
Gages and Damf'!ons. There are six native species.
The smali Sand Cherry, P. pumila,

Is a dwarf trailing species, with edible fruit, growing on gravelly
tiver banks. It has been observed by the writer at Waterville _and
at Orono.
. Wild Red Cherryj P. Pennsylvanica, L.

A small, deciduous tree, with smooth brownish bark, white
flowers, and small, red fruit. ·
, The Red Cherry is a common tree throughout the State, growing upon dry soil in woodt1, thickets, field.border('!, &c. The bark
is polished and peels from the tree at righ"t angles to the direction
of the trunk. The wood is hard, close-grained, of a reddish· color,
but as the tree seldom exceeds five or seven inches in diameter it
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is but little used. The fruit is. extremely acid, having little flesh
and a large stone, and, ~xcepting furnishing food for birds, it is of
little value. The better varieties of cherries may be grafted upon
this tree, and it is s·aid to make a good stock for that purpose.
Biack ·Cheny~ P, serotina; Bhrh.

.

A large, handsome, deciduous tree, with white flowers in long
drooping racemes, and nearly black, pleasant-flavored drupea.
.
The Black Cherry grows as a low shrub, as far north as latitude
: 62°; in Maine it attains to 'the height of from twenty-five to forty
feet, with a diameter of on.e foot, but in the south-west, especially
along the Ohio .and in the States of Kentucky and Tennessee, it
assumes magnificent proportions, often rising eighty or one hundred feet from the ground, with a trunk four to :five feet in diameter.
,It grows far ~ore abundantly in the Middle States than it does
with us, and its valuable wood is extensively imported into this
· State for cabinet and car works. The timber is also imported
from Canada, where there are extensive forests of this tree, but it
is of smaller size and considered less valuable. The wood, as wen
as the bark of the tree, resembles that of the Black Birch; it is
hard, richly color~d and ,veined/ and takes a fine polish. It somewhat resembles mahogany, and is used for similar purposes, but
the veining is far more beautiful, especially in the wood taken from
near the ramification of the trunk.
"'l'he bark of the branches or the root is used for medicinal purposes. The latter is regarded the best. * * * In itR action 'it is
tonic and invigorating in its .impression upon the stomach and
general .system, but sedative tu· the cir0ulatory and nervous systems-the former due to a bitter principle, the latter to 1Iydrocyanic acid. It is used in convalescence, where irritabiHty exists;
'in cases of debility with nervous excitU,bility, in dyspepsia, etc."
(J. Forbes Royle.)
The bruised berries impart to rum and. brandy a peculfar and
agreeable flavor, and are much used for this purpose. Birds are
extremely fond of the fruit, and the I.eaves of this as well as the·
other species of cherry, are sometimes, ei+tirely devomed by the
tent caterpillar-.Clisiocampa Americana. A species of Buprestes
-B. di·varicala-feeds in the larval· state, upon the young wood.
The Black Cherry holds a high rank among the ornamental tn:ies.
It was, introduced into 'England early in the 17th century. It is
an inferior shade-tree,
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Though preferring· a dry soil, this tree will grow in almost any
,locality. It is propagated by seed which rnity be sown as soon as,
ripe, with the P.ulp on, or may be kept till spring' in sand·. "It·
may then be sown thin, and covered with one-quarter of an inch
of soil."-(Emerson.) This tree may be very profitably planted
in protected localities, as the wood is extremely valuable for many
purposes, and quite a revenue might be deriye~ from the fruit.
Choke Cheny, P, Virginiana, L.

.

A common shru.b, rarely a low tree, .with deciduous leaves, white
racemose flowers, and dark red or purple fruit of a ple~sarit though
astringent taste.
Along neglected :field borders and in dry waste grounds the
Choke Cherry is very common. . With us it seldom attains the
height of more than :fifteen feet, and often blooms when not 1~10re
' .
than two feet high. · ·whether we consider the plant in,May, when
the racemes of flowers give .. every spray the appearance of long
white plumes, or late in summer, when loaded with drooping clus~
ters of dark-red, shining fruit, its appearance is highly attractive
and ornamental. Under cultivation its size and proportions might
be much improved. The fruit of this species is little eaten, except
by birds, on account of its extreme astringency.
J.t:[EADO\Vmtir\VEET., SPIR.iEA, (Name from a Greek word, meaning to wind,'

from its fitness to form garlands.)

This genus furnishes several beautiful and well known garden
plants. The species are either shrubs, or p~rennial-rooted herbs,
with alternate le~ves and white or rose-colored flowers. "They
are propagated by dividing the roots, by suckers, by layers or by
seed. The root and bark generally possess astringent an:d tonic
properties and are employed in medicine and tanning."-Emerson.
There are about :fifty known species of which the two following are
co~mon to JYI~ine. A third, highly ornamental species-8. opulifolia-:-may also be found in some sectioiis.
Queen of the Meadow:s, Mead.ow-sweet, S. sctlicifolia, L.

A slender, branching, leafy shrub, with large, terminal panicles
of white flowers, which appear from June to September. This is
a common well known plant, growing by the roadside and upon
the bordei·s of moist grounds. It is chiefly valuable for its ornamental character, which is much i~proved ·by cultivation. ·
Steeple Bush, Hardback, S. tomentosa, L.

An e1;ect leafy shrub, two to four fee_t high, growing aloffg rocky
:field borders and in dry pastures. "It delights in the borders of
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,rustic :wood-paths, ,in JaQes th,~;t condu,c;t fr:o,~ ,the .enclosµres of
s.on1.e farm cotfag.e .to .the pastµre, gro:wing all ,alpng under ,the
.loose stone-wfl,U, whe1:e its cdm.so~ spil,;e~ ,ruay l?.e a.e,en waving .in
,tJ;ip win~ wit,h th,e nodd.in~ p,lui;nJ}S .of ,the Gp{den~ro.d au,~ the blue
s,rii,k,es of the v;ervain.".-:-:"( lf. l!'lar;g)
.
The deI,,cmte rpse,cpJpred :fiowe,rs appe,aring \J?. JuliY and Jµg1:v,1t,
are disposed in long ;t.e,rminal 9:pires, wh,ence t!;ie name .S.t(}epl~Bush. This species is not only ornamental, ,but i.s mucl:t valQed
by simplers for its meoicj,nal properties. It ac,ts as a tonic, and it
is u~e,d in dysentery, .e.tc , an~ .f)speciaJly ,i1;1 those .disori.ers incJ·
dent to females.
AVENS, GEUM L, (Name from a Greek worc1, meaning to taste weli, the roots
ll!l,ving an. agre,eab\e taste.)

:Water or Pun>!e'Aveus, G. 1•ivale, L.

Tpis plapt was noticed amopg the "Weeds of ;MaiIJe," in the
Repor;t of the Board of Agricultm;e for 1869. ~t is iuclud.ed her.e
.on account onts reputed rne,dicinal virtues. 'J.'q.e plant is llerb!}.ceous, ,one t9 two feet high, with ~ jointed, pere~nial ro,o;t, an,d
nod(Jing yellp:wish-purple flowe.rs. lt is quite con;imcm. arid conspic!1ous in meadows .t:!,nd low wet grounds. The qried ro.ots hav,e
an astringent, bitt.er taste, and are employed as a qomestic medicine in diarrhaw and dyspepsia. They are al.s.o 11sed as a substitute for coffee.
CINQU)iJFOIL; PoTENTILLA, L. (Name from the' Latin potens, meaning- powerful, th.e pfants being consic\ered .highly m.eclicinal, but they are only mild astri)1gents,)

Mostly ):ierps, wit4 ehowy yellow flowers, and co~pound leaves.
There are nine native species, all pf which are classed !),mo11g the
weeps ~~c~pting th~ f~llo\Ving =.
Sltr!J.M>Y .(linquefo,H, P.fruti~osa, L:
Stem one to tµree feet high, µrnch branched; bark of the ()]q stems light brown !}µd
peollng off in long strips like ti1at of the Grape-vine; bark of· the twigs close anc1 dark
co!orec1. Leaves composed of fr'om 5 to 7' crowded, oblong-lanceolate leaflets, each
about one inch long. Flowers nearly one inch fo diameter, bright yellow, arranged in
terminal clusters. Wet grounds; not common iu this State. June to September,
~rhis is tJ, pleasi~g, ~uch bran~he,d, a11d densely le,afy shrub. It

grtj'vVS by tbf} w'ayside ~n Kppt's H'ill in. ~eadfield, f~·om which
·pJace sp~ciml:lPS hf1ve been tritnsplanted te> the garqen, whpre they
havf) thriveq exceedingly \V~ll. Their dense ::tnd pecµliarly c~t
foliage apq. itttractive flowers, aI?pearing throughout tq.e season, I
make them objects of especial interest. The writer has also ob-.
Syfveq this 13hrub along the banks of the "East Branch/' above
+\:[ed)V!lY·
.
.
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STRAWBEJ,tRY;, FRA~ARIA, .Tournej'ort.
fragrant,' in reference to its fragrant frui.t.)

(Name frow ,the Latin, n:teaning

Our species are low lierbs, with tri-foliate leaves, and white
flowers, which are sometimes dioocious by abortion. 'l'here is an
immense number of varieties, more or less valuable, under cultivation.·
Wild Strawberry, Ji'. Vir{liniana, E'hrl~art, and t4e Common Strawberry rll
·Europe, F. vesca, L.

·

·

Are both very :com.mon in Maine. ·Their chief and only wen
:marked distinction· is in the fruit; t·hat of F. Virginiana having
the akenes or seeds sunken i.n deep pits in fleshy, edible recept;cles, while in /!'. vesoa the akenes Test upon the surface of the
so-called berry. No fruit is more esteemed than the 5'trawberry •
.o·ur wild sorts are especially sweet and delicious, and are much,
s.o:ugh,t in their season. From the F. Virginiana ·we have the
'' .American Scarlet" and the scarlet~fruitecl varieties. Tlie F. vesoa
is the original of the" Alpine Perpetual/' and numerous other fine
varieties, differing in sbie, color {some being.,w'hite) and flavor.
some of' these the fruit is enormous_. weighing an ounce or more.
The wild plants transplanted from the fields, are greatly improved,
particularly in size, by proper cultivation.· There is an Indian
.spe,eies, P. Indioa, wit:h handsome yellow flowers, but tasteless
fruit.

In

BRAMBLE, Runus, J'ournefort. (Name from the .Celtic Il-uli, red, or.the Latin
Ruow; fron:i the color of the frµit in some species.)

Per.ennial, half shrubby plants, with white, 'rarely red, flowers.
There are eight native species.
Jl.Itdberry, Flowei·ing Raspberry, R. odoratus, L7·
Stem, branching, unarme,d, the young shoots clotp.ed with· clammy halrs, Lea1Jee
large, broadly 5-J9becl. .f!'lower/1 bright rose purpl!J, ,i,b9ut two inches across. l!'lowers
June, July. Fruit AU{l?./Bt.

This is .a showy and beautiful species, common on rocky hiUsid{,}~
and iq open rocky wqods. Its handsom.e flo'Vers and foli~ge ougllt
certainly to place it among the ornamental plants._ A somewhat
moist and shady place is most agreeable·to it. The fruit is large,
red, saucer-shaped, as it lies over th!) receptacle. It js e<,Iible,
though not sp well flavored as the comrqo:q raspperry.
Wild ·Red· RaspbeHy, R. st1'igosus, Michceux.

The wild Reg RaspQ!ll'fY is too well known to require a special
description. It is very commbn along the borders of old fields,
and especially on p.ewly cleared and purned lands .. The fruit, for
whid1 al9µe it is valued, is red in color and sweeter and finer
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flavored than most cultivated varieties. It is mature in July,. and
is largely collected for making raspberry syrup and' raspberry jam,
it being excellent for the~e purposes. "lf the juice is squeezed
from :the berries and allowed to ferment· twelve or twenty-four
hours, acc~rding to the temperature, thick coagulum separates
from the dark dear portion, which possesses a much higher flavor
thau the unfermented juice. If bottled, and the bottle be filled so ·
a[l to allow just room for the cork, the juice will keep in cellar for a
year or more."-'- Thurber, .in Darlington's Weeds and Useful Pl(J,nts.

a

a

Common High Blackberry, E. villosus, Aiton.

.

,

This is an'other very common and well known species, producihg
black, and. when fully ripe, most delicio-us berries. It grows with
· the last mentioned, but is moi:e prevalent in neglected, rocky fieids
and dry thickets. The size and flavor of the fruit varies greatly,
according to the location and the nature of the soil. Not or1ly is
this Bramble esteemed_ for it~ fine fruit, which affords a p_leasant
jam, but also for its valuable medicinal properties. _The root has
some astringency, and is a·well known domestic i'emedy in cases
of diarrhooa. "Even the knots, which are formed on the branches
by the puncture of insects, -w1::re formerly carried by credulous
simpletons as a sort of amulet or charm against the toothache.''~
( Darlington.)
.
There are several ,varieties of the common blackberry, and, two
or three other species with m0re or less agreeable fruit, but the
best known and most esteemed sorts have been mentioned. 'l'he
low Blackberry or Dew-berry, growing upon rocky hill~, etc,, pro-.
duces hardly less ex~ellent fruit than the common high !,pecies.
Rose, Rosa, Toulnef01•t. (The ancient Latin name.)

This. genus presents an immense number of -the most beautiful
and fragrant garden plants. There are twb or three native species
which are pretty and ornamental., but they can hardly g·ain a place
among so many lovely and hardy exotics, creations of the Florist.
HAWTHORN, CRATlEGus, L.. (Name from a Greek wo;·d, meaning strength,
the wood of the species being very hard and strongJ.

Thorny shr:ubs or low trees of neat habit, fine foliage, and
handsorn.e white (rarely rose-colored) flowers. Nµ,tives of India,
Europe, and North America.
"Come let \is rest this Hawthorn t~ee beneath,
And breathe its lucions fragrance as it flies;
" Auel watch the tiny petals as they fall
Circling and winnowing down our sylvian hall.''
Romance of Nat'fre,
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The thorn tree is of classic renown, for its blooms wete dedicated by the Ancient Greeks and Romans to Flor.a.; and at thei;
May festivities were laid upon the alter of Hymen.
Our associations with this. tree are dedved from the le_gends of
England, and the frequent. allusions made to it in the British pastorals. For "in the olden times of merry England, the May-pole,
its top ·decked with the gayest g_arlands of these blossoms, was
raised amid the shouts of the young. and -old. assembled to Cflebrate this. happy rustic festival." Chauc~r in his Court of Love
makes mention of this custom:
"Mark the fair blooming of tbe Hawthorne tree,
· Which finely cloathed in a robe of white,
Fills full the wanton eye with May's delight."

The different species of thorn present a great variety·in appeara1ice and in fruit. In some the "haws" are· bright scarlet, in
-others black, and again in others of a bright yellow color. Several
species produce an edible fruit. So useful are the various species
that, according to Loudon, were man to be exiled to an estate ·
without a single shrub or tree,. with permission to .choose ortly one
genus of ligneous plants to form all his plantations, shrubberies~
orchards and flower gardens, it is probable that he could not find
a genus that '!could afford him so many resources as that of the
Oratregus. And Emerson affirms that a greater variety of b.eautiful small trees and ornamental shrubs can be formed of the several
species of thorn ·than of any other kinds of tree whatever. The
English 'fhorn, which is in no respect supe_rior to some of our
native spe~ies, is deemed of the most valu.able of hedge plal\ts, .
an'd is ve{·y extensively grown for that purpoae•in Euro·pe, as well
as in this country, in the vicinity of the large 'cities. Our fine
American species ~re highly prized in England and on the. Continent, where they are largely cultivated for ornament-ranking first
among the small ornamental trees. It is surprising that plants of
so much value should receive in this State so little of the attention
they deserve. The smallness of the tree and the diversity of form
which it may be made to assume, render it especially suitable for
grounds of limited extent, and its attractive appearance make it a
"most· agteeable tree in composition, when it forms the under
growth or thicket, peeping out in all its green freshness, gay blossoms or bright fruit from beneath and between the groups and
masses of trees; where f;iingled with. the hazel, etc., it gives a
ple~sing intricacy to the whole mass of foliage."-(Dou,ning) It
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is only whe:n growing alone, howeve.1·, 'that the different species
,attain .their finest tree-like .proportions and make the most advan·
tageous display.
'·
Besides its value for ornament .the Thorn-tree is said to make an
excellent stock for graftin_g the pear, apple., quince, mountain ash,
etc.. The wood is white,, tinged with yellow, heavy,, very closegrained and :hard, maki1~g it difficult to work. It takes a· brilliant
polish, but owing. ,to the size .of the trees it can be used only {or
-·~
small articles, such as hammer handles, the smaller tools, and
.
especially for walking sticks.
The '!'horn is transplanted withou.t much difficulty, or it may be
readily grown from seed, which is the usual method of propagation. The haws gathered for seed must be thoroughly ripe. 'l'he
:pulp should be separated from the nuts by maceration in water,
when they may be sown thinly in beds, the seeds being scattered
so as to liEl about one inch apart every way, and coverec:1 about ·a
quarter .of an inch. "At the end of the first year's growth, the
s.trongest of the plants may be thinned out from the beds and
planted in nursery lines; and in the autumn of the second year,
:tthe remaining plants may be taken up for the .same pui·pose."(Loudon./ Another method of propagating the thorn, successand America, is thus described in ·the
fully practised in Europe
.
Transactions of the London Society of Arts: '' Purchase the desir,ed
;oum.ber of Thorns, and when three years old take them up and
trim the roots, from each of which ten or twelve cuttings will be
obtained. Plant th!3se cuttings in rows half a yard a.sunder, arid
about four inches from each other in the row. 'l'hey ought to be
~bout four inches•long, and planted with the top one-fourth i~ch
out of the ground, and well fastened, otherwise they will not sncceed so well. April (May with.us) is the best time to plant the
cuttings. The thick end must be planted uppermost. The advantages of this mode are, first, in case any one has raised from haws
a thorn with remarkably large prickles, of good vigorous growth,
or possessing any other qualification requisite to make a good
fence, he may propagate it far better .and sooner from roots than
in any other way. Secondly, in three years he· may obtain from
roots a better plant than can in six years be raised from the haws,
and with double the quantity of roots.
There are sixteen species and varieties of Cratrngus gl'Owing in
the United States east of the Mississippi, one of these, 0. Pyracantha, spontaneous at W ~shington, and near Philadelphia, is an

.
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evergreen species. The English, Hawthorn. lias• become more or'
less spontaneous in. sections whe;e: it 'has been cultivated: Main~
has three'native species, which are mentfone~i! belbw, with their
distinctive characters.
~Niarlet-fruited TJ1o'rn,

(J.

cocoinea, L.

· A low, much branched, decidu-ous tree, with white flowers and•
scarlet fruit.
Stem much iamified, thorny, especially between the branches, 10 to' 20. feet high,
clothed with a light gray scaly bark. Leave; smooth, thin, broadly ovate, with \n
abrupt base· and sharply toothed margin i leaf-stalks long and slender. Flowers showy;
arranged in corymUs,.often·pale l·ose colored,·

'l'his .tree is common on dry rocky hills, and' along·the banks,of
streams and rivers, It blooms the latter part' of May or early·in
June,
Black Thorn, 0, tomentosa, L;

A muc~ branched. shrub, eight or ten feet high,. ( sometimes it
assumes the. form, of a low tree fifteen or twenty feet:high),with
large, 01•ange-red; pear-shaped fruiti
, · The leaves are thickish, oval, ovate, or obovate, sharply toothE;d·
or cut, below abruptly narrowed·into a,margitied petiole, the tippet
s~rface impressed along th~ main veine or rios·; flbwers often one
inch broad, and the fruit from two-thirds to three-fourths
of an
.
inch long, pleasant-tasted.-( Gray). There are severalvariet'ies,
one of'which-c. t. var punctata'-may be found'here, having dull:;
red or yellowish fruit .with whitish dots. Common in thickets,
blooming early fo June.
/

Cockspur 'I'horri, 0 .. Orus-galli,.,L,
l,. neat shrub or round-headed tl·ee, ten to twenty feet high, witff

numerous thorns, two to three inllhes long.
Stem wiih·a; rough:scaly bark. Leaves entire or slightly toothed above the midd!~;
smooth, thick, tapering into a:short•petiole; F1•uit abont· one-third of' an ineh:in cllatti• •
eter, rcddish-browri.when.·m:ature.

This is considered the best ,species for hedges. It.is ,common in
thickets,and along,. fence rows, expanding its flowers in June, The
. fruit is mature in October, when,it may be g,athered for planting,
PEAR, APPLE1 PYnus, L. (Classieal name for. the Pear.tree)..

Shrubs-or trees;: w,ith simplf:1• or compound/ deciduous' leaves,,,
a11d white, pinkor.Tose-colored flowers, in4erminal cymes ..
This· genus oontains two.of• the,most',valued .fruit'· trees of North·
America-the Pear. and. the: Apple~both•: natives of Asia,, and·,
Europe; These trees have,yielded an irhmense:number.of,varietiesr
differing in the· size,. and·, hardiness, ofrthe· tree1'1i.ndtin: the<size;
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appearance and quality of the fruit produced.' The Pear and
.Apple are not only prized _for their fruit but their timber is most
highly esteemed. '11:ie leaves of the Pear are said to afford a
yellow dye, and may be employed to impart a greenish sh·ade to
blue cloths. There are two nati~e species, valued only for orna.,
ment.
Choke•berry, P. arbutifolia, L.

Is a low shrub, common on bogs and in low pastures. It grows
to the height of from two to four, or eight feet. The numerous
leaves are from one to two inches l~ng, -with finely and sharply
serrated margins. 'l'he flowers appear about the first of June ;
they are white or rose-tint~d and impart to the plant much beauty.
The small, purple fruit is quite astringent, puckering· the mouth if
eaten, whence the common name.
· Amei·ican Mountain Ash, Round•wood·, P. Am.ericana, D, O•

.An elegant, slender tree, growing to the height of from fifteen
-to twenty feet, with compound leaves and pleasing red or scarlet
fruit.
Stem 4 to 6 inches in diameter, with smooth, dark colored bark. Leaves composed
of about 15 oblong-lanceolate, deeply serra.ted leaflets. Flowers s1'an, white, in broad
showy coryms, Fruit red or scarlet, acid. Low wo'ods and moist meadows. ,[une. ·

, This lieautiful tree-ranking among · the most ornamental ·of its
size...,...-is found in many patts of the State, in localities mentioned
above. It occurs in Manchester, Orono, etc. .At all seasons it is
ornamental. In summer being clothed with rich, ash-leaved foliage, while in autumn ·it is brilliant with its showy fruit, which
remains on the tree ·long after the leaves have falleri. J1'or grounds
of limited ~xtent there is no. nativ.e tree more appropdate, and in
composition its effect is most pleasing. The European Mountain
Ash is much grown in this State for ornament. It differs but little
from,.the American tree excepting that the berries are brighter
colored, the bark lighter colored, and habit less elegant.
The Mountain Ash may be transplanted from· its native haunts
or grown from .seed, the latter being the method generally practiced
in England. According to Loudon., the fruit should be gathered
as soop as ripe, macerated in water till the seeds are separated
from the pulp, when they may be immediately sown. If thus
treated they will remain eighteen months in the ground before
coming up. It is common, therefore, to mix the berries with light
sandy soil, and spread them in a layer of ten or twelve inches in
thickness in· the, rotting ground, covering the layer with two or

•
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three inches of sand or ashes, arid allqwing them to remain in
that state a year. They are',then separated from the SQil by sifting, '
and sown in beds, of light, rich soil, being covered one-quarter of
an inch. This 'should be done as late as possible in the fall. 1'hey
will come up in June, and by the end of the season some of the
plants will be eighteen inches high, and ready to transplant to the ·
nursery. 1'he seeds should be not less than two inches apart.
Sugar Pea1·, :fun~ Bush, ShadmBush, Amelancliier Oanailensis, T. anil

(J,

The Shad-Bush is a well known shrub or small tree, quite orn\mental in some of its varieties; especially is it so in May, when
mantled with beautiful racemes of pure white ,flowers. At that
season of the year the borders of woods and thickets are rendered
·attractive with the showy blooms of this treP, which form a most
pleasing contrast with .the fresh green of the yet half expanded
foliage of the surrounding ,trees.
1'he variety Botryapium as,sumes a handsome tree-like form oft~n
attaining· the height of twenty-five or thirty feet. It is said to
form a ·good standard for the Pear. Variety oblongifolia is of
smaller growth,.generally appearing as a shrub. It is most common along river banks. It ,has oblong leaves which are whitedowny when young. A variety ( oligocarpa) delighting in cold,
deep swamps and bogs has s·mooth, narrowly oblong leaves, and
racemes with only two to four flowers.
· ,
Thomas Meehan in his exceilent little work, " .American Handbook of Ornamental Trees," says that the June-berry may be
propagated by seeds, but in English nurseries is generally grafted
on the Hawthorn, and sometimes on the Pear and Quince. Seeds'
produce the fl.nest trees. The latter moifo prod nee .Plants quick~st.
The fruit is about the size-of the 9orrimon Gooseberry ; when ripe
it is of a dark. crimson color, and possesses
a good flavor.
'
'

Herbs, shrubs, or trees, very widely distributed. '.l'he characters of the ol'der are not well defined. It is very closely related
to the Rose family. The prop~rties of the order are unimportant,
and its value is in its ornamental species, the Currant and the
Gooseberry. Among the ornamental species are .'Mock-orange,
Drut~ia, Hydrangea, Strawber~y Geranium, etc. Thirteen of -the, ,
fol'ty-eight species found ~mst of the Mississippi are multiplied in
Maine. Most valued among these, al'e the species of Currant-
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Ribes~which by· some authors are placed ih a:tr order by themsel:ves--the GaossuLAOEJE,
CURRANT, Rrnlls, Linnrous. (The Arabic name fol' a medicinal pla-nt.)

Low shrubs, with smooth or pricltly sterns, alterpate leaves,
small flowers, and mostly edible fruit; The Golden Currant is a
well known ornamental species from the far West, having bright·
yellow and very fragrant blooms. The Ref flowered Om..rant is
another ornamental species•frorrl Oregon and Oalifornia: .There
are'six· species•found_wild in Maine;· three Gooseberries and three
Curran ts. None of these native species are· of much value.· The
Garden Red Currant-from Europe iS'considered. identical with the'
Ribes 1·ub.rum of· our swamps and bogs;
Among the other,native species of this family, which deserve'
here a· brief notice on account of their beauty, are the Early Sax:ifrage, 8. Virginiensi.<t-and the False Mitre-wort, T·iarella Cordi;.:
folia. 'l'he former is among the earliest of spring· flowers·, and
throughout .the month of May gives· beauty to· oui· rocky rivet'
banbr by· its·· profusion of delicate bfooms. It is" a small herb;
having upon ther groi.md a·rosette of ovaW; toothed leaves, from'
the centre of whicJh arises a'slender'scitpe beat-ing'a loose cyme of;
small, white flowers; Certainly thfa; plant is worthy'of at place in
the garden, .fodt-is equally attt·active with some of the spilcies·
sent· out by the florists. The Fals0·Mlrtre-wort:is a' low herb;
abundant along,ditches atrd in moist meadows. "The leaves·are
rontided; heart-shaped, sharply lc~bed and toothed ;'' the flowers'
are bright,white; arranged in 'a short; loose· ra·cerrre, on a· lea-fless' ·
scape, and are open· during the. latter part·of· May· ahd early' in•
June;

W J''[OHi.B'.tl.ZEL ,FA'NIIJI.'l:~OMER, Il:A'l\tAMELAOE11JJ.
A small but widely. disp(:lrsed · family: of trees or shrubs, with
altet'!Htte, sihiple leaves, anrl small flowers' in clusters, heads, or
spikes; The Liqtiitlambat·'orSwee-t!Gutn, is a large and' beautiful
tree growing in' low laflds, from Corinecticut'south ward; The fol;,·
lowirrg. is•the only spe;:;ies founditi thig,State.,
WITCI-J.;.H}\'ZEli,

m.MAMEL'Is,

.Lin11.reus.' (~ame f1:om the Greek Jiama, like

to, ancl'.illi,lis,' an -apple,) ·

Shrnbswitli·straight-veiried< leaves; ana,.yellow flowers, which•
are fertile or, sterile;on the same- or differeµt• plants. Theri:ds,·but,
one-sp.ecies,cbmmowto Eastern North America';" ·
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Common Witch•Hazel, H. Vfruinica, L. (FigUl'ed in American Agriculturist
Vol. XXIII, p. 346; Barton's Flora III,_plate 78.)
Stem IO to 20 feet high, with a diameter of from two to five inches; wood white, fi_ne•
grained and flexible; bark smooth, gray or light ash colored. Leaves firm, oval in
shape, 4 to 6 inches long, on short petioles. .Flowers arranged in clusters
<) l
four, greenish yellow, usuaily expanding in Octobe1• or November.

Common in thickets and moist woods. As if in defiance of our
rigorous climate and the approach of winter, this singula:r shrub
puts forth its conspicuous yellow flowers when
"The rust is .over. the red of the clover,
')'he gl'een is under the gray,
An.cl down the hollow the fleet-winged swallow
Is flying away and away."

It is not unfrequent to see the plant in full bloQm long after the,
leaves have fallen, when the earth is clothed in her ermine mantJ.e..
and the ice king has set his foot on all the lakes. Dr. Bigelow in,,,
alluding fo the unusual season at which the blooms of this shrub··· .
appear, says that "among the crimson and yellow hues of the,
faI'ling leaves, them is no more remarkable object than the. vV;jtch..
Hazel, in the moment of parting with its foliage, putting forth a.profusion of gaudy yellow blossoms and giving to November the
counterfeited appearance of spring." It is from this curious habit ,
thatthe Witch-Hazel is rendered desirable for cultivation. Though;"
naturally of a straggling g·rowth, it mas: be made to _ass-qme a.
pleasiog form with little difficulty.· It thrives well in almost any
soil or situation, and may be propagated by seed or ct1ttings. It ..
may also be directly transplanted. The oily seeds are black and·,
shining and are discharged from the two-horned pod, when ripe, . ·
with ·considerable force.
The Indians are said to have employed the inner bark in allaying, 1•
the pain of tumors a_nd inflammation of vario-us kinds, especially of i'
the eyes.
It is thought by some that the name Witah~Hazel was applied to
this plant on account of its unusual sealij_on of flowering, apparently reversing the order of .nature, circmnstance which led the ..
superstitious to suppose it to have some.. connection with witch- .
craft. In the American Agriculturist .. we find "that it is called :
. Witch-Hazel for the reason that its tw:igs we.re used as divining ·.·
rods by imposters, professing to discover hidden springs of water.'-'··
Darlington says that the twigs of this native shrub have furnished
a capital substitute for the divirii_ng rod of Europe, with which
crafty operators were wont to i.m.po1;1e on, thp prpdulous. The ..
15
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belief in the powers of this plant are not yet absolete even among
the educated, for the writer has observed men of culture and posi•
tion call to their aid old and ignorant men, with forked stick of
Witch~Hazel in hand, to discover water about buildings, devoted
to the dissemination of knowledgEl which sh.ould tend to dispel
such relics of credulity and superstition.

EVENING PRIMROSE FAH1I,Y0RnER, ONAGRACE.LE.
Our plants of this order are either annual, or perennial herbs,
with opposite, or alternate, simple leaves and the parts of the
flo'\fers in fours, .(in twos, in the genus Circcea). There are many
. species with showy flowers well known in the gardens, such as
the different varietie~ of the Fuchsia, Evening Primrose,. Clarkia,
etc. So numerous are the species of Epilobia in New Zeland that
they are characteristic of its herbaceous vegetation-(Hooker).
A muco~lS and sometimes slightly astringent principle prevades
the Order. Nona of the species are of any agricultural vi:lue;
the two following are noticed for their beauty.
'WILLOW HERB,

EPILOBIUM,

Linnrous.' (Name compounded of three Greek

words meaning violet on a pod.)

. There are five native species.
· '\'+'ill ow Herb, French Willow, Fire '\'Veed, Rose Bay, E. auqustifolium, L,
Perennial. ,Stem four to six feet high. Leaves two to five inches long, with purple
·veins. Flow.ers numerous, pink-purple, very showy, in a large, terminal raceme.

This species is abundant on low, waste grounds, especially on
newly cleared lands, recently burnt over-whence the name fire
,weed. When the flowers are expanded in July and August the
:cplant is showy and attractive. It deserves cultivation for orna•
,ment. There is a white flowered variety. Growing upon Mt.
Katahdin is a very pretty species, eight to ten inches high, having
:a single large rose-purpie flower.
The Common Evening Primrose- (E'f!,otherabiennis-is sometimes
,seen in gardens. The root is .said to be sweet and edible. . It has
Jarge, lemon-yellow flowers, two to three inches across·. This
,species, in common with some others of the genus, does not ex~
;pand its flowers till towards evening.
"Slowly the rosy dusk of eve departed,
And one by one the pale sta;s bloomed' on high;
And one by one each folded calyx stal'ted,
And bared its golden petals to the sky.
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One throb from star to flower seemed pulsing through
The night; one living spirit blending 11,ll
In beauty and in mystery ever new;
.
One harmony divine th1'0ugh great and small.''-( C. P. Craneh.)

PA R,SLEY F AlVIIIjj Y-ORDER, UMBELLIFER.lE.
A large and well defined order of herbs, having small flowers
arranged in umbels, and an inferior fruit of two seed-like, dry carpels, cohering by their inner faces.. The Umbellworts are chiefly
natives of the cooler portions of the globe, µ10st abundant in the
south of Europe. About fifty-eight species are found east of the
Mississippi, of which sixteen are considered natives of this St~te ..
There are several introduced species that are ran!>:, homely weeds.
Many plants of the order are poisonous or have narcotic properties. The. aromatic fruit of Caraway is used to flavor bread and
cheese. The Parsnip and Carrot have nutritious and edible roots.,
In medicine many of the species are highly valued. ·A few are
grown for their or))amental foliage.

GINSENG FA.Yi:ILY-ORnE~, ARALIAQE.lE._
A small family, chiefly natives of the tropics. They are closely
related to the Umbelliform, and have little value except in medicine. 'l'he flowers are small, and in our species 11,re disposEld in
umbels. The English Ivy_;a membElr of thjs order-is highly
prized as an ornamental plant. The genus Aralia is the only one
native to Eas~ern North America.
Common Wild Sarsaparilla-A. nudioaulis-is a very common
plant, having a fragrant and aromatic root which is sometimes
employed as. a substitute for Sarsaparilla-Smila.p ojficinali~.
Ginseng-A. quinquefolia-has been so highly esteemed by the
Chinese as a panacea that it has been· sold for its· weight in gold.
It is not a common plant in Maine. It has been found at Orono.
The Ground-nut-A. trifolium-has a round edible root.

DOGWOOD FA:UILY-OnnER, CO~NACE1Jll.
Shrubs or small trees, rarely herbaceous 'plants, with simple,
_mostly opposite leaves, and small, perfect flowers. Calyx and
corolla, each four-parted. Fruit berry-like, mostly two.celled and
two-seeded.
The_ Cornels are very rare except in the northern hemisphere,
they especially abound in the cooler parts . of North America,
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thirteen species (including the genus ~yssa) being found east of
the Mississippi. Some of the species are of .repute in medicine,
having bitter and astringent properties, and tonic action. The
bark of Oornus florida yields a principle sometimes employed as a
substitute for quinine. None are poisonous.
" The wood of the Cornels is hard and clos,e-grained, and is
used in Europe for cogs in mill-wheels, and for other small articles
formed by'the turner; and in this country as a substitute for Boxwood."-(Emerson).
· ·
Nearly all the sorts are ornamental, and with us are chiefly
valued on this account. Eight species are said to occur in this
State.
The genus CORNUS, a Latin word meaning a horn, and probably
appli~d to these plants because of the extreme toughness of the
wood, is the type of the order. The species are all hardy and
some of them are highly ornamental. They readily multiply from
seed, suckers, layers or cuttings. The limits of this paper will
only allow a brief notice of the more deserving species.
The Dwarf Cornel or Bunch Berry-0. Canad~nsis-is ari' herbaceous plant, gTowing to the height of four or eight inches, from
• a woody, underground stem. The leaves are opposite and clustered
near the summit of the stem. The fiowers are quite small and are
arranged in a terminal cluster. Surrounding the flowers are four
large, white and showy involucre leaves. The Dwarf Cornel is a
common plant it\ low woods, etc., and is well known to the young
folks by its pretty bunches of bright red and edible berries, which
ripen early in autumn.·
Flowering Dogwood, (J.jtorirla, L. (Fig. in Darlington's Weeds ancl Useful
Plants, page 158 ; Michaux, Sylva, I, pl. 48; Bigelow's Medical Botany, Plate 28).

A handsome, small tree, the most beautiful of its genus.
Stem 10 to 20 or 30 feet high, the largest specimens attaining the diameter of 9 or 10
inches. Leaves ovate, entire, 4 to 5 inches lonJ?;. Flowers 12 or more in a head surrounded by four large and showy, white floral leaves (involucre). Fruit bright red,
ripe in October. Rich, rocky woods. Jime.

This species of Dogwood is said to be found in this State, though
the writer has never seen the living plant. It is frequent in Mas- ·
sachusetts, but occurs in the greatest profusion in the Southern
States bordering the Gnlf, where it sometimes exclusively occupies
tracts of many acres in extent. The flowers of this species are
its chief attraction. The bright red clusters of fruit displayed in
autumn, as well as the beautiful autumnal colorings of its foliage;
add much to the charms of thia tree. Downjng, referring to this
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species in his Landscape Gardening, says that " in the early part
of the season, the Dogwood is one of the gayef)t ornaments of ~ur
woods. It is seen at that time to great advantage in sailing up
the Hudson river. '!'here in the abrupt highlands; which rise
boldly many hundred feet above the level of the river, patches of
the D~gwood in full bloom, gle~m forth in snowy whiteness from
among the tender green of the surrounding foliage, and the gloomier
shades of the dark evergreens, which clothe with a rich verdure
the ro.cks and precipices that overhang the moving flood below."
Darlington in his Flora Gestrica, says that "the wood of ~his
small tree is very close grained and firm, and valuable for many
purposes in mechanics. Cabinet-makers sometimes employ it in
the manufacture of small articles of furniture, in which it: is con-.
sidered very beautiful. The woodman selects it as the best material for wooden wedges. The young straight stems make good
hoops for the cooper. · * * The bark is an excellent tonicalmost rivalling the Cinchona ih efficacy."
.
For its many virtues
this tree is deserving of more attention
.
.
than it has received by our cultivators. Its oi·namental character
renders it most desirable for the lawn or yard; its practical utility
alone renders it worthy of cultiv~tion.
· Our other species of Dogwood are all shrubs excepting an occ:3:sional form of the Alternate-leaved Dogwood, G. alternifolia. 'l'his
species is remarkable in having its leaves alternate. It often
attains the height of fifteen. feet or more, and has a wide-Sprea:ding, flat summit. It is common on dry hillsides, etc., and in the
latter part of June is showy ~ith broad cymes of white flowers.
The'fruit is deep blue, ripe in October. For ornament this species
ranks next to the Flowering Dogwood. It grows from Canada to
Carolina and west to Kentucky.
·,rhe Red-osier Dogwood, a: stolonifera, is a species frequent in
very wet places. It occurs in Orono, Manchester,' and Waterville.
The name "Red-osier" is a.ppled to th.is plant on account of the
very bright red color of the bark of the annual shoots. The
fiowers, though not numerous, are attractive. The fruit is white
or lead color, and, according to Nuttall, was eaten by the s.avages
or Missouri. It is at all times a handsome shrub. In wet soil it
propagates niost readily by suckers.
Silky Corne! or Kinnikinnik, a. sericia, also inhabits wet places,
growing to the height of from thr.ee to ten feet. It is disting·uished
by its purplish branches, silky-downy, and narrowly ov"ate or

.
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elliptical pointed leaves, and pale blue fruit. The bark of this
species·is little inferior to that of the Flowering Dogwood in its
medicinal properties.
The Round-leaved Dogwood, a. circinata, has greenish, wartydotted sterns, and large, iound-oval leaves, two to five inches broad.
It is quite common along the borders of rich woods, etc.· It is
deserving of a place in the shrubbery.
TUPELO, NYSSA, LinnOJus. (The name of a Nymph; so called because ib [the
origmal species] grows in the water.)
Tupelo, Sour Gum-tree, Snag•tree, Horn-Pine, Pepperidge and Horn•
beam, N. multiflo1'a, Wqn{lqenheim.

A middle-sized deciduous tree, having glossy foliage, irregular·
bra, ches and usually a spreading, flat summit.
Stem 40 to 50, rarely 70 or 80 feet high; trunk.10 to 18 inches in diameter, covered
with an ashen gray bark much furrowed longitudinally. Leaves alternate, oval, smooth
except when young, upper surface glossy. Fr•uit blue-black, about one-half inch long.
Rich soil, generally where moist. Ma,y.

'l'his is not a common tree in Maine, being found only in the
extreme southwestern part of the State. It is often met in Massachusetts, but is most abuttdant in the Middle States, and ·oc~urs
as far south as Georgia.
The wood of the Tupelo (the name applied to the tree by the
aborigines) has a yellowish hue when freshly cut; it splits with
the greatest difficulty, owing to the peculiar arrangement of the
fibres, which are united into bundles and interwoven like a braided
cord.. On account of its liability t9 deeay the wood is little
esteemed. Bowls and trays are made of it, and it is sometimes
used for the hubs of wheels. For the latter purpose it is not so
lasting as the elm, though less liable to split. It burns slow,
giving out much heat, but from the extreme labor required to work
it up, it has little value for :i'uel. It is recommended for aqueduc~s
as it does not require hooping.
The chief value of this tree is for ornamental planting. Owing
to its irregular and unique growth it forms an object of much
attraction. For picturesque effect and to render rude and wild
scenery still more wild and rude, there is no more appropriate tree
than the Sour Gum. "There is no other tree, not excepting the
Oak, that will compare with it in certain excentricities of habit.
* * * The spray is different from that of other trees. Every· important branch is· covered all r<'mnd, at· top, bottom and sides with
short twigs, at right angles with the branch."-(By- Ways of New
Englaftd.) Downing says that the Pepperidge; when of moderate

./
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size, is not difficult to transplant, and we consider it a very fine
tree, both on account of its beautiful da1·k' ·green and lustrous
foliage in summer, and the brilliant fiery color which it takes when
the frost touches it in autu!Il.n.
The Tupelo is propagated either by seeds, layers or cuttings.
The seeds should be sown in spring or as soon as they are mature.
The soil in which they are placed must not be allowed to become
' dry, else the seeds will not germinate.

DIVISION II.

GAMOPETALOUS EXOGENS.
Flowers furnished with both calyx and corolla, the latter having
its parts, the petals, more or less united into ·one pie<:Je.

HONE¥SUC1i:LE FA.1'1H:LY0RnER, CAPRIFOLIAOEJE.

Climbing or erect shrubs, rarely herbs, with simple, opposite
leaves, perfect,, and generally sweet-scented flowers, and berrylike or capsular fruit. The juice of some of the species is bitter
and astringent, so that they are included ai:nong the. plants used
in medicine.
To the florist this order presents very many elegant plants,
P,rized for their ornamental habits and the beauty and fragrance of
their flowers.
TWIN FLOWER, LIN?s.ililA, Gronovius.
(This flower was the favorite plant of the immortal Linnoous, and _was named in his
hono1• hy his pupil Gronovins.)
Linnrea or Twin•flower, L. Oorealis,
Stem very slender, widely creeping. Leaves evergreen, small, of a rounded oval
shape. Ftowei'S in pairs on thread-like stalk, terminating the upright leafy branches,
nodding, very fragrant. Mossy woods and bogs. June.

In June, the woods where this charming little evergreen plant
abounds, are filled with the delightful perfume exhaled from its
pretty rose-purple flowers. There is not in all our flora a sweeter
or more pleasing little shrub than this. 'l'he Snow-.berry is a more
delicate vine, but is inferior in the modest beauty and fragran~e of
its blooms. In habit ~he Twin-flower is beautiful, forming a slender trailing vine, its rich .and shining leaves covering with. an
evergreen verdure many a mossy knoll. Upon the bleak and
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dreary table·lands of Mt. Katahdin, where is only moss, a few
sedges and a stunted growth of fir, the writer has seen this hardy
little plant in full flower past the middle of August, brightening
the solitude and giving to the chilling winds its sweet odors.
HONEYSVCiiLE, LoNIOERA~ L. (Named in honor of Lonitr,er, a German
herbalist of the 16th century). Climbing or erect shrubs with opposite entire leaves,
and often fragrant and showy flowers.

The Trumpet Honeysuckle, L. sempervirens; native from Ne,w
York southward, is well known in the gardens. The. American
Woodbine or Sweet Wild Honeysuckle, native of the Middle
States, is also cultivated for ornament. There are numerous beau-'
tiful exotic' species familiar to all.
·
Native with us are two quite attractive, erect s.hrubs.!......the common
Fly Honeysuckle, .L, ciliata, and the Mountain Fly Honeysuckle~ L.
,wruleq,

'l'he first is cpmmori in all deciduous, rocky woods. It grows to
the height of from three to five .feet, and has a rather st:raggling
habit. .The pale yellow, tubular flowers are nearly an inch long
and grow in pairs. 'l'hey appear with the leaves in May. The
berries are bright red.
·
'fhe second species is less common than the first. It is a more
northern plant, found.in "Mountain' woods and bogs from Rhode
Island to Wisconsin and northward." It is distinguished by its
low growth, being from one to· two feet high, its stric.tly upright
branches an'd oval leaves; which are covered with a close down
when young. The flowers of this species also grow in pairs; the
ovaries of each pair are united in fruit into one, blue berry. Both
these plants make pleasing additi,ons to the shrubbery.
BUSH HONEYSUCI{LE, DIERVILLA, Tourn . . (Named by Tournefort in
honor of M. Dierville, a French surgeon, who first sent him the plant from Canada.)

Low shrubs, of upright and slender growth. The D. Japonica
and rosea, or Weigelias, from Eastern Asia and Japan, are among
the most beautiful of our hardy garden plants.
Common Bush I-Ioneysuckle, D. trifiila, Mmncli.
· St~m 2 to 3 feet high, branching. Leaves 2 to .5 inches long, oblong-ovate, taperpointed, on short petioles. 'Flowers yellow, generally three in a cluster in the axiles of
the unper leaves. Borders of woods and rocky fields. Common. June, August.

Though not especially attractive, this shrub is deserving a place
in every coUection. It transplants readily,.
, The ELDER, SAMBUcus, Toivrn. (From the'Greek, Bambuke, a ;uusical instrument, said to have been·made of Elder wood.)
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Mostly shrubs, having a large pith, and emitting a rank odor
'Yhen bruised. The leaves are opposite arid pinnate. The flowers
are usually white and arranged in large compound cymes. The
genus contains some twenty species, of which two are· common to
this State.
Elderabush, Common .Elder, S. Oanadensis, L,

So' common and ;well known is this shrub, that to describe it is
· unnecessary. It lays small claim to beauty,·and is seldom classed
among the ornamental shrubs; yet one cannot deny its attractiveness, when, in July, it is covered with its large and fragrant clusters of white flowers, or later in the season, when the blooms have
been succe.eded by rich masses of dark-purple fruit. ·vVere it a
plant from foreign lands, or even less common here, one could not
be too la.vish in its praises.
·
·with good farmers the Elder has a bad reputation, as it often
becomes troublesome along field borders, the long roots spreading
extensively, resisting almost every effort for their destruction.
If for no other reason, the Elder deserves notice for its economic
values, which are thus enumerated by Emerson: "An infusion of
the bruised leaves is used by gardeners to e.!'pel insects from vines.
A wholes()me sudorific tea is made' from the flowers. The un. opened flower-buds form, when· pickled, an excellent substitute for
capers. The' abundant pith is the best substitute for the pith- balls
used in electrical experiments ; and 'the hollow shoots are in great
use with the boys for pop-guns and fifes." A good domestic wine
is largely made from the expressed juice of the berries ; and the
medical action of the bark is purgative and emetic._
The Panicled or Red•benied Elder, S.pv,bens, .Mw.

Is a more pleasing bush than the last, and in fruit is far more
showy. 'fhe flowers appear in May, and instead of being in broad
flat cyrnes, they are arranged in convex or pyramidal clusters.
The bright red fruit is ripe in J~ne. The pulp· of the berry is
yellowish and of an unpleasant taste. This species is of little or
no value except for ·ornament.
VI.BURNUM, ARROW-WOOD,
unknown meaning.)

VlBURNAllr,

(The classical name of,.

L.

an·

Our native plants of this genus are
shrubs of more or ·less
ornament.al character. Some of the foreign species are arbores~
cent, and a few are evergreen. The leaves are simple aud. petiolate. The flowers are small, arranged in flat, compound clusters,
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Handsome in flower, it is scarcely less attractive in autumn whenlC>aded with its scarlet, or finally rich blue fruit, hanging in abun~
dant clusters from every branch. T.he unripe and ripened fruit
are often mingled together, and their appearance among the leaves
already assuming tneir pleasing autumnal colorin.gs, is extremely
fine. The Sweet Viburnum generally has a thick and well rounded
head, and owing to its great vitality, resisting the frequent browsing of sheep and cattle,· it has been highly recommended for a
hedge plant. A writer in the American Agriculturist remarks that
· "it is certainly one of the best of all deciduous shrubs for that
( the hedge) purpose, and nothing but its commonness and cheapness can prevent it from having a rapid run and wide sp;e.ad popularity for hedges." This same writer goes 5m to say that this plant
'' in the hands of the gardener is as plastic as the Box or Yew,
and may be moulded into any desirable shape. Planted in good
soil and properly ti·ained, it makes a thick hedge, impervious to
the light and strong enough to turn cattle. It is easily multiplied!
from the seed, old' pastures and woodlands abounding in young.
plants that have been sown by birds and cattle. In the neighborhoods where the plant is already established, plants suitable for
hedges are readily procured from the pastures. Those growing
in the open ground, and that have been subjected to the severe
cropping of the sheep and goats, are to be preferred."
Cranbenymtree, High Cranberry, V. Opulus, L. (Figured on page 236.)
Stem shrubby, 3 to IO feet high, ))ranching. Leaves broadly wedge-shaped, 3 to 5
inches in diameter, strongly lobed. Flowers numerous, small,. except the marginal
ones, which are large, showy and sterile. Fruit spherical, bright red, pleasantly acid, .
remaining on the plant through the winter.
land northward. June.

Meadows and along streams fl'Om Mary-

This is another highly ornamental species, and may be grown
from seed or transplanted directly from its native haunts, or.it ll)ay
be propagateu by layers or cuttings. It prefers a moist soil, but
does exceedingly well where the land is dry. This is a more bushy
shrub than the last, seldom growing more than six or eight feet
high. The flower-clusters are three or four inches in diameter and
are rendered especially sh~wy by the large stel'ile florets which
surround them.
In the Guelder Rose or Snow-ball Tree of the gardens, which is
, but a culti..vated state of the High-Cranberry, all the flowers of the
cluster are sterile, tbl!,t is destitute of both stamens and pistils,
and consist only of 'the enlarged, five-lobed corolla. The wild
species, though less showy while in bloom, is far more attractiv'e
1';
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as it has a bitter taste mingled with its acidity, and besides, the
pulp is largely filled with the seeds. The fruit may possibly be
improved by careful cultivation, but at preE!ent this shrub is of
little value except for ornament. 1 £ A case has 'recently come to
our knowledge iri which a tree peddler took orde]'.s for cranberries.
for upland culture, and supplied plants of this shrub. As this
swindle may be tried elsewhere, our readers should be on their
guard."-(Amerioan .Agriculturalist.)
The leaves of the High
Cranberry have in summer a more lively green, and the autumn
foliage is more brightly hued with crimson tpan in our other
species of Viburnum. The attractiveness of this shrub at all sea-,
sons of the year strongly recommends it to the attention of every
one who wishes to beautify his grounds.
The two species above described are those moRt worthy of attention; there are several others, however,· which deserve a brief
notice .

.

.

The lllaple•leaved Viburnum, V, aoeri/olium, L .,

Seldom grows more than five feet high. lt is a slender shrub,
common in rich ·rocky woods, and is remarkable for its beautiful
maple-like foliage, the leaves closely resembling in shape those of
the Red Maple.
The Arrow Wood, Viburnum dentatum, L.,

Is a common species, growing on low wet grounds. The long
and straight branches are extremely tough, and were formerly
used by the Indians for making arrows, ,whence the common name
applied to this species.
·
The Hobble•bush, V. lantanoides, Mro.

Is another common and well known species, growing in rich
woodlands. It is often called Moose-wood, but this name properly
belongs to the Striped Maple. The flowers are in very large and
showy, flat cymes,, the marginal flowers being sterile and most
conspicuous, as in the High Cranberry;

SOME NOTES ON MAINE. CATTLE.
Through the efforts of prominent gentlemen, interested in agricultural improve~ent, Maine-long before it became an independent.,,State--was one of the earliest sections. of the New World to
attempt an improvement of its breeds of cattle by the introduction of thoroughbred animals from othe1; countries. As early as
1791, cattle were imported from England by Maine farmers, and
so late as 1836, Maine farmers sent breeding animals of thoroughbred stock to Vermont, Massachusetts, New York~ and everi to
Ohio. Considering these facts, and also considering the fact that
·the history of these transactions has never been so fully or completely recorded as it should be.; it has been believed that some
materials towards a history of these importations, with an account
of their progeny, some mention of the men engaged in these early
stock transactions, as well as notes of the different breeds of cattle
at present kept in Maine, might be of interest as .a part of our
agricultural history. In the following pages an attempt has been
made towards carrying out this plan.
·
EARLY IMPORTATIONS OF CATTLE INTO NEW ENGLAND,

It has been noticeable in the history of all past events that occupants of land, farmers, have made the procurement of better stock,
cattle, sheep, horses, one of the first objects ·Of their· atteqtion
after the more simple and immediate wants have been supplied.
At first the settlers of any new country must perform those
duties which concern daily subsistence; following these comes
better dwellings, and then almost invariably, as the land becomes
cleared,* be.ter farm stock. An example of this kind is now found
*" It is a somewhat curious fact that the motlern improvements in cattle in ;England
did not begin till after the systematic culture of the higher qualities of natural grass.
It is not strange, therefore, that the colonists here, who had vastly greatei• hardships to
· encounter in the practical ope1·ations of the farm, were slow to recognize•the possibili•
tie~ of improvement, or that their cattle; poor as they must have been'. at the outset,
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in our own State-fo\' while in the older portions the improved
breeds of neat stock largely predominate, in Aroostook county
the settlers have but recently, and even now only a few of them,
turned their attention to breeding choice cattle of the various
thoroughbreds. And while the first settlers of. Maine made fishing
and lumbering their principal business; they early gave attention
to rearing and grazing cattle;
Capt. John Mason, who with Sir Fernando Gorges had several
grants of land on the Piscataqua river-a part of which territory
is now within the limits of this State-introduced cattle on their
plantations as soon as they could obtain forage enough, by clearing
and cultivating, for them to subsist upon. The present towns of
Kittery and Berwick were included in the large plantation of Capt.
Mason, and by him the first cattle were brought into that section,
in 1631; although it is quite possible there might have been a cow
or two imported prior to this date, for· the purpose of furnishing
milk to the fishermen. During the years 1631, '32 and '33 frequent importations of bulls, oxen and cows were made for the
purpose of stocking his manor, known as "Mason Hall." In 1634
Capt. Mason had, by purchase, become sole proprietor of the
"Piscataqua Patent," and had imported numbers of. Danes, and
Danish cattle for the purpose of establishing a permanent colony.
The cattle were imported by Capt. Mason on account of-their
capacity for la)Jor and enduring the rigors of our climate. They
were large in size, of powerful make, and yellow color. Previous
t~ the death of <:Japt. Mas.on, which occurred in 1635, there were
some three hundred cattle upon his ··plantations, and they were
chiefly Denma~·ks.
'rhere are preserved in the O'ffice of the Secretary of State, for
the State of New Hampshire, the originals of two curious deposi"'
tions which substantiate the above statements; and as the facts
contained in them relate directly to the early history of our Maine
cattle, they are copied in full; ha~ing been· priginally published
in the Transactions of the New Hampshire Agricultural Society
for 1854.
continu!)d rather to depreciate than to improve in quality until sometime after the
Revolution. The ·number increased, however, as the 1•ange of pasturage or browsing
grounds was comp_aratively unlim~ted, so that the keeping of stock may be said to have
assumed some importance in the older settlements, by the middle of the last century,
when it had become comparatively safe from molestatlon.''-Okas, L, Flint's Hundred
Years' Progress of American AgrimeZture.
·
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DEPOSITION OF FRANCIS SMALL,

Francis Small, of Piscataqua, in New England, planter, aged 65
years, maketh oath, that he hath,lived in New England upwards of
40 years; that he very well knew the plantations Capt. Mason had
caused to be made at Piscataqua, .Strawberry Bank, and N ewich. ewanock, and was well acquainted with all the servants employed
by Captain Mason upon the said plantations, some of whom are yet
living; and that there was a great stoclc at each of these plantations. And this deponent doth very well remember that Captain
Mason sent into this country eight Danes to build mills to saw
timber and tend them, and to make potashes; and that the first saw
and corn mill, in New England, was erected at Capt. Mason's
plantation at Newichewanock, upward of fifty years, where was,
also, a large house, with all conveniences of out-houses, and well
fortified with store of arms. That about forty years since the said
houses and buildings were burnt to the ground, but by what means
this deponent doth not know.
That about the same time this
deponent, with others, was employed by Capt. Francis Norton, (who
then lived at Capt. Mason's house at Piscataqua, called the great
house,) to Urive about one hundred head of cattle towards Boston,
and the said Capt. Norton did goe with the cattle; that said cattle
were there usually sold for flue and twenty pounds, the head, money of
England. . And the said· Norton did settle himself at Charlestown, ·
near Boston, and wholly left Capt. Mason's plantation, upon which
the other servants shared the.residue of the goods and stoclc among
them, which were left in that and the other Plantations, and possessed
themselves of the houses and lands, and this deponent doth verily
believe thatfrom the cattle sent thith.,er by Capt; Mason, ~ost of the
cattle in the provinces of New Hampshire and Maine, have been
raised, for this deponent doth not remember or heard that any O?J,8
person else did bring over any. That Thomas W annerton, a servant
to Capt. Mason, and lived in a fair house at Strawberry Bank, about
the year 1644, did carry goods and arms belonging to Captain
Mason's plantation, and did sen them to the French that did inhabit
at Fort Royal, where the said 'l'homas Wannerton was slain. That
some time after one Sampson Lane came over from England, with
· power, as he pretended, to look after and take care of the aforesaid
plantations, and did settle himself in the great house at Strawberry
Bank, and made additions thereunto, where he continued about
three years and then returned for England, upon whose departure
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John and Richard Cutts got into possession of the aforesaid house
and lands at Strawberry Bank, but by what right this deponent
never heard, and have sold several tracts, upon which many houses
are now bu'ilt and possessed by th.e relations of the said Cutts.
FRANCIS SMALL.
Sworn before.me the 8th September, 1685,

R. CHAMBERLAIN, Justice P."

.

'

The facts sworn to in Smali's deposition are corroborated, and "
the origin, extra size and color of these cattle, are given in the

.

DEPOSITION

OF

NATHANIEL BOULTER AND JOHN REDMAN.

"Nathaniel Boulter, aged 60 years, and John Redman, aged 70
years, ·of the town of Hampton, int.he Province of New Hampshire,
Yeoman, make oath that they were two of the first planters that
did sit down at Hampton, aforesaid, .about forty years since by the
authority of the Massachusetts General Court, which gave power
to some few persons ( called Sellectmen) who came likewise to inhabit in the said town, to grant or sell land to other.s as they thought
fit. That upon these deponents first settling at Hampton several of
the servants of Capt. Mason or his heirs, came from Piscataqua to
Hampton, and did forbid these deponents and otliers from settling
in the·said town without a license from .the proprietor or his agents,.
~nd paying a quit rent. But these deponents and others of the
inhabitants being backed by tlie authority of the Massachusetts.
government, which had declared those lands to be in their juris. diction, no. regard was had to the prohibition by Capt. Mason's.
serva.nts, · And these deponents do. very well remember that Mr.
Mason had made a great plantation at Piscataqua and Newiche-wanock, where there were a great stock of cattle, and much land im·:·
proved-and these deponents about forty years since, did see a drove .
of one hundred head of great cattle, or thereabouts, that came from.,
off Oapt. Mason's plantation at Piscataqua, and drove through the
town of Hampton, towards Boston, by Capt. Norton and others, the ·
servants of Capt. Mason or his heirs, and there sold and disposed of·
(as these deponents were infor:med) by the said Oapt. Norton, who ..
did then·settle himself in or near Boston, a"nd deserted the plantation.·
at Piscataqua, and these deponents do further testify that such cattle ·
were commonly valued at five and twenty·pounds the head, being very,,
large beasts of a yellowish color, and said to be brought by Oapt. Mason
16
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· from Denmark. And these deponents say, that soon after Capt.
Norton's going to Boston to inhabit, the Massachusetts govern~
ment did lay claim to the whole province of New Hampshire, as
pretending it to be within their patent, and did accordingly exercise a jurisdictiol'.l therein and required those inhabitants .to take
an oath of fidelity to them.
NATHANIEL BOULTER,
JoHN REDMAN.
Sworn before me the· 6th of November, 1685,
R. CHAMBERLAIN, Just·. P."
THE NATIVE, OR OLD Rl!lD CATTLE

OF

NEW ENGLAND,

Much discussion has been had as to the origin of _the Old Red
Cattle or native stock of New England; and many atte_mpts .hav~
been made by different writers to show that.such and such foreign
breeds formed the basis of our native cattle, by basing their ass.\')rtions upon the' fact that the inhabitants of certain secti9ns cam~
from particular districts in the mothe1• country and would be most
likely to bring with them cattle of the particular breed that
abounded in their own localities. Thus Mr. Alanson Nash, in an
-0.riginal and entertaining Memoir of the Origin and History of
American Cattle, states that the inhabitants of Salem, Mass., aro
-descendants of Dorcestershire, settlers who would of comse intro•
,duce Devona; that those of the town of .Rowley are descendants
,of Yorkshire, colonists who came from England in 1638, bringing.
with them the old Yorkshires and the old Shorthorns ; that thepeople of Lynn came from Lincolnshire,· bringing with' them the
-old Lincolnshire cattle, and that the people of many of the towns
in Connecticut came from. Kent and Surry by way of. the Bristol
channel, bringing with them cattle from Sussex and Hereford, and
above all; Devons in great numbers. It is true, no records have
been found upon which to base such statements, but the inferences.
are very clear apd the general assertions such as seem well founded.
In commenting upon these opinions of Mr. Nash, Mr. Solon Robinson, one of the prominent agricultural writers of our county, in
a valuable series of. articles in the New Yorlc Tribune, on "Breeds
of Domestic Cattle,'' thus speaks of the origin and characteristics
of the "old red stock of New England:'''
'' We think Mr. Nash h,ys too muoh stress on these localities as
proving t~e species of c~ttle imported from them at that.early date.
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Lincolnshire was supplied with Longhorns. it is certain from the
small and remote district of Craven, on the opposite coast of the
island, and far to the north of England. They gained ground but
gradually and slowly, and the southern coast of Lincolnshire-opposite to Norfolk would have been about the last place they would
have reached,· as it is in fact the extreme southern limit of their
district in England. There is, in fact, no reason for -believingbut rather the reverse-that there were Longhorns in Lincolnshire
at the period of
the embarkation of the Pilgrims. . Now, however,
.
there has grown up, and within a few years grown into great consideration, j\lstly, a peculiar breed of oxen knciwu as the red cattle
of New England.' Their characteristics-in first, their color, which
being pure red decjdedly negatives the probability, if not the ·pos·
sibility of any Shorthorn cross, since white, either pure or spotted
.with clear blood red is; as has been before demotistrated, an original Shorthorn color, derived not from the Chillingham or Cadgowpark wild cattle, with which it is not probable that _they were ever.
crossed, .but from the original imported Danish stock brought into
England prior to the Norman invasion.· This white color would
indubitably break out if it existed dormant in the red cattle of
New England, while the form of the Yorkshi~e h.orn would unmistakably show itself in any cross breed of which .the Shorthorns ·
formed a constituent part. From a very early-date these red cattle
have existed iu New England, but they have been recently greatly
improved, and have assumed new characteristics. They were formerly, we understand, of the light red color peculiar to the Sussex
cattle; .h~d characteristic horns, somewhat coarser and less tapering than that of the Devon, and showed a good deal of the Sussex:
coarseness and weight about the forehead. They have now returned nearer to the 1•ich blood color; deeper almost than blood
bay of the Dev~ns and old· Herefords before the white faces and
bellies were introduced among the latter, probably from· their
neighbors the Montgomeries. They have gained a horn much
larger it is true than either Devo~ or Sussex:, ,but of the true
Devon form, delicate, tapering finely to a point, and of a clear,
waxy color, white at the base. Lastly, they have got rid of the
w~ight and coarseness of- the Sussex shoulder, and have all the
freedom from inferior beef in the fore-quarter, with ail the agility
arid quickness at work of. the Devonshire, which in that character
excels all the English cattle. They are fair milkers, though not
equal to the Shorthorn or Yorkshire stock, w);lich prevails in other
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parts of New England.. They are hardy, docile, and excellent
workers, attain to a great weight, fattening easily, and not forming like the new Longhorns immense masses of useless tallow, but
giving a :Anely grained and beautifully marbled beef.
They are in all respects a highly valuable and exceilent breed of
cattle, and admirably adapted for the country in which they are
pro·duced, the cold, hilly and backwa1'.d pastures of New England.
It is .certain, however, ( or as certain as ariythiqg can be which is
predicated on a consideration of effee'ts, not on a fo~egone know" ledge of causes) that there is no Yorkshire nor any ·Shorthorn
blood whatever in t.he Re.d Cattle of New England, how much
soever there may be in the red and white breeds kept for milk in
the same region13. There may be; and we will say most probably
there is, a Longhorn cross, wheth~· that came only from the old
Leicestershire Middlehorns which had a:lways a tendency to make"
longer horns than the rest of the family, or, as we believe to be
the case, chiefly from their size, which is far superior' to that of the
pure Devon or Herefords, from a far more recent admixture within
the last fifty or sixty years of the improved Bakewell long horns ..
The tendency to the long horn formation among these New England red cattle is particularly conspicuous in the oxen, and breaks
· out, as has been observed, in the neat' stock of all the States originally settled from New England, very remarkably. So is that of·
Ohio, among the cattle of which State it is common to see light
red, and evep brindled oxen, which might pass for real Leicester
Longhorns. The true base of the breed is, in our idea, unquestionably·Sussex, and the improvement recently effected in it has
been probably brought about by a. careful selection ~( native
parents on both sides, according to individual qualities and judicious breeding, back to the best imported· Devons, to which they
ewe their color, lightness of form, docility, freedom from offal
when slau~htered, and pure grain of their beef.
Mr. Nash claims for these cattle nothing less than that they are
the best in the world for all purposes. He alleges that they not
unusually weigh from 3;500 ·to 3,600 pounds, dead weight, and
that he has heard of one which weighed 950 pounds per quarter,
or 3,800 per carcass. This at the rate of 64 lbs. to the 100 would
give the prodigious weight of above 5,900 pounds for the live
weight of the animal. The largest animal ever slaughtered in
England, and he a prize beast, fattened for exhibition, weighed .
but 3,080 pounds. He also claims that their beef is finer grained,
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finer marbled, and finer flavored, than any that is found abroad.

, In neither of these points can we agree with his c_onclusions. We
believe that the weight, even as a maximum, much m-ore as an
.average, is greatly exaggerated, and we know that English beef
is imported by every steamer, finer grained, better marbled and
higher flavored, and therefore commanding a higher price in eating
houses· than any domestic beef; all the other merits of this admirable breed of cattle we readily concede. Their remark;ble union
of good qualities, their singular adaptation to. the climate and
constitution of hill countries, the great amount of w~rk they will
do and quantity of milk and be!:)f they will yield on scanty fare
and in a rugged district, are not to be disputed, and this granted
they will ha'.ve enough to recommend them even though we do not
admit them to be 'the best cattle in every possible respect and for
every ·possible purpose in the known world."
We deem these remarks of so able a writer as..,.lVIr. Robinson,
worthy of permanent record, blit think it must be admitted that
the D.enmark cattle introduced by Capt. Mason, which were distributed throughout Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts,
and which became mixed with the cattle that had been imported
into the Plymouth and Ma4rnachusetts colonies-and which were
mainly Devons-formed the cross or breed of cattle that are generally known as natives, or the "old red stock of New 1~ngland."
Fr.9m the time of Capt; · Mason to the' year 1791, nothing is
definitrly known in regard to the importation of cattle. into Maine;
althoug·h it is probable an.imals were occasionally brought in by
shipmasters wl:o traded with different parts of Europe and with
the West Indies.
.

THE VAUGHAN
IMPORTATIONS,
.

The County of Kennebec has long been known as a section of
Maine famous for its superior cattle, and it is to residents of this
county that belong the honor of having introduced the first imported cattle into Maine. This was done in the year 1791, by
the late Mr. Charles Vaughan of Hallowell, who with his brother
Benjamin Vaughan, LL.D., had Mme years previously migrated
from England and settled in that town. This importativn consisted
of two bulls .and two cows. The cows were selected from the
London dairies ; and as the Holderness or Yorkshire breed was
. then that from which the milking stables of the English metropolis
were mainly supplied, the cows selected for Mr. Vaughan were
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probably of this variety. The bulls were selected from the famous
Smithfield market, according to points laid dbwn the order given
the purchaser.; points which would fit the draught stock for a hilly
country, and also to be well fitted for the, dairy.· These bulls were
of the Longhorn breed, though it has been doubted by so good an'
authority as the late "Mr. Sanford Howard-who at one time was
forem·an of the Vaughan farm-that they were of that particular
family which Bakewell bred with so much care: On the passage
to this coµntry-the animals having landed at Kennebec river in
November of that year-one of the cows dropped. a bull calf,
which, in August of 1792, was presented to Hon. Christopher
Gore, afterwards governor of Massachusetts, and became the progenitor of the cattle which became so much talked of, for years in
that State as the '' Gore breed." At the a,ge of nine months this
bull girthed four feet seven inches. Mr. Capen of Cambridge,
Mass.., had two oxen of this breed, which he called Magnus and
Maximus, that weighed over 6,000 pounds when slaughtered.
The progeny of the cattle imported .by Mr. Vaughan ~ere as
.famous for their dairy as their. working qualities. In 1807 · five
cows of this breed, during the ·six months from November 1st to
April 1st, furnished for sale 2,998 qua:rts of milk, ·two gallons of
cream, and eighty-four pounds of butler, besides the cream and
milk used in a family of eight persons. From six cows and three
heifers that calved in the spring, was produced in six months, from
April 1st to Novem.ber.lst, 745 pounds of butter and 1,476 pounds
of chees·e, b~sides the milk, butter, cheese. and cream used in the
same family. These were fed on straw, turnips and meadow hay,
until one month of calving, then with the best of hay. Another
cow produced from the 16th of August to the 2d of Sept!c)mbe1'., a
period of eighteen days, 245 quarts of milk, producing 23 pounds
of butter ; and from Sept. 3d to Sept. 20th, eighteen days, 246
quarts of milk, yielding 23 pounds 1 ounce. of butter. A bull calf
out of this cow was sent to the islai:ld of Jamaica .. The Longhorn
cattle of Mr. Vaughan's importation, like their ancestors, were
;,very long lived, and this quality was strikingly manifested in the
descendants.of Mr ..Vaughan's bulls. Many of the cows continued
to breed till eighteen years old, and the oxen were. noted for their
vigor, strength and·hardihood. The bulls imported by Mr. Vaughan
were used in a way to benefit the settlers of Maine as much as
p()ssible. I.t was his custom to keep one of them at Hallowell
and the other at different points in the valley of the Sandy River,

in
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· changing them accordingly. By this course their progeny ·soon
became numerous, and quite widely sprea,d. The Messrs. Vaughan
continued to breed their stock, without crossing, until after the
importation. into Massa~husetts of the Shorthorn bull " Young
Denton," in 181 '7.
LATER IMPORTATIONS.

All writers on our agricultural history, unite in saying, that·
ab.out 1814 an English vessel was captured near Port.land by an
American Privateer, which had some cattle on board of it, and
that a bull from this lot stood fo different parts of Kennebec an_d
Cumberland counties, known as the "Prize bull." Mr. Sanford
Howard, wi;jting in 1865, says of this bull : "I have been informed
by various persons wh_o bad seen him, that he was called a 'Bakewelf bull,' and that his points corresponded to the Bakewell variety
of Longhorns. I remember to have seen several animals tha~ were
said to have been got b~ him, which would pass very well for half
blood Longhorns." The venerable Friend, Samuel Taylor of Fair:field, · however, gives the following version of this. transaction.
Under date of 11th mo. 1872, he writes:
" The Peter Waldo stock was so named from the fact that they
were brought to this country in a vessel ·named 'Peter Waldo,' a
British vesse\ bound to St. Johns, New Brunswick, during the war
of 1812.*' The vessel had on board a Methodist minister and his
fami'ly, and they brought with them a bull and cow. This vessel
:was captured by an American cruiser and· brought into Portland,
. Maine, the stock and other things sold. The bull and cow went
either to Westbrook or Falmouth, and there remained until after
th!=l close of the war, when .the good minister sent to Portland and
purchased them back again. I have 3: very distinct recollection of
· some of the progeny as early as 1817, when some of them found
their way to the towns of Sidney·, Fairfield, and,what was then
Bloomfield. They were heavy•in the fore and hind quarters, rather
long on the back, a little saddled, and slow in their movements.
Their name was Holderness. We never had on the Kennebe.i
any but grades or half .breeds. Some of th!)m grew to .be very
large a,nd heavy. Some of the grade heifers two years old would

*" Brig Peter Waldo, from Newcastle, England, foi• Halifax, with a full cargo or
Briti,h manufactures, cleadng for the captors $100,000, sent into Portland in August
1812, by the Teaser or New York."-OoggesliaZl's American Privateers ar;d Letters.'of·
Marque,page 47,
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dress 700 pounds or more. The greatest objection to the grades
was, that many of the calves have n;ionstrous hips and shoulders.
The cows were fair milkers, and when well fattened would weigh
·
from eight to thirteen cwt."
EARLY

VIEWS_ OF

PEDIGREE AND H-ERD BOOKS,

In the second.volume of the MAINE FARMER, (1834), the editor',
Dr. E. Hor,MES, published some sketches of the celebrated bulls
and .cow~ of the Durham breed which had been or were at that·
time kept in Kennebec county; and from these articles, from his
;eport as Secretary of the Maine State 'Agricultural Society, in
1855, ·ana from private letters, a list of the noted animals of Ken- _
nebec county has been compiled-it being borne in mind that this
county has been from the time of the Messrs. Vaughan the le~ding
section of Maine in the matter of improving its neat cattle, and
in their dissemination into other parts of the State and of New
England. The list embraces the names of many animals famous
in our early agricultural history; and we preface it with the fol-_
lowing remarks of the lat_e Dr. FioLMES, on herd-books and the
value of pedigree, copied from the MAINE FARMER of February 21,
1834, in order to show what at that time was the opinion of this
leading writer and advanced thinker upon this subject:
"The Herd Book is a book containing the pedigree of the
different Improved Durham Shorthorns in England. It now makes
two large octavo volumes-and none are admitted but those whose
pedigree on the father's and mother's side can be traced back to some .
of the best bulls of the race, especially to Hubback. Now we do
not attach quite so much importance to the Herd Book as some;of
our ·western brethren do. vVe are willing to allow that an animal
bred from a long line of ancestry will have certain points so firmly
fixed as to become a distinct variety or breed ; but every animal
that is recorded in the Herd Book is by no means a good animal.
vVe speak with all due deference to wiser heads-but still facts
must be believed in preference to mere opinion._ And it is a fact,
we verily believe, that some miserable animals have been iinmor-.
talized on the same pages with your Coinebs and Hubbacks, Foljam bes and Favorites'. We are ourselves decidedly of the opinion
that the best breeds of cattle that we have is the half blood Durhams; although there is occasionally some miserable beings among
these .. Now to insure a good breed of half bloods, we must have
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two things, viz: a good many first rate native cows, and a few
first rate full-blooded improv~d Durham bulls. These should be
put together judiciously, not at rand.om; for even the best breed
on earth is in danger of dtigenerating, and has often degenerated
under the most skilful hands. It has been whispered, though we
to be sure, at this distance both of time and place cannot vouch ·
for its truth-but it has, nevertheless, been whispered, that the
celebrated English breeder of Improved Durhams, Colling~, whose
famous race of Herd-Book cattle sold for such great prices, found
it necessary to mix in a little common blood slyly, to preserve the
form and vigor of his her~."
LIST OF EARLY BLOODED STOCK

IN

MAINE,-BULLS,

DENTON* was the first thoroughbred Durham or Shorthorn ever
brought into the State.. His color was white, neck and shoulders
of a dark chesnut color, with patches of the same on other parts
of his body. He was brought to Gardiner in November, 1827,
having been presented· to Dr. E. Holmes, by Stephen Williams,
Esq., of Northboro', Mass., by whom he was imported in 1817.
While he stood for service in Massachusetts, he had, from October,
1818 to November, 1824, 284 cows, which came frorri a stretch of
country extending from Philadelphia to this State. In .August;
1821, he measured as follows: neck back of horns, 4 feet 4 inches:
girth over the brisket, 8 feet 9! inches: girth back of fore legs, 7
feet IO! inches: length from rump to insertion of horns 8 feet 9!
inches. He weighed in December, 1822, 2,700 pounds. Dr.
Holmes says : "His stock was highly prized, and readily bought
up by the farmers of the adjoining States ; $200 for a half blood
In 1828, Denton stood in
bull calf being considered cheap."
Gardiner; in 1829 in Starks, Somerset county, where he died of
old age, .April, 1830'.
.
.
YouNG C<ELEBS. Bred by Col. Samuel Jaques of Charlestown,
Mass.; got by Crelebs, imported by Col. Jaques; dam, au imported Dut;ham cow owned by William Gray, Esq. Brought t.o
Hallowell in 1825 by Gen. Jesse Robinson, and by him sold to ·
":The following is the pedigree of Young Denton, as given ii;i the second volume of
the English Herd-Book (Coates'):- .
(693) YouNGDENTON. Roan, calved 1816, bred by Mr. Wetherell, KirbyMalery;
sold to Samuel Williams, merchant of London : owned by Stephen Williams, N ol'thboro', Mass., U.S. A.; got by Denton (198), cl. Col'a, by Baronet (60), by Cripple (161), ·
by Mshman.(329), by Hubback (319).
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Mr. John Kezar of Winthrop, and commonly known as the "Kezar
bull." His color was white, with patches of dark color intermixed.
Dr. Holmes says of him: (I He was a'large, vigorous animal, with' .
excellent quarters. He had a bollow'Uess or sinking down behind
his shoulders, which injured bis appearance, bu~ his stock, or but
few of them, bad this defect. Some of our· best oxen descended
from this bull, and some of our handsomest cows were sired by
him, and in general they are good milkers."
. HERCULES,
Bred by Samuel Lee,'. Esq., of J\Iassachusetts.
Brought to Pittston in 1826 by' Gen. Henry Dearborn, where he
· stood for several years. Afterwards he stood in Winthrop. Got
by Coolebs, dam an imported cow owned by Mr. Lee. Color white,
intermixed with occasional spots of dark <;olor. "A large, robust
animal, with good quarters, well ribbed, with a good loin and
shoulders, but sinking a little behind them. The getter of some
good stock, both for the yoke and dairy;"
JUPITER. Bred by Co.I. Samuel Jaques of Charlestown, Mass.
Got by Coolebs, dam Flora. Brought to Hallowell in 1826 by the
late Mr,, John Davis.. He w:as kept in Readfield, Winthrop and
Wayne; and also in Starks, Somerset county. "A valuable, but
in his lifetime a despised animal. He had good quarters, and in
$'eneral was well made, but not .so straight in the back as that
breed generally is. He left some first rate cattle behind him. The
oxen got by him are handsome, strong and active, and some of the
cows excellent milkers. But he was despised by most of our
farmers ·on account of his .color (pure white), and little patronized.
He accidentally broke his neck in the fall of 1830, and his loss,·
like that of the Kezar b~ll. is now (1834) much regretted."
J\.RGWASUo. Bred by J. Davis, Esq. Sire, Jupiter; dam Europa.
He was purchased and carried out o'.f the county by Mr. Rangely,
of No: 3, on Lake Arg"'.asuc; and we have ventured to call the
bull by that name till we shall know more about him.-Dr. E.
Holmes, in Maine Farmer, JJ.faroh ~th, 1834.
~ DAl:tt,INGTON. Bred by E. Holmes. Color roan; got by Jupiter,
dam Europa. Oalv:ed April, 1829. Kept in Readfield.
MAINE DENTON. Bred by R~bert Oonforth of Readfield. Got by
Imported Denton; dam Durham Beauty, by Jupiter; grand dam
Europa by Ooolebs, great grand dam Flora, imported by Col.
Samuel Jaques of Massachusetts. Calved April, 1830; color, Ted
and white. Owne·d ~y Thomas Pierce pf Readfield.
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HANSON .. Bi·ea by E. Cushing, Esq., of Hanson, Mass. Got by
_Pilgrim. Brought in~o Kennebec county by E. Holmes, in 1830.
BANQuo. Imported from England· by John Hare Powell of Virginia, and introduced into Winslow in l828 by R.H. Greene, Esq.
Color, red with some white spots. He. stood in Winslow three
years, in Winthrop one, ·and in Augusta one. ·In a letter froin
lvlr. Greene, under date of April 17th, 1873, he says: ", Although
my price for the service of Banquo was only one dollar, but very
few persons took advantage of this opportunity of improving
their stock."
TURK. By Jupiter, out of a· thoroughbred cow. Owned by
Robert Conforth of Readneld, in 1830. He 'was· afterwards kept
in Vien?a, and in Anson, where 4e stood eight or nine years.*
Sm lsAAc, (Hereford) .. Bred by Hon. Jqhn Wells of Boston.
Got by the imported bull, Sir Isaac. Brought into Hallowell by
iloSanford Howard in 1830. · Calved in 1827.
NORFOLK, (Hereford). Bred by Hon. John Wells of Boston.
Got by the imported bun, Admiral; dam by Sir Isaac ; grand dam
by Holderness. Introduced into Hallowell in November, 1832, by
Sanford Howard. Color brindle.
W ALn6. Bred by Mr. Yonng of Jackson. Got by the imported
Durham Shorthorn bull Lyman Durham. Calved March, 1833.
Brought to Winthrop in 1834 by Elijah Woo.cl, Esq. Color, red;
TAsso. Calved in 1829. Got by a bull bred by John Rare Powell of Virginia ; dam, imported cow Judy; color, white. Bronght
to Winslow by R. H. Greene, Esq.
·
·
BoNNIVET. Got by Banquo; dam, impoi·ted cow Sally Richards;
color, red with some white spots; calved 1833. Owned by R. H.
Greene, Esq., Winslow.
URANUS,. Got by Maine Dent'on; dam by Darlington, calved
Augnst, 1833. Owned by Thomas Pierce, Readfield. "Dam, a
first rate cow of native breed.''
GoLD-FINDER. Got by· Maine Denton; dam, Flora by ,Jupiter;
grand dam by the King bull. Calved December, 1833. Owned
*In speaking of the descendants of this bull,. D; H. Thing, Esq., qf Mt. Vernon,
says, in Agricnlture,of Maine for 1870, page 14: "His descendants are now to be seen
and readily recognized in that part of Somerset county where he stood so long. Some
fifteen years since, ·in passing ti1rough that vicinity, I was struck with the familiar
appearance of their stock; especially on one farm where there were kept about fifty
head; ·on inquiry, I learned they were descended from th.e above named animal.''

\
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by Thomas Pierce, Readfield. "Flora was a cow. of great milking qualities, and in form equal to any other cow." .
YOUNG FITz FAVORITE, Imported by Robert B. Minturn, Esq., of
New York, June, 1830, from the stock of Mr. Ashcroft, one of the
leading cattle breeders in the west of England. Got by Fitz
Favorite; his dam, Ellen, by George, he by Favorite, 2d, by Favorite
the sire of Comet, Favorite by Bolingbroke, dam by Foljambe.
Brought to Winslow in 1834 by R.H. Greene, Esq., and exchanged
by hi~ in 183'7 with Charles Henry Hall, Esq., of New York, for
a bull bred by him and called
YouNG CmrnT, after the celebrated bull Wye Comet. He was
kept by Mr. Greene, at Winslow, two years, and sold to Colonel
Samuel Butman of Plymouth.
In addition to the above, mention should also be made of the
following thoroughbred bulls introduced into Maine, and about
which definite information as to pedigree is wanting: ALBANY,'·
(Hereford) purchased of Messrs. Lotham & Corning, in 1844, and
· brought to Hallowell by J. vV. Haines; the "King bul1," sent by
Gov. King of Bath to Kingfield Franklin county; "Fillebrown's
brindle bull," kept at Readfield, and a bull kept at Pittston by Gen.
Jesse Robinson, who afterwards removed to Waterville; the latter
a very fine animal, with good points.
' The bull Spotted Leopard, which was brought to Fayette about
1842, by J. II. Underwood, and which was also kept in Fail'field
by Capt. Henry Lawrence and in Skowhegan by A. Crawford, was
said to have been got by a thoroughbred bull imported from New,
York into Hallowell by J. W. Haines. D. H. 'l'hing, Esq., of Mt.
Vernon, in. a private letter, says h1;1 was "a full.blood Durham,
red and white, rather spotted than mixed, tall, long, very stylish,
and. altogether one of the most splendid looking animals I ever
looked upon. He. was a getter of superior stock, particularly
oxen.".
Cows.

in

DAISY; Bred by Col. Jaques of Charlestown, Mass.; imported
into this State by the late John Davis of Hallowell. Got by Ccelebs,
dam, imported cow Flora. Color mostly white.
EUROPA ... Bred and introduced by the same; got by' Ccelebs,
·dam, Flora; color red.
EASTERN CHERRY. Red; bred by E. Cushing, Esq., of Hanson,
Mass. Got by Pilgrim; dam, an imported Shorthorn cow. Intro-
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duoed into Maine by the late Dr. E. Holmes, and owned by A.
Tinkham of Anson.
JUDY.' Imported by Henry De Groot, Esq., of New York. Introduced by R. H. Greene, Esq., of Winslow.
PEGGY. Got by Banquo; dam; Syl"\"ia. Oolor red and white.
Breaby Mr. De Groot, and introduced by Mr. Greene.
SALLY RICHARDS. Imported by Mr. De Groot, and brought to
:,Maine by Mr. Greene.
•
CHESTNUT BEAUTY. Brought to Maine in 1830, by Sanford Howard, Hallowell. . Sold to Sumner Bixey of Norridgewock.
DAFFY. B1;ought to this State in 1833 by Sanford Howard of Hallowell. Was the mother of the bull Young Sir Isaac.

It is an important fact, that the bulls Denton, Young Ornlebs,
Fitz Favorite, Banquo, Oomet, Foljambe and Wye Comet, mentioned in the preceding list; are all found r.ecorded in the early
volumes of the English Shorthorn Herd Book-Ooates'-the first.
of which "'."as published in 1J322, the second. in 1829, and the third
in 1836 :-thus establishing beyond a doubt,the purity of the blood
of these early bulls, the progeny of whtch formed the basis of the
farm stock of the county of Kennebec, from which they were
widely disseminated throughout the State. In a few instances,
where known, some individuals of the Hereford breed have been
indicated. The above list is believed to be a more complete register of the early blooded cattle of Maine, than any ever before
published.
E1!'FORTS

OF

EARLY BREEDERS

IN

DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE STATE.

It is very interesting to trace the spread of these early animals
from the county of Rennebec, which was from 1792 to 1835 the
oe.ntre of enlightened farming· and intelligent· stock raising in
Maine. The gentlemen who were interested in improved farming
and cattle br,.eeding at that time, were among the leading citizens
and business men of the day in this portion of the State; and they
were often brought into contact with the leading business men in
other parts of Maine. Through this means the highly prized bulls
which had been imported and were owned by residents of this
country, were sent into other portions of the State to improve the
cattle thei·e. Generally these animals were not sold, but were
leased or hired·out by· their owners for a term of one or two years.

·.
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Occasionally animals were purchased by prominent business men
in other counties; who, while being interested in farming, were
also generally more largely engaged in trade or lumbering: So we
find that at an early peifod choice blooded bulls were kept in
Waldo, Somerset and Franklin ·counties, and from these points
they wrought improvement in the cattle of the contiguous"territory. Iu Somerset county we find the bull Young D~nton as early
as 1830, upon the farm of the late Dr. E. Holmes in the town of
Starks·. Arial Tinkham and Luke Houghton of Anson were also
early interested in the improveme~t of stock in Somerset county,
having purchased several animals of the produce. of the bulls
Denton, Jupiter, Hanson and Darlington, and the cows Sophia,·
Eastern Cherry and others of the pure blood Durhams introduced
by residents ·of Kennebec county. We are informed by Hon ..Asa
W. Moore of Anson, that at the time of the death of Mr. Tinkham he left some twenty head of choice animals bred from the
above stock.' He also writes : "'l'he grades from this stock have
been widely. dispersed throughout western Somerset, and even
beyond the limits of the county. The benefit derived from the introduction of this stock C'ltnnot be easily estimated, but it is safe
to say that the farmers of this section have realized thousands
upon thousands of dollars therefrom." His sor1, Col. S. W. Tinkham, and the Messrs. Hilton of Anson, continued to breed from
this stock for years, and they are known to have had some of the
.finest stock, especially of large oxen, in Somerset county. The
southern and central portion of this county was also one of the
first sections out of Kennebec to receive an impetus in its breeding operations, through intercouse with the leading farmers and
bl.'eeders in the county last mentioned. Col. Reuben H. Greene of
W:rnslow was among the foremost to engage in the breeding of
thoroughbred stock in Maine, arid many of his animals were sent.
into Somerset coi.mty. On preceding pages mention has been
made of some of the animals introduced· by this gentleman, who
was actively engaged in breeding from 1829 to 185i, and who is
still living in the ~njoyment of ·a hale old age: In a letter under
date of April 17, 1873, Col. Greene gives an interesting account of
his breeding transactions, in which he say~ : "My first thoroughbred calves at six and eight weeks old sold at $50, which at that
time was considered a great price, although in New York thf)y
were selling for $300. My first sale was of Banquo stock-one
bull and five one-year-old heifers to Abel Shorey ofBt. Johnsbury,
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Vt.,
the sum of $300. .As they passed through Aug;usta, they
were noticed by many and much admired, and could have been
sold at an advance of $15 each. The remark was then made, 'It.
is a shame to have such animals taken from 'the State.' I sold a
bull calf by Fitz Favorite, to the Messrs. Burre!I' of Newport, and
when three years old they sold him to go to Ohio.· He was a
splended animal, and was shown at a cattle show in l\fassach~trntts
while being driven to Ohio, and received a premium of $20.1'
Col. Greene has furnished a list of his early stock sales-not by
any means complete-from which it appears that aside from 'the
above named animals sold by him, he sent a bull and cow to
Springfield, Mass., bull to Cincinnati, Ohio, and other animals
to the following towns ih Maine, viz: two to Augusta·, nine to
Waterville, two to Hallowell, five to Lewiston, five to 'l'horndike,.
three to Newport, twelve to Vassalboro', three to Bloomfield, two
to Carmel, two to Portland" t~o to Albion, two to Bridgton, and
one each to Scarboro', Saco, Fairfield, Canaan, Pittsfield, Clinton,
Norridgewock, Dresden and Anson. A large number of these
were thoroughbred animals, and the list shows how extensively
they were disseminated throughout the State. Mention has been
made here of the efforts of Col. Greene, as he resided so near the
limits of Somerset county as to be more identified with its farming
and its business than with his own county of Kennebec. Cap\.
Hemy Lawrence of Fairfield, who was born in 1191, was one of
the first in the southern-central portion of Somerset county to
· engage in the improvement ·of the breeds of cattle. According
to the recollection of Friend Samuel. Taylor of Fairfield, Capt.
' Lawrence and his brother had early given great ~ttention to bree~ing, -and be says in ·a private letter: "They were famed for their
excellent stock as early as 1800. Nothing but a .red calf had any
chance of life with them." These efforts at improvement, prior
'to 1800/ were made with the kinds of cattle then kept, through
careful selecthm, and Friend 'l'aylor observes that previous to
1800 many of the farmers in portions of Somerset county had by
this means greatly improved their farm stock. He says: '·' They
were generally red in color~ with long; slim horns, straight backs,
and were a very great improvement to the native breeds then in
the country."
·
Some of the best farmers in Kennebec and Somerset counties,
had succeeded in raising up some· most splendid cattle; red or
brindled, and nearly as valuable as the thoroughbreds. But in
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1823 Capt. Lawrence attended a cattleJJhow at Augusta, and there
purchased a bull which was called the f'Bakewell breed," and was
probably a descendant of the animals introduced by the Vaughans
from England. Mr.· Hall C. Burleigh of Fairfield, in writing his
recollections of the early stock breeding operations in Somerset
county, says: "This bull brought from Kennebec county by Capt.
· . Lawrence was of a chestnut color, and was probably the first
'blooded' bull ever brought into this county. Capt. Lawrence
kept him a number of years, and he left a beautiful lot of young
cattle-in fact his calves might be said to have been the foundation stock of this section. But he was a very cross and vicious
"animal." Preceding next in order of time, Mr. Burleigh says:
"The next blooded bull of which I can get any account was being
driven to some town farther up the river and stopped over night
at Mr. Samuel Burgess'. Mr. B., having a cow in heat, ·got a
heifer calf by this bull-which was called the ' Holderness ' blood.
Capt. Lawrence bought this heifer calf and stinted her to his bull,
and he succeeded in raising a bull from her which he saved for a
future sire. . About 1832 Capt. L. bought another blooded bull at
a cattle show at Readfield, which was called' Brighton.' In 1839
h.e hired the bull' Banquo of Col. Greene of Winslow, and subsequently purchased the famous Butman bull from Dixmont (a mon' ster for those days, said to weigh 2500 lbs.). 'rhis bull left the
largest boned, and coarsest stock of any bull ever in this section.
But to remedy this, Capt. Lawrence and Allen Jones, in 1843,
purchased the bull Leopard, of Daniel Lancaster of Gardiner. He
was a beautiful animal, spotted, and made a splendid cross with
the large, coarse cows left by the Butman bull. It was the results
of this cross that made this section of Somerset county so celebrated for its large and excellent oxen." Capt. Lawrence certainly
deserves to be remembered as the pioneer in the imprqvement of
neat stock in this portion of Somerset county. He was' a good
farmer, and also largely interested in lumherirrg. He died in 185'7.
The late John Otis, also of Fairfield, was famous as a breeder of
large cattle in early years. Of his transactions Mr. Burleigh
writes : "He kepf a large · herd-as many as fourteen breeding
cows at a time. I heard him say, when he was over fifty years of
age, that he never killed a calf in his life. Ile kept· a team of
large oxen all the time. But !think Mr. Otis failed in judgment in
. selecting heifers to breed from. He thought large boned animals
the best-and I might say, indispensable as breeders-and the
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result was what might be reasonably expected, viz: a very large,
coarse herd' of c.attle, ;,ery unlike Capt. Lawrence's herd, although
they often used the same bulls. To the credit of Mr. Otis, here
let me say, he always patronized the best bulls within his reach,
( and he would re::wh a good ways to get a good bull), and paid ·
generously for their services."
In the' list of early blooded bulls, previously mentioned, is the
bull which Dr. Holmes ventured to call Argwasuc, got by Jupiter,
by Ccelebs, out of Europa, bred by Col: Jaques, which was taken
by Mr. James Rangely to Franklin county. l\fr. Rangely was an
Englishman and moved to the township ( of which he was owner)
now called by his name, about 1824. He built roads and dwelfings, constructed a a·am at the outlet of Rangely Lake, and built
a saw and grist mill, both of which were of great value to the .
settlers in that section. In 1828 he opened a road through the
north part of Madrid, Township No. 2, and into the interior of
Rangely-a distance of about· twenty miles--then a forest the
whole distance. He also carried with him to this place a small
· herd of cattle, "then.called Durhams, or G1lizzly Durhams." Concerning them ( the above named bull being no dot1bt the head of
the herd) Sewall Dill~ Esq., of Phillips, writes: "They \.vere in
color mixed red and white. Their progeny became very numerous
among our farmers ; the cows were excellent milkers, the oxen
·. good workers.
I remember distinctly about them, as I was enI
gaged in buying and driving cattle to·Brighton, from 1835 to 1851);
I sold one of these grade cows to Mr. J. H. Bigelow of Liver~.
more, and she proved s.o well that he continued to purchase of me
till he had obtained. eight or ten heifers f~om this blood. They
proved so good that his whole dairy was at one time made up or·
cows from this source. 11 Mr. Rangely's business transactions.
were continued here. for many years, when he moved to Portland,
and subsequently to the state of Virginia, where he died a few
years since. The animals he carried to Franklin county from ·those
imported into Koo.nebec, laid the foundation for the improved farm
stock of that section of the State.
Thr.ough the efforts of Messrs. Thorndike, Sears and Prescott,
proprietors of the Waldo Patent, choice blooded stock was early
introduced into that section of the State. These gentlemen were
wealthy land proprietors, and had a farm of one thousand acres in
the town of Jackson, whi~h they carried on as a mere pastime.
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The operations upon this "great farm" w~re something magnifi·cent for the time and pi ace, and deserve more than a passing notice.
The buildings were large and expensive, food for animals was
cooked by steam, some twenty.five to thirty men were employed
upon the farm and in the garden,-but the whole establishment
was never a paying concern, and was carried on solely for £he
pleasure and amusement of its proprietors. My friend, Prof..
Samuel Johnson, formerly of the State College, and a native of
Jackson, has kindly furbished the following account of this famous
farming enterprise, which, although ler1gthy, will be read with
interest:

I'

." lsrael Thorndike, Sen., became wealthy by his commercial transactions, and in connection with Prescott and Sears, rmrcha,ed of tlw heirs of Gen. Knox what is \mown
as the '\Valdo Patent. The title to the farm in Jackson was, ho,vever, always entirely
in the Thorndike family, being purchased by I. Thorndike, Sen., and I. Thorndike, ,Tr.
from time to time, of the first settlers, who generally obtained thefr titles from Gen.
Knox. The farm at first contained five or s;x hundred acres, but additions were made
to it, till in 1830 it extended two miles from the centre of the town southwardly, on
both sides of the road, and contained about 1,600 acres. It was fast commenced, I
think, by Israel Thorndike, S.en., and the honse and old barn built by him in 1815 or
1816. The house is two·stories in front and three ·storiesJiack, with a long L containing a large kitchen and wood-house, and in the extreme eastern encl a room which
John Davis, Esq., a graduate of I-Iaevard, used for a· store. This was the first store in.
Jackso11, The house contained 15 or 16 rooms, and cost $15,000. The bricks fof the
chimneys were matle in the eastern part of l\faiue, ancl shippecl to Boiton. They were
then purchased by Thorndike and re-shipped to Belfast, then carted 15 miles over a
very rough, hilly road to Jackson'. At the death of lorael Thcrndike, Sen., I. Thorndike, Jr., a graduate of Harvard, became sole owner. The Thomdikes we1·e on the
farm but a few months in the year, using it only for a summer residence.
·
"My memory of this farm extends back to 1824. At that time Timothy Thorndike,
Esq., of Bl'Ooks, had·charge of it. There being no lac), of means, the fa1:m continued
toHourish till 1835, ~hen Ismcl Thorndike, Jr., became so deeply entangled in land
. specnlations that he failed. ·Since that time the farm has lieen changing owners, and
retrograding. It was ev'idently the intention of the Thom diked, regarcllc;s of expense,
to make this in every re~pect a model farm. The methods adopted were many of them
English, and there were many· failures, In the garden there was a well eclucatecl Englbh gentleman, Mr. Rhienier, an old bachelor, who with his exquisite neatness and
profusion of flowers was the centre of attraction for all visitors. The orchard contained about 15 acres of the choicest fruit. · In the flock of sheep, numbering at one
time fifteen or sixteen hundred, were to be found imported rams from Saxony, cm,ting
two 01• three hundred dollars each. When these sheep were troubled with foot rot, a
Polish gentleman was enipl~yecl to care f'or ancl doctor them, Believing that turnips
·might he as profitable a crop here as in England, a skilled Englishman was hirecl one
summel' who raisecl a very large crop, In the hog-house were about fifty swine, of
different breeds, from the extremely fine-boned, clelicatc Chinese, up to tbe pondero1ts
Berkshire and Chester. Here, too, were the best appliances known for cooking and
'steaming food for the swine. In the stable was the imported horse, 'The Pheasai;it';
and although he was fine looking and thorough bred, his progeny was a disappointment to the community. Here were imported Jacks, and quite a number of Mules
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raised by the farmers around tl:ere ancl sold to Thorndike when four months old. In
the large poultry yard were a great variety of fowls, including domesticated wild geese,
peacocks; and guinea hens. To make the whole establishment seem more forcign,more like Englancl,-it so happened that Mr. Timothy Thorndike ,vas fond of fox
htmting, and had a few well trained houncls. These, in the fall of the year, after. the
leaves fell, he would put with llfr. Pilley's of Brooks, and then the woods for miles
a1·ouncl would for a fe1v weeks echo and re·echo with their lengthened yelp.
"This expensive establishment served to gi·atify the.taste of its owner, and was indil'ectly a benefit to tbe farmers around it. They could with little expense improve
their bl'eeds of cattle, and could witness the expensive experiments going on at the
farm unharmed. But ft is much to be regretted that with all this profusion of means
so little was accomplished; that there was· so little weighing and measuring; no record
of facts kept. Perhaps such ;nother oppo!'tnnity.for exact experiment may not occur
again in this State during this century. For twenty yel).rs money was lavished upon
this farm, and the result seemed to be of little permanent value. Go into the piggery
'and ask Mr. Gilman how mnch pork a bushel of potatoes or a bushel of corn would
make, or the l'elative yaltrn of tlw several breech of swine, or ho1v mnch more ~utritious cook eel food is than· uncooked, for s .vine, and he 1vould know little about it.
And so it was all tqrough the various departments. They could o.nly give opinions,
guesses-not figures, facts. Thus this gl'eat outlay continued, almost through one
generation-was mainly lost because thel'e was not connected with the estate one en•
q11irer after tmth who could make a record of what he leamccl.
.
"Timothy Thorndike, Esq., was a 111,m of excellent judgment and good' sense, Many
. years after be left the fa1111 he said, while conversing with him about stock, that large
breeds of cattle requil'ed so large an amount of m1tritious food to keep them up that
he doubted if they wel'c any mot·e profitable than smaller brneds, or so well adapted to
the general wants of this State.
"Israel Thorndike, Jr., would cnme from Boston annually, with his family, his rich
coach and his beautiful span of dappled bays, and receive in the halls of his noble
mamion many distinguished guests. Daniel ·Webster ,pent a short time there one
summer, and .angled in the farm brook. But now, how changed! The beautifiil garden, the piggel'y and the poultry yard, al,l gone! The orchard but a remnant. Tha
buildings in a most clilapidMed,state. The old lead aqueduct, that bt·ought spring water
a half a mile to tlle buildings,,tak,rn out and sold. The large lightning rod; attached
to the bai·n and home, and put up in accordance with Franklin's most approved plan,
torn clown aml sold for old iron: It seems like some great b.anquet hall clesei'ted."

'l'he first bull introduced by them \vas got by the imported bull
Denton. He was a red-grizzle in color, and according to the state·
ment of lVIr. Itenry Butman, of Gardiner, "was confessedly the
finest bull ever introduced intp eastern :Maine." The next was- a
bull known as "Sore-chops," a pure blood Shorthorn, imported
by Theodore Lyman, of Boston, from the herd of the celebrated
English breeder, Mr .. Witherell, of Kirkly, Leices,tershire. 'l'his
was imparted about the year 1832. He was mostly red, and his
stock was celebrated for o.i.en rather than for cows-though the
latter were not complained of. At that time, however, when butter and cheese sold slowly, and large, well matched o.i.en were in
great demand for the woods, the milking qualities of cows were not
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much regarded. The oxen were majestic and stately, and would
·sell for from one-fourth to one:third more in price tlrnn other oxen
of the same girth, on account of their beauty. But somel',ow his
stock was not at first duly appr~ciated by 'the farmers in that
section, anti after a few years' service he was sold,, and stood in
towns in Penohscot county. H!.l was gone some two years, and
meanwhile his stock had proved so good that he was afterwards
bought back by Timothy Thorndike, Esq., agent of the proprietors,
and died upon the farm. His stock became disseminated ;ill over
Waldo and Penobscot, counties, and formed tho basis of the best
cattle in those districts. Ti1is bull had a scrofulous, never-healing
sore on his und~r jaw, and always went by the name of "Sorechops." Another· bull placed upon this large farm, was a foll
blo'od Hereford, obtained from the Vaughan farm in Hallowell
about 1835 . . The oxen from this bull were stout and lusty, and
the cows large and fair. He was afterwards sold to Dea. Joseph
Rich of Jackson. :Mr. Samuel Johnson, writing concerning this
stock in 1872, said: "The stock of this bull was very celebrated
in all that region, almost as much so as that of 'Sore-chops;' and
so. strongly marked was it, that even now hi~ white-faced qescendants may possibly be found. in some {)f the herds in that vicinity ..
The grade Herefords made very fine looking, salable oxen, and
were excellent for beef." In addition to these animals, the proprietors of the " Great Farm" made a direct importation of some
Dotch 01· Holstein cattle, consisting of a bull and two or three
cows: one of the cows dropping a bull calf either on her passage
· or soon after landing at Boston. These cows were noted as
milkers, though the milk was not rich iri quality: but the amount
given was so great that the breed went by the name of "l1'ill·pail,';.
in all that section. As the value of this breed was not then
k,nown, the bull was kept huj; a few years, when he was castrated.
"But even in the few years he was kept," writes Mr. Johnson,
"he made his mark-starting a, race of black, and black and white
Cl\,ttle, that had quite an influence upon the herds. in that vicinity
for many years. 'l'his Holstein stag, named 'Goldin,' was long,
bony and muscular, and on being put to work his strength was
Sampson-like, almost miraculous. ,There was such a singular
mixture of black and white in his co'ior, that he was called blue.
The grade Shorthorn that worked with him girted over seven feet,
yet his office seemed rather to be that of an attendant to carry, the
long end of the yoke. For 'years it was 'Gen.' W itham's business
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to feed and drive this yoke of cattle, and he was as proud as a
prince of his position. At the barn haulings, the first call was
always on Gen. Witham for the farm team, the old blue stag and
his mate being put next to thp bt1ilding. Then· we boys would
gather round, entirely confident t!:iat when Gen. Witham swung
his white oa;k goad, saying, 'haw Goldin here,' and the stag
bending forward to the bow began to st1·ain his powerful .muscles,
the building would tremble and move. Boyish fancy probably
clothed Goldin with po;ers that did not belong to him, but I fully
believe· that he was the most powerful ox we ever. had in that
region. Though some of the cows from thi~ strain of Dutch blood
were very good, so good that it was ·a disputed point which was
pest, these or the Shorthorns, yet it was chiefly valuable for oxen.
I can inyself .recollect two yokes very remrtrkable for strength.
One of these logg·ed at L[J,ke Baskahegan in 1834, and were.called
by those who knew, them, the strongest yoke of oxen on the
Penobscot." In 1834 Israel '.l'horndike, Esq., also introduced a
full blood Devon bull, which was procured from the celebrated
Patterson herd of Baltimore, Md.
·
Among tho~e gentlemen early identified with the improvement of
stock in the eastern section of Maine, was Henry Butman, Esq.,
, who was born in Worcester, Mass., in 17'93, and who 0ame to
Dixmont in 1822. Ile· took up a farm of 300 acres, and res1ded
on it from this period to 1869, being also largely engaged in lumbering and. mercantile pursuits. He procured, about 1828, a bull
got by the celeprated "Sore-chops," to wliich reference has just
been rnade.:_and soon afterwards one sired by the bull Heroules,
(see page 250), which 'Yeighed at four years old 2,50Q pouuds.
· He was called Young: Hercules; was a deep or mahogany red,
and after keeping him some five years, he was sold to Capt. Heriry
Lawrence of Fairfield. 1'he cows of his get were good ·milkers,
and the oxen large and lofty. Next Mr. Butman obt(tined a full
blood Durham bull of Messrs. N. & L. Burrell of Newp·ort; .who
obtained their stock of Col. Greene of \Vinslow, and· who paid
great attention to breeding choice cattle. This bull was not purchased, .but was kept a few years, and then returned to .them. Ha
.was got by Fairfax, out of an imported Durham c·ow. Mr. Butman subsequently purchased of William Cooper of Montville, a·
full blood Durham bull, color red and white, called Prince Albert,
imported i~ a ship owned by William Bradstreet of Gardiner. Ha
was. a stout, stodi:y bull, the cows of his get being fair milkers,
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and the oxen strong and hardy. This bull was afterwards sold to
Mr. Samuel Butman of Plymouth, who was quite a breeder of good
cattle. Henry Butman, Esq., after having pursued a long and
successful business caree·r is now r~siding in the city of Gardiner.
Before leaving this period of pur history, it shoutd be mentioned,
that as early as 1816, Mr. Thomas Payne' of Standish, Mass.,
moved into Unity, in Waldo county, bringing with him a bull and
cow, purporting to be direct offspring of stock imported in the
·"Peter Waldo," before referred to. They left some good descendants, which, in the hands of the late Thomas Fowler, of Unity,
and Jonah Crosby of Albion, made a marked impro,vement on the
cattle of that section. In 1843 Capt. Phineas Pendleton of Searsport imported from England a Hereford bull and cow, the progeny
of which were somewhat extensively disseminated throughout
Waldo and Kennebec counties. So early as 1830, the late Dr.
lth('.rnarBellows of Unity, introduced into that town a Shorthorn
bull, presented to him by, a friend in l\Iassachnsetts, and some of
the best cows now found on the fai·ms in that part of Waldo·
county may be clearly traced bacJ, to this bull. The late Mr.Jesse
Wadsworth of Livermore, early engaged in the breeding of Shorthorns, ranking among the most intelligent of our early breeders.
His son, Elijah Wadsworth, is still engaged in the business, and
· .has kept up the herd founded by his father, by adding new strains·.
of blood from time to time.
In 1838 a thoroughbred Durham or Shorthorn bull was introduced into Houlton, from a herd of seven animal.s of this J:ilood
which had been imported into New Brunswick, and was taken
across th~ lines by Mr. Zebulon .Ingersol, who was the principal
owner of the bull. Mr. Francis Barnes of Houlton, of which this
information. is obtained, writes: "This buH has passed into history
as the Ingersol bull. Ile developed into a large, well proportioned
Durham, and his stock became noted for size and working qualities. The cross with him and the native cows produced some most
excel.lent milkers. There are cows now in this town which have
descended from this bull,· and without exception they are good
milkers. His stock, though much mixed up now, have lately been
.crossed with the Jerseys, and the heifers seem to promise sur,erior ,
to all else we have had" Mr. J. W. Haines also carried a tbor~
oughbred Durham and a thoroughbred Hereford bull to Aroostook
county about 1843. The latter was highly esteemed, and his stock
remains trustworthy to this day. The offspring of the Durham ·
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had not the qualities which belonged to those of the Ingersoll
bull, and bis stock as a distinctive family have· been lost· sight of.
About 1843, John A. Harris introdnced a thoroughbred Durham
into the southern part of Penobscot county, from Mas~achusetts,
who left _good stock. A few years earlier one had been introduced
into the town of Windsor, by J. B. Swanton. In Cumberland
county, the farmers, with a few recent exceptions, have paitl but
little attention t,1 the improvement of the breeds of cattle. · Quite
early, the late Dr. Southgate of Scarboro', bred the Ayrshfres;
and the brothers· Warren, of Gorham, have for. many years been
famous for their large and fine O)!.:en, but I can give no particulars
as to the source of their blood.
·
LINE OF BREEDING-COLOR-LATER EFFORTS.

The above notes bringPdown our narrative to about the year
1843 to 1845,:_thei:e being a degree of uncertainty as to some of
t.he dates gi~en. Within the period -embraced above, it will have
been observed that the efforts of breeders were constantly put
forth in the direction of producing- large oxen, of a uniform color.
Little atte!1tion was paid to breeding for the dairy,' al.though a few
instances occur where superior milch cows were produced and continued to be bred for years in spite of any real designs to this end.
The conditions of the country were such that hea,vy oxen were
needed for farm work and draft purposes, and the breeders of the
period had a pride in producing cattle of this class. Considerable
. prejudice also existed in regard to color, and some of the best bred
bulls were not used simply because their color was objectionable.
Some of the best bulls early introduced, were nearly or ali white,
and were not P,atronized by the farmers simply on this account.
Red was the favorite color, and many farmers made a practice of
killing. all calves that were not thus marked, and by this course
a race of red cattle became the common·stock thro;1ghont.many
portions of the State. For ten years succeeding the period last
named, but few new efforts appear to have been rnade .to introduce
fresh blood from abroad into the State-the cattle bred beini
de5wentlcd from those brought in and bred in the different· sections
of which an outline has been gi ve11. Froin. this time ( ab~ut I 850
to 1855) down to the present day, great activ~ty has been matdfosted by our breeders, and in order to give a succinct and condensed vie.w of these transactions, the fact~ are given in order
unct'er the breed of cattle introduced.
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The late Mr. J. II. Und.erwood of Fayette, to whom tlie farmern
of Kennebec county are so largely indebted for his efforts a~ im~
proving the cattle of his section of the State, was one of the first
to engage in the breeding of this class of stock. In 1852, Mr.
Underwood purchased of Capt. Pendleton of Searsport, a bull and
cow from his imported stock, from which he bred for a few years,
and then purchased in 1859 the bull Cronkhill, 2d, of the ME:ssrs.
Clarke of Granby, Mass. In 1865 he introduped .into his herd the
bull Wellington Hero, purchased of the eelebfated breeder, FredH
erick William Stone of Guelph, Ontario. Since the death of lvfr.
Underwoqd, Sr., l:iis sons, G. & G. Underwood,' have kept up the
hei'd which their father founded, adding new blood as necessary
to maintain it:3 character. The bulls Orttario Chief and Ontario
Boy, together with several cows from Mr. Stone's h~rd, have befn
purchased by them, from wh-ich they are now breeding. Of the
Heref'ords these gentlemen write: "We esteem the Herefords
apove all others, for various r.easons. They are vigorous and
hardy, and will withstand the extremes of heat a:nd cold bettel'
· than ·any others. They are active and powerful in the yoke:, and
will endure more labor than any other b.reed we h·ave ever used as
working oxen. They are the very best feeders, an.cl conseqnenhly
accumulate flesh and fat very rapidly. vVe have made but one
test to learn the amount of growth of a calf in a given time. 'l'his
calf was dropped the 26th of February. Ile was allowed the milk
of bis dam ·and some provinder, and what hay he would eat, u;til
he was turned to pasture, 26th of May. His dam was tumed out
with hirn, and I think neither of them were taken out of the pas~
ture until the 26th of September. And neitherofthem had provinder of any kind whatever while at pasture .. At the latter date
_he w~s weighed, and it was found that his avet'age ditily gaiu was
a little better than 2§ lbs. from the time he was dropped. vVe are
satisfied that this is not an exceptional case of the rapid growth of
Hereford calves, a.I though this is the only test of the kind we have
&ade in our herd."
In 1869, Messrs. H. 0. Burleigh of Fairfield and Geo. E. Shores
of Waterville, purchased the entire h!:Jrd of Herefords belong·ing.
to Hon. M. It Co'chrane of Compton, P. Q., then a-nd for a long
tirne previous regarded ~s the most famous herd of Herefords on
the Continent. The herd consisted of eleven animals; including
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the bn1l Compton Ladd, together with four cows and si.x heifers.
These gentlemen continued to own and breed the animais in common for two or three years, when the herd was divided, and now
forms tlie distinct herds under the: separate management of each.
Owner.' Mr. Burleigh has practiced in-and-in-breeding in his herd
some extent, concerning which he says: "I have bred Compton Ladd to his sister Verbena 2d, six times, with the very brst
· results. I have also bred 'him to Verbena 5th, and she is by him
out of his sister, ten times-and have raised ten of the ti nest calves
I ever saw. With· s1,eh results, I shall continue to breed in this
way as long as Compton Ladd retains his constitutional vigor. I
cousider one perfect ,bull, bred in this way, .wortq, infinitely more
than a bull with out-crosses as a 'stock getter. In regard to breed~
ing, I will say: never breed from an animal of imperfect form,
although ·he have a pedigree as long as his tail; and never breed
from one who has not a pedigree, if it can possibly be avoided;
both are needed to insure success, the g~od animal and the perfect
lineage." ]\fr. Burleigh, before his purchase of Herefords, had
been engaged in. breeding other elasses of thoroughbred~, but
became convinced that the Herefords "were a better breed of cattle.
for the thin soils and rigorous .climate of New England than any
<Jthcr," and hence his course in deciding upon the,t as the cattle
for him. to keep. Among other breeders of Herefords in Maine,
are Wm. P. Bla~e of \:Vest W1itervitle, Moses B. Bailey of Strong
( who has imported some anirrials from the Canada herd of Mt.
Stone), Col John P. Perley of Bl'idgton, who has also p_urchased
animals of Mr. St.01,e, and D. R. & J. W. Wentworth of Skowhegan, who obtained their animals of H. C. Bu1foigh.

to

JERSEYS.

William S. Grant of Farmingdale was one of the first, if not the
very first to introduce and breed,.,the Jerseys in.this State. His.
'stock wns purco.ased in 1852 or '53, of Samuel Henshaw of Bos~
ton, by whom it was import~d from the island of Jersey. The bull
Old Duke (which figures quite largely in the pedigrees of much',.
of tlfo early Jerseyil kept in Maine) was purchased by him of
I1e11sh:nv, alsn ont or two heifers.
The Jerseys introdu~ed into ·Winthrop by the late Dr: E. Holmes,
were the bull Butter Boy and cow Pansy 3d, both obtained of Mr.
Ilenshaw; the latter· having been imported by him, and the former

Mr.
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from impqrted stock. The bull was brought into Winth1·op in
July, 1855,.. and the cow Pansy 3d in August, 1856, being then,
thre·e years old. The sire of Pansy 3d was Sailor Boy, her dam
Pansy. At the time these animals were introduced iuto \Viuthrop,
but very little was known of tbe breea, and .the plan of introducing
them into this State was ridiculed by many as a wild and visionq,ry
one. In 1856 Pansy 3d dropped Jessie Pansy, whose sire was an
imported bull belonging to Ivir. Henshaw, and was the first pure
blood of this breed dropped· in Winthrop. When ten: years old
she was sold for $175, and went to Albany, N. Y. Pansy 3d
dropped seven heifer calves in succession, some of which have
ranked among the best cows in the State. Buttercup, calved in
1854, was one of the famous Jerseys in this part of Maine. She
was imported in her dam from the island of Alderney, by ]}fr,
'l'hayer of Brookline, Mass., and was purchased of him by vv: S.
Grant of Farmingdale, and by him sold to W. II. Chisam of
Augusta. Mr.. Cbirnm also purchased direct from Mr. Thayer the
heifer Belle, in 1855, who was then seven months old. The cow ·
Buttercup was afterwards owned by the late Dr. Holmes and by
"' to A. Robinson of Winthrop. Afterwards she was again
him sold
sold to :Massachusetts, at the age of 16 years. Her stock was
superior, and, ti good authority says: "Four quarts of her milk
would make a pound of butter; and she was not dry fo1, a number
of years-making seven pounds of butter per wee~ from the time
of. going to the barn np to the time of calving." Lilly, imported
by George Brown of Boston, was purchased by Greenlief Smith
· of Winthrop, in 1853, and was one of the best bhtter cows. ever
brought into the State, having yielded, 17 ! lbs. of butter pet· week.
Fanny 2d, owned for a number of years in Winthrop, made 16 lbs.
of butter per week. At the age of ten years she had been dry
but few times, an!f farrow but once, and had given from four to
six quarts per day at the time of calving. Lloyd IL Snell of Ea&t
Winthrop was at one time lar,ely interested in the breeding of
Jerseys, and owned the cow Victoria Pansy (now owned by C. S.
Robbins of Winthrop) which was from the Henslmw stock; and
also tbe cow Buttercup, of which mention has been made. Mr.
Snell formerly had a herd of some seven or eight animals, but
'
'
' formerly. In
has recently
given less attention
to breeding than
and about Winthrop, the Jerseys bred from the above animals
have been largely disseminated, and the cows have had a somewhat noted record as milkers. They have been sold at high_
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figures, an'1 even grades have brought from $100 to $150----'-this
being considered an ordinary price. For pure bred cows sales
have been made at $150 to $2±0 each. In 1870, Mr. A. Robinson
sold these animals, which were taken to Nebraska, and others
were sent. to Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Ifampshire. In
1872 one car'load of fifteen pure bred Jerseys from this town were
sent to Denver, Colorado, :1aving been purchased by Rev. vV.
Scott of that place. The Jersey breeders of Winthrop have formed·
themselves into an Association of Breeders, and keep a MS. herd.book of all the pure b1uod stock of this breed raised in town.
The first Jerseys owned in Sagadahoc county were purchased
in 1859, by Rev. 8. F. Dike of Bath, of Mr. Grant of Farmirigdale;
and subseq_uently Mr. Dike sold animals to Hon. 0. J. Gilman of
Brunswick and M. E. Rice of Stetson. About the time that l\fr.
Dike purchased his animals of l\lr. Grant, Maj. Thomas Harwood
of Bath imported two cows and a bull from the island of Gurnsey,
which .were bred with care for some years, and disseminated somewhat throughout 'that section of the State. George Sampson :of
• Bowdoinham, some years since had a herd of five or six Jerseys,
obtained of stock purchased of Thomas Motley of Roxbury, Mass.,
and bred to the Harwood bull before spoken of; but at present the
herd is not kept up. Mr. Edward K. VVhitney of Hanison has a
herd of Jerseys, bred from stock obtained in Winthrop. Jiimes
vV. North, Jr., of East Jefferson, purchased his first cow of P. I-I.
Holmes of Augusta ·(a descendant of the Henshaw importation)
and a bull of Dr. Boutelle of Waterville. He has also purchased
other animals of Dr. Boutelle, and has a Efmall herd which he is
breeding with much care. ·G. J. Shaw of Detroit commenced his.
breeding operations with this breed of stock in 1866, by purchasing animals of lVI. E. l{ice of Stetson and A. Robinson of Winthrop, the latte:r 1:;ieing ,the bull Champion, descended from the
Henshaw blood. In 1871 Mr. Shaw purchased the cow Clover,
( recorded in the Jersey Register of the Association· of Breeders
of Thoroughbred Stock, No. 270), and also other animals from
other parties, with which .he kept up his breeding operations until
the fall of 1872, when he purchased the bull Nutshell, and two
heifers, of Col. G. E. Waring of the Ogden Breeding l<'arm, N.ewport, R. I., all the animals being recorded in the R.egister of the
American Jersey Cattle Club. The "'Millbrook Herd" of Dr. N.
R. Boutelle was commenced in 1865, by the purchase of animals
in Winthrop which descended from the Dr. Holmes or Henshaw
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stock. "The animals," says Dr. Boutfllle, "not meeting my
·expectations, and having uo evidence of purity of blood, were
disposed of the following season." The n.ext purchase was of
animals of doubtful blood, althoug·h reputed to be thoroughbred.
Being satisfied this was not· the proper comse or' breeding to
. e.itablish a herd, Dr. Boutelle purchased a ·bull and two cows in
1867 of C. Wellington df Lexington, Mass. One of the cows was
·subsrquently sold to. the Insane Hospital at Augusta. In 1869
animals to increase the he1·d me:re purchased of .Col. Waring of
Newpm:t, R. I., and also of F. E. Bowditch of Framingham, Mass.,
from stock of his own selection on the is.land of J erf!ey. Subsequently some of. these animals w~re sold to II. II. King of Calais.
Some choice animals wern in 1870 obtained from th~ !:erd of
Thomas Motley of Jamaica Plains, lVIaRs.; and in 1871, Dr. Boutelle visited Canada and purchased six animals from the famous
herd (Jf S. Sheldon Stephp,ns of Montreal. Since that time· this
gentleman has been studiously engaged in managing his choice
he1~d; has been a constant exhibitor and high winner at the State,
and New England ]3'airs, and has made inany sales throughout •
Maine and .in othel' States. He is aiming "t,o, breed animafo of
good. size, combining improved shape, desirable color and first.
class dairy qualities.'.' In carrying out the extensive breeding
operati(ms at the National Soldiers' Home. at Togus, near Augusta,
the l\fanagcr decided upon the Jerseys as one of the breeds to be
kept-the foundation of the herd being anirn~ls frcJm the hei·ds of·
B1mj. E. Bates, Thomas Motley, R. L. Maitland and John S. Barstow, all selected with 1,eference more to their purity of blood and
good milking qualifications than to their form and color, although
the latter qualities were by no means overlooked. In recent years
animals have been imported directly from Jersey by 'the GovcrnOl'
of tho establishment, Gen. W. S.!filton. The herd now comprises
about twenty animals, all registe1'ed in the Register of the A merican J orsey Cattle Club. The head of tho herd, Maharajah, now
three years old, is by Rajah out of Il'leur de Lis (6i4), and iii one of
the bcs·t bulls of this breed ever brought to this country. Messrs.
J. & N. Dane, Jr., of Kennebunk, conimenced the brneding of
Jerseys in 1874, by the purchase of cows from Bcnj. E. Bates of
Boston ( from imported stock), and others out ofimported animals
of the Motley stock, so that,,,in all, these gentlemen now have a
choice family of some six or eight animals, from which they intend
to 'build up a herd.. 'l'he State College of Agriculture and' the

•
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Mechanic Arts, at O.rono, also have some fine animal,i of this
breed, which are kept mainly as mearis of illustration and training
in <::onnection with its course of practical instruction. It has in
add'ition, good specimens of the Ayrshire and Shorthorn breeds,
. aud will add others a~ opportunity offers.
DEVONS,

This breed of cattle have not been very widely disseminated in
Maine, notwithstanding from the time Mr ...'l'horndike introduced
them upon his farm in Jackson in 1834, to the present, full bloods
have been 1rnpt in the State· by different ·persons engaged in
breeding.' They are .a "beautiful, compact breed, .well adapted
to most of the purposes of a grazing country," but our farmers
ge1ierally have been more anxious to breed ·larger animals than
. they generally make, for workers and beef; while in recent years
they have run to other breeds for special uses-as for the butter
. aud cheese dairy. Among the Parlier breeders of Devons were
· Mr. Butman
Dixmont, the Messrs. Percival of WatervHle, Mr:
Hanis of Dixmont ( whose animals were obtained from the herd of ·
'VVilliarn Buckmini'stE:r of E'ramiilgham, Mass.), and Joseph 'rufts
of Paris, who obtained his stock from the -herd of the Messrs.
Hurlburt of Connecticut. The above named gentlemen were engaged in breeding previous to 1855; but their operations were
limited and they did but little comparatively in the way of disseminating pure bloods. Allen Lambard, Esq., of Augusta, was
one of the first in the State to engage largely in breeding Dcvohs,
his herd having been started in 1859 by the purchase of the bull
Rob Roy, with three cows of Joseph Burnett of, Southboro', .Mass.
The followin-g year he purchased the bull Kentucky and cow
Helena 3d, of S. C. Wainwright of "The Meaduws,'' Rhineback,
Duchess Co., N: Y. With \hese animals he commenced .the breeding of Devons in a systematic and thorough manner, and has continued his operations until the present time. .In the first volume
of the Devon IIerd Book, Mr. Lamhard had recorded eight bulls
and nine heifers; in the ·second, four bulls and six heifers, and in
the third, ,eight bulls and six ~eifers. Mr. Lambard esteems the
Devons as being well adapted for all purposes. The cows are
good milkers; the oxen g·ood workers, quick walkers, docile, kind,
and small eaters .. They are hardy and fatten easily;. and Mr. ,
Latnbard says, with the Devons he can ma)t(l three pounds of beef

of
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as cheaply as be can make two with the Durhams. The name of
Hori. John ]1 • Anderson of Maplewood Farm, South Windham,
first appears as a breeper of Devons, in the second volume of the
American Devon IIerd Book, published in 1868. But he had previous to thi.s been engaged in breeding Devons, having about 1856
obtained some animals of the Messrs. Percival of Waterville. In
this, volume Mr. Anderson had recorded the pedigrees of thirteen
bulls, and thirty-sevfn cows and heifers. Many of these animals
were obtained from E.·IL Hyde of Stafford, Corin., and are traced
back to the celebrated Patterson Devons M Maryiand. From the
fact that Mr. Ande.rson's name does not appear as. a breeder of
Devons in the first volume of the American Herd Book,,publishRd
in 1863., five years before the issue of the second volume it would'
seem that he came suddenly forward as the leading Devon breeder
in Maine, about the years 1865-'68. He made large sales throughout the Provinces of New Brnnswick and Nova Scotia, and sold
also to parties jn our own State: among them to S. B. Pitge of
Winthrop, Gen. G. G. Cushman of Bangor, Oliver Pope, Windham, Geoorge E. Hall, Dresden, Edward Davis, Burnham, Isaiah
Wentworth, Poland, and other wirties. He also made extensive
sales to parties in other States, and is the only breeder of Devons•
in Maine who has had animals recorded in the English (Davy's)
Devon Herd Book. Mr. Anderson has been engaged in active
business, and the d_uties of p·ublic stations in recent years., and
has allowed his breeding operations to absorb less of his time,
although he still keeps up his " Maplewood Herd" at South
vVindham.
·1lHORTHORNS.

The Shorthorns, or as they were formerly called, the Durhams,
have been more wfdely dissen1inated in Maine .than any other
breed. Animals were brought into the State by different parties,
from other States, and leading breeders of this breed in our own
State have sent animals into almost every section. From this fact,
as well as from the fact that responses to the call for information,
gave, with the exception of but few instances, only general state·
ments-omitting such details as the year certain animals were introduced, the names of the animals, the herd from which they
came-it will be impossible to supply these points. If in phis
division of the subject, breeders names are omitted and dates not
giv'en, it will be understood to arise from this cause.
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The largest breeder of this class of cattle is Hon. Warr,f3n Percival of Cross Hill, Vassalboro'. His first purchase was made of
vV. S. Grant of Farmingdale in 1859,' consisting of six cows bred
by George Butts of .Manlius, ,N. Y. A few years later the bull
Duke of Manlius, and two heifers, were purchased of Paoli Lathrop of South Hadley, Mass. 'l'hese were fine animals, from im·
ported stock. Next, the bull Ge11. Smith was bought of Mr. Lathrop, and following that a bull from the he;d of Mr. Fletcher of
Lee, Mass. Later, a bull .and some cows were purchased from the
herd of Augustus Whitman of Fitchburg, Mass. Other animals
from some of the best breeder~ in Massachusetts have been purchased from time to time, in order to improve and keep up the
purity of blood of his cnyn herd; and sales have been made by
him into all parts of' the· State and throughout the Provinces. His
herd now comprises about sixty animals, and in the last published
volume of' the American Shorthorn Herd Book, (1874), he had recorded the pedigree of twenty,fi ve animals, the result of one year's
breeding. The herd of Hon. Charles Shaw of' Dexter, was com·
menced in 1866, by the pttrchase of' two cows of H. G. White of
Framingham, Mass., the bull Duke of' Grafton and two cows of
, F. l\L Wood of Grafton, Mass., and one cow of vVarren Percival.
In 1868 he purchased other animals of Geo. T. Plunkett of Hinsdale, Mass., and in 1869, at the auction sale of the herd of' II. G.
White of Framingham, Mass., he purchased (in connection with
Levi A. Dow of vVaterville) some, five or six choice cows and
heifers. He has now a herd of fifteen animals. Levi A. Dow of
W atefrille, obtained a bull of T. S. Lang of Vassalboro'-from the
stock of Paoli Lathrop-and subsequently animals .were purchased
of W. Percival, I-I. G. vVhit.e, Framingham, Mass., and other
breeders. He has bred quite extensively in former years, but is
not now so largely engaged in the business as formerly. The
Messrs. Lang of Vassalboro'-John D. and Thomas S.-started a
small herd in 1860, but disposed of' it a few years later, in conse~
quence of turning. their attention to another class of stock. '11 heir
stocl~. came from Paoli Lathrop of Massachusetts, and Samuel
Thorne of New York, and in selling it to close out, some of the
animals found their way back .to Massachusetts again. Friend J.
D. Lang, it should be mentioned, was one of the early breeders of
thoronghbreds of' this class, and some twenty-five years ago bred
quite largely of stock obtained from Col. Gre'ene of' Winslow.
Messrs. Howard & Ellis of Fairfield_ Oorner, commenced their herd

.
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in 1869 by the purchase of some cows of Henry Taylor of Waterville. Mr. 'faylor had for a few years previous been engaged in
breeding, having purchased· in Massachusetts some animals bred
by R. A. Alexander of Kentucky; Jrnt discontinuing his operation,
his animals were sold. In addition, these parties also purchased
animals of L. A. Dow, Waterville, Charles Shaw, Dexter, and
other parties. They have bred with care, and have a choice herd
of about twenty animals. Elijah Wadsworth of Livermore is one
of our oldest breeders of Shorthorns, his father, the late Jesse
Wadsworth, having obtained his animals from Col. Greene of
"Winslow, and at-his death his son continued to giYe some attention to breeding, purchasing a bull formerly owned by th'e Messrs.
Lang of Vassalboro?. He subsequently purchased a bull of A. M.
Winslow & Son of Vermont, and is still engaged in breeding.
His herd has long maintained a good reputation,. and many good
animals have gone out' from it. Peter W. Ayer of Free.dam, commenced a herd of Shorthorns in 1870, by purchasing the bull
Knight of Geneva, and two heifers, of Augustus Whitman., Fitchburg, Mass. From these he is now b11eeding. E. E. Parkhurst of
Maysville, Aroostook county, purchased animals of ·warren Percival, ai1g also of the ,Agricultural Society of Woodstock, N. B.,.
and has a herd of ·a dozen or fifteen thoroughbreds. Mr. Parkhurst ha.s made some sales in his county, and the thoroughbred·
animals of this class in Northern Aroostook have done. much to
improve the farm stock 9f that section. Some years since th~
late Samuel W. Coburn of Skowhegan had a considerableherd of
Shorthorns, which he bred with success for many years, bi1t I am
unable to say from whom his animals were obta1ned. Since his
death the herd has not been kept up, although many nice grades
in that section of the State are found as the result of his efforts.
Among other breeders of Shorthorns, whose animals have been
purchased within the State, may be named Jos. Sanborn, Webster; A. L. Barton, Dexter, ( who had a bull from the herd of B'enj:
Sumner of Woodstock, Conn.), W. H. Hayrtcs, Smithfield; Z. A.
Gilbert; East 'rurner; Luke Hilton, Skowhegan; A. C. Chandler,
New Gloucester, and _M. L. Wilder, Pembroke. These gentlemen
are not breeding thoroughbreds to any great extent, but have by
their efforts assisted very materially the improvement of the stock
of the State in their several localities-the cluiracter of the grades
having been brought up largely by the intt·oduction and dissemjnation of pure bloods, through their agency.
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But few pure blood animals of this breed have ever been introduced into Maine: The first was the bull Duke of Hohitein, from
the stock of W: W. Chenery of Belmont, Mass., brought ~o Vassaiboro' by Thomas S. Lang of North Vassalboro', in 18~4. He
remained there for several years and got some good grade stock.
The next was the bQll Opperdoes 16th, purchased of Mr. Chenery
by Gen. W. S. Tilton 0£ Tagus, near Augusta; but he very soon
died, leaving no progeny. ln 18'71 Gen. Tilton imported· direct
from East Friesland, the bull Pleon, and cow .Itzehoe. The. bull
Denmark, imported in the cow Itzehoe, was calv.ed in October,
· 1871. From these, several thoroughbred Holsteins have been bred;
and also a number of very promising half blood heifers. William
R. Hersey of Lincoln, has a herd of grade Holsteins, which he
esteems highly, regarding them as "superior animals, good feeders, and good br.eeders." His grade bull at 22 rnos. old weighed
1,450 lbs., a pair of steer calves at 5! mos. old weighed 9'7.0 lbs.,
au·d a cow owned by him gave 39 lbs. of milk per <lay for seven
days in succession, in September, on pa.sture feed and four quart~·
of oat and pea meal per day. He says: ' 1 l like the cattle; they
are bright, active and intelligent, and take well in this section."
Gra~es of this blood are-also owned by Robert Huston, 'Falmouth,
Milton ~haw and Joshua Fogg, Greenville, Mr. Plaisted of Stetson,
Mr. B,obinson of Weld, and Moses Getchell of Winslow. They
have as yet hardly been bred long enough to render a full verdict
as to their merits as a breed for our farmers to keep .
.AYRSHIRES,

Those who made early trial of the Ayrshires in Maine, Wtll'e
John D. Lang of Vassalboro', Timothy Boutelle of Waterville,
and Hiram Pope of Gardiner. Thes·e animals came from the herds
of J.P. Cushing of Watertown, Mass., and Capt. Randall of New
Bedford, Mass., who both imported them from Scotland'. It is
probable that those who first engaged in breeding them did not
take great pains to preserve the pilrity of the blood, as the breed
did not for years make .much progress in the State. Abou·t 1858
S ..L. Goodale. of Saco imported some Ayrshires from New Brunswick, which were very fine animals. How long they were bred
· by this gentleman I am not able to say, but my impression is that
the stock ,was not very widely diss~minated: One cow of this
18
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stock was purchased by Rev. S. I!'. Dike of Bath, who speaks of
her as a; vei'y remarkable milker, giving 49 lbs. of milk per day
for thfrty consecutive days d!]ring the month of June. " She was
a small cow, beautifully made, round as an apple, and 'one of the
best of feeders." The leading· breedei·s of ..A.yrshires are now
Messrs. J. & N. Dane, Jr., of Kennebunk. "Their her_d was commenced in 1861, with the buli Oswald, (imported by H. R. Peters
of Southboro', Mass;), and several cows. These animals were
purchal!led of R. Gray, Fredericton, New Brunswick i: and subsequently several fine animals were purchased in that Provhice and_
in, this State. The bull Brewster was next purchased of II. II.
Peters, and in 18H the bull Harry from the herd of Walcott & .
Campbell of New .York. Two imported cows from Sturtevant
Brothers, Framingham, Mass., were added to their herd in 1873,
and they now have fourteen or fifteen animals. Frank Buck of
Orland, commenced breeding Ayrshires in 1866, and in that year
introduced the first thoroughbred cow into'IIancock county. This
was from the stock imported by Mr. Goodale. In 1870 he pur. chased the bull N orval and some. cows from the stock of Mr. Gray
of Fredericton, N. B: From these. he continued to breed for some
years, and then made additions to his herd by purchases from 'f.
S. Gold of West Cornwall, .Conn.
•
It should be here mentioned, that in the above record of herds
and breeders; it has not been deemed advisable to give the names
of those who only have one or two full bloods, or who may be
keeping a ~horoughbred bull.· Such .a list of names would swell
the length of this paper and serve no useful purpose.

.

STATISTICS OF THE CATTLE HUSBANDRY OF MAINE •

. The following statistics regarding the numbers and value of the
cattle of Maine at different periods, have been compiled from the
reports of the U. S. Census:_: ·
•
.
··
Year.

Miloh·Cows. .

Working-Oxen,

Other cattle.

Total value of
Live Stock,

1850 ..... 133,556 ...... 83,893. '· .... 125,890 ...•.. $9,705,726
1860 ..... 147,315 ..•... 79,792 ...... 149,82'i' ..•... 15,437 ,533
1870 ..... 139,259 ...... 60,530 ...... 143,272 ...... 23,357,129
The increase. of milch cows is due to the greater interest in the
dairy, and the decr,ease of working oxen to the fact that horses
hav~ been gradually superseding oxen as a team for do{ug farm
work. The column of values of course embraces all the live stock
kept, including ho~ses.'
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RECOLLECTIONS OF A DROVER,

, From .thirty to forty years ago large numbers of cattle were
collected in this State and driven to the cattle market at Brighton,
near Boston. This was usually done before "housing time" in
the fall, and immense q_uantities of cattle were carried from. this
State to supply the·Boston market. Now, such a thing is of very
rare occurrence, in this State ; the .transportation of catt,le by rail
having doµe away with the practice of "driving." Among the
materials received for this paper was a sketch of the early practice
of driving cattle, furnished by Seward Dill, Esq., of Phillips, who
\
was himself engaged in the business as early as 1835. His recol"'.
lections, as giv~n below, will be read with interest, as furnishing·
a chapter without :Vhich our cattle history would by no means be
complete:
"My first drove was picked up about this vicinity, and collected
at this place, Phillips; in the fall of 1835; and I continued in the
business about twenty years, driving from one to three droves a
· year, which was done the latter part of summer and fall, in droves ,
of from fifty to two hundred head.:,_a large proportion young cattle,
one, two, and three year-olds, the balance oxen and cows. , These
cattle were of as many colors as Jacob's-red, white, black, brown,
lined-back and spotted) some with high horns, and low horns,
some up and some down, and others with none at all. The prices.
paid for the two fii·st years were, for one-year olds $3 to $5; fo1;·
two years old $'7 to $10; for three years old $10 to $15; cows $10:, .
to .$12 .; oxen $35 to $40 per pair, for. six feet in girth, and sometimes six and a half feet at that price-and 6!, feet were consid-ered pretty large here at that time. In those days, selling cattle·
in Brighton was dull and hard business for "'greenhorns·"; many:·
drovers lost money, myself among the rest. Two-year olds·were
often sold for $'7, and· sometimes much less .. In 183'7 and 1838':
prices went up with a rush. ,For two years cattle had been so low
that but few calves were raised in Maine, New Hampshire and'
Vermont: We poor drovers, who purchased our droves early in«
183'7, then got even.with the Brighton sharpers, and some one year
old heifers sold as high as $24 each, two-year olds $30 to $35, and.,
oxen from $35 and $40 up to $80 and $90. In 1840 cattle were
low again, but not down to the prices of 183/f. I have purchased·
'7 -feet oxen in the towns of ,Livermore and Turner at $50, ( what·
we called mess and market beef), driven,.them to Portland and:;
Brighton, and .then sold at a very small profit.
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",Drovers sometimes took cattle "on drift," at $2 per ·head for
driving 200 miles and seHing. That was not a good way, for a
drover had rathe1· drive his own catt\e for one dollar than to drive
them for others for twice that. Then there is no chance to find
fault, let them sell high or low. The custom was, to go over the
towns among the farmers, and purchase the cattle, to be deliv(,lred
o~ a certain day; and when the time arrived it was all commotion
and excitement: cattle coming in from /}very direction, ·upon the
run, lowing a11d bellowinf?,', men and ·boys screaming and whipping, crowding them into a yard-when there would be fighting,
hooking and jumping. All· were then to be branded or marked
with scissors, and after all preparations are made they were turned
out and driven to some field or pasture for the night, where they
were guarded till the next morning by two men; so that the unruly
should not break away and let the whole drove out. They were
now ready for a fourteen days' tramp to Brighton; and turned into
the road by five or six men on horseback, with long whips, the
journey began, with such yelling ::tnd whipping as was seldom·
heard. · After one day's drive, ltrid the cattle in the road got used
to the business, the extr[l. men and horses were sent back, leaving
three to take the'drove along. The practice used to be to rush all
day, seldom stopping for dinner or allowing the poor creatures a
moment to even bite the grass.,by the way-side; so when we
arrived at Brighton, our cattle were lank, rough, foot-sore and
· weary--,-the picture of a bard journey. We always sold all we
could on the way, and when we arrived at the market-yards were
obliged 'to S!lll at what we could get-often at a big loss. The
object at that time, of driving cattle, was. to make collections
where we had trusted· out merchandise, and many times we p_aid
much. higher prices than we should if we had paid cash.. After
driving a few years we n1ade s0me improvements in managing the
creatures on the road. In.stead of six r:nen on horseback to driv,e
the fii·st daJ', three could do the work, and without whip or r:nuch
noise, Th(:) second day two men with hbrse and )Vago'h could get
along quite comfortably, although if the _drove was large three
w~re better .. At noon we usually looked up a· good field to tnrn
into, or get a foddering of corn stalks or hay for a baiting, and let.
them rest an hour ol· more 1 while we baited old Dobbin and refreshed the inner man. In this way our c'attle stood the journey
much better, and looked first-rate when we. arrived at Brighton,
and sold more readily '"both on the roa.d and at market. If we
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found the sales dull aud low, ~e put t9em on the road again for
Bridgewater,. Fairhav~n, and along the Cape, where we sold them
as best we could."
~·
,f,

PORT/lAITS OF ANIMALS,.

It seemed desirable· that rep1:esentative animals of the several
breeds of thoroughbred cattle should form the subjects for illustrations to this paper, and for the purpose of accomplishing this,
correspondence was early engaged in with several breeders.
While they admitted the desirability of having this done, the difficulties in the wa;y: were considerable. Nothing is so difficult a
subject for correct illustration as an animal, and especially animals
generally so hard to manage as bulls. Breeders, of course, were
not willing to put up with an imperfect or unsatisfactory picturea correct and truthful one being the only one that would give satisfaction. In many of our herd books, and in agricultural journals,
the portraits of animals are too often but little .better th:i,n caricatures-one would answer about as well for one animaras another,
or for one breed as an·o·ther. Nothing seemed to promise satisfaction but the photographic illustrations, with which some of the
herd books are now illustrated, and these came ~o high in price
that it was found impossible to obtain them. So, while it was
hoped at one time to be able to have. some portraits accompany
this article, it was upon the whole deemed advisable to omit them
entirely, rather than have those which would not be good repre·
sentations of the a~imals figured. This will explain why what
was at one ~ime considered quite certain in regard to illustrations,
it has been found best to abandon as impracticable.
SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS.

A review of the imbject whic~ has been presented in the preceding pages, will show many points of interest to. the practical
farmer; the first of whii,h is in regard to 'the purity of blood of
the animals early introduced into Maine, and the judicious and ·
intelligent manner in which the· early breeders carried on tlieir
operations. · We doubt, if in any other State in the Union, at so
early a period as marks the introduction of Denton and the bulls
which were imported. from 1826 to 1833, can so large a number
of pure blood bulls be found to have been introduced, as were
brought into this State. The bre~ders ·interested in them w.ere
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also men of high standing and intelligence, and not only selected
the best animals to breed from, but bred with much care and iu a
manner to mainta;Jn the purity of the blood and the value of the
animals. They laid the foundation for the superior cattle which
thirty and forty years ago gave Maine the reputation of producing
some of the best stock found in' the Union; of large size, fine
workers, excellent beef animals, and which as stock getters possessed remarkable staying qualities. The testimony of many who
were familiar with these animals, is to the effect that they added
thousands of dollars in value to the farm stock of certain communities, and that even now the g·ood results of particnar strains of
blood, thus early introduced, may be clearly traced. · It .is also
plain to notice the good work done by those pioneer farmers and
breeders for the improvement of our stock and our agriculture,
(for, in reality, our agriculture is founded upon, and depends upon
our farm stock for its advancement), and which was done at a timre
when the.y were surrounded by discouragements, and when every
inch gained was the work of actual effort against prejudice and
often against ignorance. Even now the results of their efforts are
plainly visible, and we are led to rise up and honor their work and
their memory .• The change in the character of our cattle, in ·their
adaptability to certain uses, in their money value a~ compared ~ith
those kept generally in the State before the labors of these pioneer
breeders were commenced, is also a consideration of great impor•
tance. The cattle were brought up from poor, small, scraggy
animals, giving little milk and being of very little worth, to those
finely proportioned, well developed· and valuable. And the efforts
of breeders in more recent years have steadily been in the same
direction, adding not only cash value but desirable special qualities to certain breedsJj until now·, to say nothing of the herds of
full bloods of the. different breeds which we have in the State, and
of which some outline has been attempted, (which will compare
favo~ably with th;se ,of any breeders in any State), our general
farm stock in all parts of Maine has be!m improved to a great
extent, ari-d the grade animals found .upon all our farms ,are generally very valuabl'e animals, often of high g~ade, and as satisfactory for all purposes:--except breeding-as full bloods. Another
conciusion presents itself in regard .to the absolute necessity of
cattle in our hrispandry. We cannot carry on our farms without!'.'
.them ; they do our work, furnish our meat, supply our butter and
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cheese, arid provide the manure by means of which our farms can
Qnly be brought up to a profitable degree of fertility. Therefore
cattle should be kept, and may b~ kept at a profit in Maine. Our
farmers can, by providing plenty of pasturage, good hay and an
abundance of turnips, grow beef at a profit: while ·our cheese
factories, of which we·now have a large number-so many in fact.
that the plan of associated dairying in this State may no longer
be looked' upon as an experiment-will demand that more and
better cows be kept. In order to accomplish this good bulls are
needed, the best calves must be·raised, and as a conseq.uence the
numbers of our cattle will increase. As this comes about, more
hay will be consumed. upon our farms·, more manure made and
better crops the: result. Altogether, it seems that cattle husbandry in Maine has now a more encouraging look than for many
years. Some considerations on breeding, feeding, and general ·
management, were intended in this connection, but it is a broad
subject in itself, and is reserved for future treatment ..
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REPORT OF THE ORONO MEETJNG.

In accordance with a vote of the Board, the semi-annual meeting was held at Orono, the seat of the Stiate College of Agriculturf and the Mechanio Arts, on the 2'Tth, 28th and 29th of October.
The first day·was spent at the State College, during the forenoon of
which the members attended the various recitations of the classes
at the qollege, including that in chemistry. to Prof. Aube,rt; in
mathematics to Prof. M. C. Fernald; in engineering (strength of
timbers) to Prof. Pike, and in comparative anatomy,. and ·elements
of agriculture (man'ures) to Prof. C. IL Fernald. During the in~
tervals of the several class recitations, the members visited tµe
various public .rooms in the college buildings, including the laboratory, natural history room, library, model room, and chap~l,
together with several of the students' rooms. The collections
in the several rooms were attentively examined, and the fentlemen expressed great interest in the several departments. At
noon, by inyitation of President Allen, the members dined at the
college boarding house, which is under charge of the steward,
Rev. A. W. Reed, parta~ing of a substantial and well served ,
dinner. In the afternoon the. barn and f~rm were visited, the
stock and· implements looked ove!l', and the work of the students
who we1'e engaged in performing their assigned task of 'manual
labor, examined. At 4 o'.clock there was ,an exhibition drill given
by the cadets, to the number of about eighty, under the direction
of Prof. W. S. Chaplin, Professor of M9dern Languages and Military Tactics. The drill was witnesse~ by a considerable number
of spectators, and was a highly interesting exercise. After it was
finished the members repaired to their quarters at the Orono House,
Orono village.
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